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ABSTRACT
Land vehicle navigation system (LVNS) technology is a subject of great interest today
due to its potential for both consumer and business vehicle markets. Global Positioning
System (GPS) is a common choice for positioning in such systems. However, GPS alone
is incapable of providing continuous and reliable positioning, because of its inherent
dependency on external electromagnetic signals. The availability of low cost MEMS
inertial sensors is now making it feasible to use Inertial Navigation System (INS) in
conjunction with GPS to fulfill the demands of such systems. This thesis therefore
evaluates the positioning capability of GPS/INS integrated systems utilizing MEMS
Inertial Measurement Units (IMU) for LVNS and investigates on methods to improve its
performance.

The primary piece of equipment used is a MEMS-based Crista IMU (from Cloud Cap
Technology Inc.) and a NovAtel OEM4 GPS receiver. A tactical grade Honeywell
HG1700 IMU is also used to compare the performance differences of the two IMUs,
under similar operating conditions. Different GPS/INS integration strategies and different
INS filters are used to asses the system performance under various operating conditions
based on GPS availability. For keeping the errors from growing in MEMS INS under
challenging GPS environments, the use of vehicle motion-specific constraints is
evaluated. This method is suitable for real-time applications. For post-mission
applications the use of backward smoothing techniques, such as the Rauch-Tung-Streibel
(RTS) smoother, is investigated.
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The performance of the system is assessed primarily in terms of position and velocity
errors computed with respect to an independent navigation solution. The results show that
under complete GPS coverage, the GPS/MEMS INS integrated system provides
accuracies of better than 0.4 m in the position domain. The integrated system provides
RMS horizontal position accuracies better than 7 m in a severely signal degraded
environment. The performance improves significantly with the proposed use of vehicle
motion constraints and backward smoothing techniques. Overall the results confirm the
strong potential of GPS/MEMS INS integrated systems for their use in land vehicle
navigation applications.
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CHAPTER ONE : INTRODUCTION
The E911 mandate and the emergence of location-based services (LBS) have been the
main thrusts in the demand and growth of positioning products such as in-car navigation
systems, personal-locator systems (PDA/mobile phones), and fleet management systems.
Some of the purposes of these products is to provide accurate position information of
users/vehicles to be able to connect them to nearby points of interest (such as retail
businesses, public facilities, or travel destinations), to be able to advise them of current
conditions (e.g. traffic), or to be able to provide routing and tracking services (Liu 2002).
This thesis discusses LBS in the context of a Land Vehicle Navigation System (LVNS).

1.1 Background
LVNS has been a major focus for research over the past decade. The aim of such a
system is to accurately locate a vehicle on a road network, and thus the positioning
technology is an important requirement. An ideal positioning technology in LVNS will
have the following characteristics:
1. Ability to provide continuous and reliable navigation solution
2. Ability to maintain acceptable accuracy levels

The accuracy requirement for a land vehicle generally varies with the application. For
instance, the acceptable accuracy level for emergency services like an ambulance is 1520 m (2D, 95%), whereas the corresponding requirement for an autonomous car is at the
sub-metre level.
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Different technologies exist to determine the position of a vehicle, out of which two are
used most commonly. The first is the Global Positioning System (GPS) which relies on
the radio-frequency (RF) signals from satellites in space which have known locations.
The second technology is an Inertial Navigation System (INS), which is a self-contained
Dead Reckoning (DR) navigation system, and provides dynamic information through
direct measurements from an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU).

Over the years, increasingly falling cost of GPS receivers has rendered the system
attractive for the design of LVNS (Zhao et al 2003). The primary advantage of using GPS
includes its ability to provide absolute navigation information, and the long term
accuracy in the solution. Although the solution provided by GPS is sufficiently accurate
(especially when used in differential mode), it is unable to fulfill the requirements of
continuity and reliability in many situations. Being a satellite-based navigation system,
GPS requires line-of-sight (LOS) between the receiver antenna and the satellites.
However, in the case of a land vehicle, the LOS criteria may not always be met, because
a land vehicle typically moves in urban and under dense foliage environments which
prevent signals from reaching the antenna. Thus, signal interruption is one of the primary
reasons which affects the continuity and reliability of the navigation solution from GPS
(Kaplan 1996). The issue of continuity is addressed to some extent by High Sensitivity
GPS receivers (HSGPS). HSGPS tracks signals at low strengths, using longer predetection integration times (PIT) and data wipe-off methods, and thus typically provide a
higher number of measurements relative to a conventional GPS receiver (Chansarkar &
Garin 2000, MacGougan 2003). However, the use of such measurements in degraded
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signal environments can be detrimental to the navigation solution if measurement faults
are not identified and understood, which in turn could result in position errors of 100s of
metres (ibid). Thus, in general GPS cannot be solely used for navigation, especially in
urban environments.

Unlike GPS, an INS is a self contained DR navigation system which provides position
and velocity information through direct measurements from an IMU. The advantage of
INS over GPS is its independence from external electromagnetic signals, and its ability to
operate in all environments. This allows an INS to provide a continuous navigation
solution, with excellent short term accuracy (Chiang 2004). However, the INS suffers
from time-dependent error growth which causes a drift in the solution, thus
compromising the long term accuracy of the system. The drift of high quality inertial
devices is small, and can fulfill the accuracy requirement in land applications for longer
periods. However, there are two specific limitations for their use in general applications,
such as LVNS. One is their price (over US $90,000 for a high-end IMU and over $10,000
for medium grade IMUs), and the other is the regulation by the governments against their
unrestricted use (Shin 2001). Due to these limitations, the use of INS has generally been
confined to only high accuracy navigation and geo-referencing applications (Hide 2003).

Recently, with advances in Micro Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) technology, low
cost MEMS-based inertial sensors are available (Barbour & Schmidt 2001, Park 2004).
The immediate start-up time, low power consumption, weight and cost of these sensors
meet the specifications and requirements needed for commercial applications, like
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vehicle navigation. However, due to relative lack of maturity of this technology, the
performance of these sensors is limited (Shin et al 2005), which causes the navigation
solution to degrade rapidly in the absence of an aiding source. The errors of even today's
most accurate INS (based on high end IMUs) would become unacceptably large after
several minutes (Gaylor 2003). It therefore becomes necessary to provide an INS with
regular updates in order to bound the errors to an acceptable level.

The powerful synergy between the GPS and INS, and the availability of low cost MEMS
sensors, makes the combination of these two navigation technologies a viable positioning
option for LVNS. Their combination not only offers the accuracy and continuity in the
solution, but also enhances the reliability of the system (Rogers 2000). GPS, when
combined with MEMS inertial devices, can restrict their error growth over time, and
allows for online estimation of the sensor errors, while the inertial devices can bridge the
position estimates when there is no GPS signal reception. Also, the use of inertial
components allows the GPS measurements to be compared against statistical limits and
reject those measurements that are beyond the limits, thus enhancing the reliability and
integrity of the system (Brenner 1995). Ultimately, the navigation solution derived from a
GPS/INS system is better than either standalone solution.

As GPS/MEMS INS (INS utilizing MEMS IMU) systems constitute an increasingly
attractive low cost option, it is of significant importance to evaluate their performance.
Thus, the broad aim of this research is to evaluate the performance of a GPS/MEMS INS
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integrated system, and to develop a system capable of providing an accurate navigation
solution, reliably and continuously for land vehicle navigation application.

1.2 Low Cost Inertial Sensors
The need to maintain reasonable cost levels when integrating an INS with GPS for
consumer applications is driving the technology development for MEMS inertial sensors
(Barbour & Schmidt 2001). MEMS-based sensors exploit the benefits of high volume
manufacturing techniques and flexible and rugged packaging options (Faulkner et al
2002). This results in small and robust inertial sensors that are resulting in new markets,
where inertial technology is now being used in applications that were previously not
feasible due to size and cost constraints (ibid). To this end, MEMS inertial sensors are the
lowest cost inertial sensors available for use in commercial applications, such as land
navigation (Hide 2003). These sensors, based on their performance levels and intended
applications, are often categorized under automotive grade sensors (ibid). This section
provides a brief overview of MEMS inertial sensor technology, and their performance
differences relative to tactical and navigation grade IMUs.
1.2.1 MEMS Inertial Sensors

MEMS research on inertial sensors has focused primarily on accelerometers and
gyroscopes (Park 2004). Of the two, accelerometers were developed first, and have
undergone significant development ever since. However, MEMS gyroscopes are a
relatively new technology (ibid).
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MEMS accelerometers are typically a pendulous/displacement mass type system that uses
capacitive sensing to provide a measure of acceleration. It consists of a proof mass
located at the centre of two electrodes, each made of silicon. The deflection of the proof
mass leads to the change of capacitance which is used to measure the amplitude of the
force that led to displacement of the proof mass (Kraft 1997). This method is generally
termed as an open loop mode of operation. Another mode is the closed loop, where the
counteracting force required to keep the proof mass at zero-deflection point is measured,
to provide a measure of acceleration (Park 2004). These silicon accelerometers are being
developed for a wide range of applications commercially such as automotive air bags, as
well as autonomous vehicle markets (Barbour & Schmidt 2001).

The majority of MEMS-based gyroscopes currently under development operates in a
vibratory mode and measures the angular rate instead of the absolute angle (Park 2004).
These gyros consist of a sensing element vibrating with constant amplitude controlled by
a vibrating motor that maintains the oscillation at constant amplitude. When this system
is rotated around any axis other than the axis of its internal in-plane vibration, the
Coriolis force causes the element to oscillate out of the plane (Faulkner et al 2002). This
oscillation is picked-up by the sensing capacitors and is used to provide a measure of
angular rate.
1.2.2 Performance Characteristics

Table 1.1 lists the typical error characteristics of low cost MEMS sensors. The table also
shows the error characteristics of navigation and tactical grade IMUs to facilitate direct
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performance comparison. The MEMS IMU used in this study is the Crista IMU (from
Cloud Cap Technology Inc.), which is used as an example (in the table) to characterize
the performance of low cost MEMS IMUs. The navigation grade IMU used is the
Honeywell Commercial IMU (CIMU) and the tactical grade IMU used is the Honeywell
HG1700 IMU.
Table 1.1: Technical Characteristics of Different IMU Grades (CristaInterface/Operation Document 2004, Petovello 2003)
IMU

CIMU

HG1700

Crista

Grade

Navigation

Tactical

Automotive

Accelerometers
In Run Bias (mg)

0.025

1

2.5

Turn On Bias (mg)

-

-

30

Scale Factor (PPM)

100

300

10000

Velocity Random Walk (g/√Hz) *

-

2.16e-006

370e-006

Gyros
In Run Bias (°/h)

0.0022

1

<1040

Turn On Bias (°/h)

-

-

5400

Scale Factor (PPM)

5

150

10000

Angle Random Walk (°/h /√Hz) *

6.92

7.5

226.8

Cost

>$90000

>$20000

<$2000

*Obtained from static testing in lab

The quality of an IMU is often judged by the quality of the gyros contained in the sensor
system (El-Sheimy 2004). As can be noted from the table, that MEMS IMU (Crista IMU)
features a turn-on bias of about 5400 ˚/h in gyros, while these biases are negligible in
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higher grade IMUs. Also, the MEMS IMU exhibits in-run bias drift of more than
1000 ˚/h, compared to 1 ˚/h for a tactical grade system, and few orders of magnitude
lower for a navigation grade IMU. Given this level of errors in MEMS sensors,
traditional approaches for integrating GPS and INS are likely to fail, and some nontraditional algorithms and approaches are required (Salychev et al 2000). However, in
terms of cost the MEMS-level IMU is clearly a favourable option for the use in
commercial applications. As can be noted, the cost of MEMS inertial sensors is ten times
lower than that of medium accuracy tactical grade IMUs.

1.3 Previous Research and their Limitations
In the last few years, several researchers have investigated the integration of low
performance/MEMS INS with GPS, for instance Salychev et al (2000), Mathur & Grass
(2000), Kealy et al (2001), Cao et al (2002), Hide (2003), Park (2004), and Shin (2005).
The following sections discuss the key aspect of a GPS/INS integrated system (from the
MEMS INS stand point), and the relevant research undertaken along with their
limitations.
1.3.1 Integration Strategy

The concept of integrating GPS and INS has been well researched. Different integration
strategies have been developed and tested with different grades of IMUs. Typically, three
main strategies are used, namely loose integration, tight integration and ultra-tight (or
deep) integration (Petovello 2003). Deep integration is performed at the hardware level
and thus, is practical for implementation by equipment manufacturers only (Bye et al
1997, Kreye 2000) or through software receivers (Kondo et al 2005), and hence will not
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be discussed any further. The other two integration strategies, i.e. loosely and tightly
coupled, have been used most commonly in past research. Both integration strategies can
be implemented using two independent approaches, the open loop (feed forward) and the
closed loop (feedback).

Studies involving low performance/MEMS IMU which have been conducted over the last
few years have mainly concentrated on the loosely coupled integration approach.
Salychev et al (2000), Nayak (2000), and Mathur & Grass (2000) evaluated the ability of
a low cost motion sensor, specifically the MotionPakTM IMU (which costs about
$8000 US) integrated with GPS using a loosely coupled integration strategy with an open
loop approach. While the former two used pseudorange/Doppler-derived DGPS updates,
the latter used carrier-phase based DGPS, both for land vehicle and aviation applications.
Kealy et al (2001) developed an intelligent integrated system based on a MEMS based
AHRS-DMUTM (which costs more than $4000 US), and map data, specifically for a land
vehicle. Some recent work has focused on the tightly coupled integration strategy, for
instance Hide (2003), and Brown & Lu (2004). Hide (2003) used a Crossbow AHRS
DMU-HDX (which costs more than $4000 US), with carrier-phase based DGPS, for
marine application. Brown & Lu (2004) presented some preliminary performance test
results of the MEMS-based Crista IMU (which is the IMU used in this study). The
position errors in this system were shown to grow rapidly during GPS outages, reaching
more than 225 m (2D) for the outage duration of 50 s.
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One specific limitation of many of these researches is that an open loop approach is used
for integration, which is suitable only for integration with high-end inertial sensors. A
low cost IMU propagates relatively large navigation errors in a small time interval.
Without a feedback loop the inertial sensor measurements, and the mechanization
parameters, will have higher error values which can spoil the small error assumptions
made in an INS error model, and could potentially degrade system performance (Zhang
2003). A closed loop configuration corrects the INS parameters periodically using the
error estimates from the Kalman filter, and thus maintains the small error assumptions.
1.3.2 Initial Alignment

One of the important issues while working with a low cost MEMS IMU is the initial
alignment of the system. The process of computing the initial parameter of the
transformation matrix (from the IMU body frame to the navigation frame) is called the
INS alignment procedure (Jekeli 2001). For navigation-grade and high-end tactical grade
IMUs, the analytical coarse alignment method followed by fine alignment can be applied
to estimate the initial attitude parameters (Farrell & Barth 2001). However, for low cost
IMUs, these methods often fail owing to large sensor errors (see Table 1.1). The roll and
pitch of vehicle can still be obtained using the stationary accelerometer data with limited
accuracy, but heading (azimuth) alignment cannot be accomplished. Another practical
problem in using conventional static alignment methods is that the system is slated to be
used in a consumer vehicle; hence, the user cannot be expected to wait until the sensor
alignment is finished (Shin & El-Sheimy 2004).
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Different options, such as kinematic alignment and the use of an external heading sensor,
have been tested in previous studies. Salychev et al (2000) and Nayak (2000) used
heading information stored from a magnetic compass as periodic input to their integrated
system for heading alignment. The possibility of using GPS processed navigation
information for in-motion INS alignment is explored in Shin (2001), Salycheva &
Cannon (2004), and Shin & El-Sheimy (2004). While the former two studies discuss the
algorithm involving the use of GPS processed velocity information to align the INS,
which was tested with a tactical grade IMU, the latter used GPS processed position
information for alignment of a medium accuracy MEMS IMU.
1.3.3 Sensor Error Calibration/Modeling

The performance of a GPS/INS integrated system is mainly characterized by the ability
of the INS to bridge GPS outages. This basically depends on the inertial sensor errors,
which, if remain un-accounted for, cause a rapid degradation in the INS navigation
solution during periods of GPS unavailability. The inertial sensor errors can be divided
into two parts, deterministic errors and random errors (Salychev 1998, Nassar 2003). In
order to integrate MEMS inertial sensors with GPS, and to provide a continuous and
reliable navigation solution, the characteristics of different error sources, and the
understanding of the variability of these errors are of significant importance (Park & Gao
2002). The process of understanding the sensor error behaviour is called sensor error
characterization (Grewal et al 2001).
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Deterministic error sources include the bias and scale-factor errors which can be removed
by specific calibration procedures. These errors are deterministic in the sense that their
values can be obtained by performing several tests in the laboratory. Park & Gao (2002),
Winkler et al (2003), and Park (2004) discuss the lab calibration procedure for MEMS
inertial sensors. They developed a turn table test procedure to estimate the biases and
scale-factor errors in these sensors. Shin (2001) developed a field calibration procedure
which requires rotating the IMU, manually, through a specific scheme of rotations. The
developed methodology was tested with a tactical grade IMU. A field calibration scheme
is specifically useful for low cost IMUs, whose constant bias part and scale factor error
values vary from turn-on to turn-on. Another option, as discussed in Godha & Cannon
(2005a), is to model these errors in a Kalman Filter.

The inertial sensor random errors primarily include the sensor noise, which consists of
two parts, a high frequency component and a low frequency component. The high
frequency component has white noise characteristics, while the low frequency component
(more commonly termed as bias drift) is characterized by correlated noise (Skaloud
1999). One way to deal with high frequency noise is to de-noise the inertial sensor
measurements prior to processing, using the wavelet de-noising techniques. Several
studies have focused on evaluating the advantages of such techniques, for instance
Skaloud (1999), Nassar (2003), Chiang et al (2004), and Abdel-Hamid et al (2004). Of
these, Chiang et al (2004), and Abdel-Hamid et al (2004) specifically looked at the
wavelet de-noising application with MEMS IMU, for LVNS. The former demonstrated
an improvement in stand-alone INS performance by about 5-20 % after de-noising the
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inertial sensor measurements, while the latter showed an improvement in the range of 3060% with de-noising.

The low frequency noise component (correlated noise) can be modeled with sufficient
accuracy using random processes such as random constant (random bias), random walk,
or a Gauss-Markov processes. Details of these stochastic models could be found in Gelb
(1974) and Nassar (2003). The most commonly used process is the first order Gauss
Markov process. Recently some of the studies have tested the use of Auto-Regressive
(AR) modeling methods (e.g. Park 2004), which were shown to provide slight
improvement in system performance.
1.3.4 Rapid Degradation in Solution during GPS Outage

The primary concern when working with a low performance IMU is that the navigation
solution degrades rapidly in the absence of an aiding source (which is mainly GPS). So,
to constrain the system errors to acceptable levels during this period, some additional
form of aiding is required (Wang & Wilson 2002). Different researchers have come up
with different ways to deal with this situation, specifically the use of an auxiliary sensor
system, deriving measurements based on vehicle behaviour, and some special estimation
techniques.

Several researchers have investigated methods to prevent INS error degradation during
GPS outages with the help of auxiliary sensors such as an odometer (Sukkarieh 2000,
Shin 2005, Shin & El-Sheimy 2005), magnetometer (Zhang et al 2003, Godha et al
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2005), Vehicle Motion Sensors (Numajima et al 2002), and an array of pseudolites (Lee
2002). However, the use of additional sensors limits the application areas of these
navigation systems, and also increases the cost of the overall system.

The problem of keeping the accuracy of the INS within bounds can also be addressed by
considering the vehicle motion constraints arising from the fact that the land vehicles
mostly travel on roads (Scott 1994). Assuming that the vehicle does not slip and always
remains in contact with the ground, the velocity of the vehicle in the plane perpendicular
to the forward direction should be zero (Sukkarieh 2000). Observations constructed using
this fact can be used in the INS data processing loop when GPS is not available, in order
to extend the ability of the system to keep the position accuracy within bounds for longer
periods (Cunha et al, 2003). Sukkarieh (2000) demonstrated the effectiveness of these
constraints with a medium accuracy IMU, Shin (2001) used constraints to bound the
mechanization errors in a tactical grade IMU, and recently Wang (2004) demonstrated
their use with a single axis MEMS gyro and accelerometer. An important limitation of
these works is that, none of these studies used a MEMS IMU for their integrated system
Also, all of these studies focused on constraining the mechanization errors with only
updates coming from velocity constraints, with no GPS updates. The other means of
implementation is to use GPS when it is available with INS to provide navigation
information, and when a GPS outage (complete or partial) is encountered, constraintsderived velocity measurements are added to the system to keep the velocity, and thus
position, errors bounded (Godha & Cannon 2005a).
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Another constraint that can be imposed in a land vehicle environment is a height
constraint (Godha et al 2005). Since the vehicle always stays on the road, the height
solution does not generally vary by more than a few tens of metres over a particular
region. Therefore, during periods of poor GPS availability, the height solution could be
considered as a known parameter, which can potentially help to improve the horizontal
solution accuracies (Lachapelle et al 2003).

The use of special estimation techniques, such as backward smoothing, can be used to
improve system performance during GPS outages. Smoothing uses the fact that the
sensor data can also be used in a reverse time fashion (Gelb 1974). It provides an
estimate using the observation that is ahead in time of the current estimate; therefore,
smoothing is clearly a post processing method. Different smoothing techniques exist, for
instance the Forward-Backward smoother and the Rauch Tung Streibel (RTS) smoother
(Gelb 1974, Scherzinger 2004), out of which the RTS smoother seems to be gaining
popularity because of its ease of implementation. Nassar (2003) used an RTS smoother to
reduce the errors accumulated in both navigation and tactical grade INSs. The smoother
was shown to improve the navigation solution by about 75-85%. Shin & El-Sheimy
(2005) used the same smoother for a pipeline surveying application, with a tactical grade
IMU. Only one study (to the author’s knowledge) has focused on the use of an RTS
smoother with a MEMS level IMU, Shin (2005); however, the study was somewhat
limited as the performance of smoother was tested with just one data set collected in open
sky conditions. Thus, further investigation on the performance of RTS smoother with
MEMS IMU is desired.
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1.3.5 Operational Environment

The operational environment of a navigation system plays a large role in the quality of
solution obtained (Petovello 2003). Operational environments are generally characterized
into three categories based on the number of GPS satellites available. These are: (1) open
area (average of 8-12 satellites available); (2) semi-urban area (average of 2-8 satellites
available); and (3) urban area (average of 0-6 satellites available) (Salycheva 2004). Most
previous studies (involving MEMS level/low performance IMU), have focused on
evaluating the system performance under benign operational conditions (open area with a
clear view of sky). The performance in urban environments is more commonly quantified
by simulating a GPS outage (by rejecting satellites in post processing) in an otherwise
good GPS conditions. While this method is valid for an evaluation of the stand-alone
performance of an INS, it is generally not well representative of the possible accuracies
in an urban environment (Godha et al 2005). The reason for this is two fold. First, GPS
outages in an urban environment are very frequent, vary in duration, and are often a blend
of complete and partial outages. Second, in actual conditions GPS data (when available)
is degraded primarily by poor satellite geometry, low C/No and multipath (Mezentsev
2005). Such problems cause large measurement errors that can introduce a bias in the
estimated parameters, thus compromising system integrity (Petovello 2003). On the
contrary, in simulation analysis the GPS data before and after the simulated outage is
mostly clean and fault free; so, the results obtained by simulation of a GPS outage, are
likely to be optimistic relative to the actual performance of standalone INS in urban
canyon environments (Godha et al 2005).
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Some studies that focused on evaluating the performance of an integrated system in
signal degraded environments include Sukkarieh (2000), Petovello (2003), and Salycheva
(2004). All of these studies were limited in terms of the operational environment, the type
of IMU used, and the application considered. For instance, Sukkarieh (2000) specifically
looked at the integration of a medium accuracy INS with DGPS, for an application
involving the navigation of straddle carriers which are slow moving vehicles (<10 m/s).
Petovello (2003) and Salycheva (2004) looked at the performance of an integrated system
in pseudo-urban and urban environments, respectively; however, the IMU used for the
study was a high cost (from an LVNS design stand point), tactical grade, IMU. Recently,
Hide & Moore (2005) directed some work towards evaluating a DGPS/MEMS INS
integrated system in urban environments, where a tightly coupled integration scheme was
used for integration. The integrated system in this case was shown to provide a few metre
level accuracies.

1.4 Objectives
Given the lack of research being directed towards the integration of a low
cost/performance MEMS INS, this thesis expands upon the work described in the
previous sections. The specific objectives of this thesis are:

1. To analyze the performance of DGPS/MEMS INS system using closed loop loosely
and tightly coupled integration schemes. The MEMS IMU being used is the Crista

IMU from Cloud Cap Technology Inc., and the GPS receiver used is the NovAtel
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OEM4 receiver. The performance of the system will be evaluated during complete
GPS availability, partial GPS outages, and complete GPS outages.

2. To investigate the performance improvements achievable in a DGPS/MEMS INS
integrated system through the use of vehicle motion constraints, during GPS outages.

Specifically, two kinds of constraints are used, the vehicle velocity constraints and the
height constraints. The performance of the system will be quantified using both
constraints individually and simultaneously, and the improvements will be assessed
through comparison with the case when no constraints are used.

3. To investigate the performance improvements that a backward smoothing technique,
specifically the RTS smoother, can provide. The smoother performance with

DGPS/MEMS INS integrated system will be assessed during complete GPS
availability and complete outages.

4. To asses the relative difference in the performance of MEMS IMU and a tactical
grade IMU, under similar operating conditions. The tactical grade IMU being used is

a Honeywell HG1700 IMU. Each of the above stated tasks will also be carried out
with the HG1700 IMU. The specific aim is to provide a rigorous quantitative analysis
of performance differences between two different grades of IMUs using side-by-side
testing.
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5. To evaluate the performance of the systems in different operating environments,
specifically open, semi-urban and urban areas. One data set collected in each

environment will be used to asses the performance of both MEMS and tactical grade
IMUs based DGPS/INS integrated system.

1.5 Research Methodology Summary
The following methodology has been carried out to meet the objectives outlined in the
previous section:
1. Error characterization of MEMS IMU: The first step in the development of an
integrated system is the error characterization of the IMU. This basically focused on
examining the deterministic error sources (turn-on bias and scale factor), obtaining
the high-frequency noise power (sensor noise), and analyzing the low-frequency
sensor drifts (in-run bias drift) present in the MEMS sensors. Based on the drift error
characteristics, a suitable stochastic model and the corresponding parameters were
chosen to model the errors in a Kalman filter.

2. Implementation of INS mechanization for strapdown INS: This is a basic step in all
INS processing. The INS mechanization was implemented to convert the raw sensor
angular and velocity increments into useful navigation information.

3. GPS processing: This step involved implementation of a GPS filter to compute the
navigation solution from GPS measurements, in differential mode. Two different
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differential processing modes were implemented, single differenced and double
differenced; however, this thesis deals only with the single differencing method.

4. Implementation of integration algorithms: This is the step where the navigation
solutions from the GPS and INS are fused together to obtain a blended solution. Both
loosely coupled and tightly coupled integration strategies were implemented using a
closed loop approach. An augmented state Kalman filter is developed for integration
of the MEMS INS with GPS for effective sensor error compensation. The specific
advantage of such a filter is that the inertial sensor raw measurements could be
corrected for deterministic errors (which vary on each turn-on) more efficiently.

5. Implementation of (error compensation) algorithms to bridge GPS data outages:
This step involved the development and implementation of different algorithms to
prevent INS error degradation during GPS outages. Methods such as vehicle motion
constraints and backward smoothing are used.

6. Software development: All the integration strategies, INS filters, GPS filters, error
compensation algorithms, and backward smoothing techniques are implemented in
software developed in C++. The software is a post-processing package, although most
of the implemented algorithms are adaptable to real-time applications, with an
exception of the smoothing technique.
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7. Field tests and data analysis: The final step of this research was to undertake field
tests and data processing. Simultaneous field testing was conducted with different
grades of IMUs, different GPS receivers, and magnetometers. The analysis involved
interpreting the results obtained from open, semi-urban and urban areas.

1.6 Outline
Chapter Two provides an overview of the GPS and INS systems. Various GPS error
sources along with differential GPS methods to reduce measurement errors are discussed.
Following this discussion, the inertial navigation system in introduced, along with a
discussion of its equations of motion, inertial sensor errors, and alignment techniques.

Chapter Three provides an overview of estimation methods and discusses the Kalman
filter algorithm. It also provides a brief overview of the innovations-based outlier
detection scheme used in this work.

Chapter Four discusses different integration strategies and approaches for blending GPS
and INS. It then provides the designs of the GPS and the INS filters developed in this
study. Finally, it discusses the algorithms for compensating errors in the INS mechanized
navigation solutions during GPS outages.

Chapter Five and Chapter Six provides the field tests descriptions and presents the
performance testing results of both DGPS/MEMS INS and DGPS/tactical INS integrated
system in the open, semi-urban and urban areas. Results obtained using different
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integration strategies, different INS filters, and under different GPS conditions are
presented. The impact of vehicle motion constraints under partial and complete GPS
outages is also evaluated.

Chapter Seven provides a brief introduction to smoothing techniques followed by a
discussion about the RTS smoother. It then presents some test results in open and urban
areas.

Chapter Eight summarizes the work presented in this thesis, and draw conclusions from
the test results and analysis. Finally, several recommendations for future work are
outlined.
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CHAPTER TWO : GPS AND INS SYSTEM OVERVIEW
This chapter discusses the fundamentals of GPS and INS systems. An overview of GPS
will be provided first, along with a discussion of various error sources that affect GPS
measurements. Differential GPS methods used to mitigate these errors will be discussed.
The latter half of this chapter discusses inertial navigation concepts including the
mechanization equations, inertial sensor errors, and the alignment procedure.

2.1 Global Positioning System
GPS, officially also known as NAVSTAR (Navigation System with Timing and
Ranging), is an all weather, worldwide, satellite-based navigation system developed by
the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) (Hofmann-Wellenhof et al 1992). It belongs to a
large class of radio navigation systems that allow the user to determine range from a
known signal transmitting station by measuring the differential time of travel of the
signal. GPS receivers take this information and use trilateration to calculate the user's
position.

The GPS system consists of three segments: the space segment, the control segment, and
the user segment. The space segment consists of satellites which continuously broadcast
signals. As of September 23, 2005, there are 29 functional GPS satellites in orbit
(www.navcen.uscg.gov/ftp/GPS/status.txt). These satellites orbit the Earth in six 12-hr
(11-hr, 58-min) orbital planes. The control segment deals with monitoring the health of
the satellites and uploading navigation data (Misra & Enge 2001). It consists of a system
of tracking stations located around the world, including six monitor stations, four ground
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antennas, and a master control station. The user segment is by far the largest and the most
dynamic segment of the GPS, which consists of the antennas and receiver-processors that
measure and decode the satellite transmissions to provide positioning information to the
user (Farrell & Barth 2001). Originally designed for the military users, GPS is now being
used extensively in applications intended for civilian users. In-fact, the civilian users
constitute a major portion of the user segment, where the estimated number of civilian
users is around few million and is growing every year (Lachapelle 1995). A schematic
representation of each GPS segment is shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Schematic Representation of GPS Segments (Dana 1994)

The GPS is a spread spectrum Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) system that
broadcasts bi-phase modulated Right Hand Circularly Polarized (RHCP) signals at two
carrier frequencies: L1 (1575.42 MHz) and L2 (1227.60 MHz). These signals are
modulated by two Pseudo-Random Noise (PRN) codes, the Coarse-Acquisition (C/A)
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code on L1 and the P-code on both L1 and L2. The access to P-code is restricted only to
military users via its encryption by a Y code, a technique termed as anti-spoofing. The
PRN code for each satellite is unique which allows a receiver to discriminate between
satellites. Each satellite vehicle (SV) is identified by its respective PRN code number. In
addition to these PRN codes, the navigation message consisting of information such as
satellite ephemeris, satellite clock bias and satellite status is also modulated onto the L1
and L2 carriers.

A single-frequency civilian user can obtain three types of measurements from the
currently available GPS signal. These are: (1) Code phase (pseudorange) measurement;
(2) Carrier phase measurement; and (3) Doppler/incremental phase measurement. With
the GPS modernization plan, the new signal on L2 frequency (L2C) will become
available for civilian use which will allow constructing additional measurements
(Fontana et al 2001). This signal, however, is likely to be ‘fully available’ (i.e. on all
satellites) by the year 2011. The carrier phase measurement is the most precise
measurements available to GPS users, and is typically used in high-accuracy (cm-level)
application such as geodetic surveying, and automatic vehicle applications. However,
typical accuracy requirements in land vehicle navigation application are on the order of
few metres. In an open area environment, GPS pseudorange measurements can provide
accuracies better than 5 m in differential mode for a baseline length of 50 km from
reference station (Misra & Enge 2001). Thus, in this research, only pseudorange (L1C/A) and Doppler measurements are utilized, the details of which are provided in the
following sections.
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2.1.1 Pseudorange Measurements

The code pseudorange measurement represents the apparent distance between the GPS
satellite and the receiver antenna. These measurements are derived from the PRN codes,
by measuring the amount of time shift required to align the PRN-code replica generated
at the receiver with the one received from the satellite (Hofmann-Wellenhof et al 1992).
Using this information the GPS receiver determines the time required for the signal to
propagate from the satellite to the receiver, which when scaled by the speed of light
provides the pseudorange measurement. These measurements are termed as pseudoranges
instead of ranges because the clocks of the satellites and the receiver are not perfectly
synchronized to GPS time. The measurements therefore contain clock biases; hence, the
term pseudo.

The true pseudorange is the pseudorange in the idealized error-free condition, which
includes the true range and the clock error bias. However, in real measurements there are
random noise effects, and various propagation and system specific errors. The measured
pseudorange, thus, is generally expressed by Equation (2.1) (Lachapelle 2003):
p(t ) = ρ (t ) + cdt (t ) − cdT (t ) + d orb (t ) + d ion (t ) + d trop (t ) + η p
where, (t ) represent the variable value at time ‘t’. The symbol:
p

is the measured pseudorange (m),

ρ

is the true range between satellite and the receiver antenna (m),

dt

is the satellite clock error (s),

dT

is the receiver clock error (s),

(2.1)
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d orb

is the satellite orbital error (m),

d ion

is the ionospheric error (m),

d trop

is the tropospheric error (m) ,

ηp

is the error because of multipath and noise (m), and

c

is the speed of light in vacuum (m/s).

A brief overview of the above mentioned error sources will be provided in Section 2.1.3,
while a more detailed treatment of each error source can be found in Parkinson & Spilker
(1996), Kaplan (1996), and Misra & Enge (2001).

Pseudorange measurements are useful in determining a user’s position in terms of
latitude, longitude, and height (all referenced to the WGS84 ellipsoid). These three
unknowns combined with the receiver clock error term, results in a total of four unknown
parameters (Farrell & Barth 2001). Thus, independent GPS navigation requires signals
from at least four satellites for computation of a complete position solution. However,
with clock aiding, it is possible to navigate with less than four satellites (Zhang 1997).
Augmenting GPS with clock and height aiding requires only as few as two satellites
measurements to provide the navigation solution (ibid).
2.1.2 Doppler Measurements

The Doppler frequency represents the rate of change of the carrier phase observable, and
is typically measured in L1 cycles per second (Hz). These measurements, when scaled by
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the L1 wavelength, provide the range rate measurement. This observable can be
expressed by Equation (2.2) (Lachapelle 2003):
p& (t ) = ρ& (t ) + cdt&(t ) − cdT& (t ) + d&orb (t ) − d&ion (t ) + d&trop (t ) + η p&

(2.2)

where, (t ) represent the variable value at time ‘t’. The symbol:
p&

is the observed range rate derived from Doppler measurements (m/s),

ρ&

is the true range rate between the satellite and the receiver (m/s),

dt&

is the satellite clock drift,

dT&

is the receiver clock drift,

d&orb

is the satellite orbital drift error (m/s),

d&ion

is the ionospheric error drift (m/s),

d&trop

is the tropospheric error drift (m/s) , and

η p&

is the drift error because of multipath and noise (m/s).

The range rate reflects the relative velocity between the receiver and the GPS satellite,
and thus can be used for computing velocities.
2.1.3 GPS Errors and Mitigation

GPS error sources can be classified into the common mode errors and the non-common
mode errors. The non-common mode errors are those that could be distinct to receivers
operating even in close proximity (Farrell & Barth 2001), and includes receiver specific
errors such as clock errors, multipath and noise. The common mode errors are error
sources such as satellite clock error, orbital error, ionospheric error and tropospheric
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error, which exhibits spatial correlation and are common to every receiver operating in a
limited geographic region. Given this property, the common mode error can be reduced
to small values using DGPS techniques (Misra & Enge 2001).

DGPS involves a GPS receiver/antenna at a known location (reference station), a receiver
at an unknown location (rover station), possible changing positions, and a communication
medium between the two if real-time positioning is desired (Farrell & Barth 2001). The
underlying principle is to compute the measurement differences for a particular PRN at
reference and rover station, which reduces the effect of the common mode errors. Then,
with the knowledge of the precise reference station position, the position of rover station
can be computed using the differenced measurements. The concept is explained
graphically in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Differential GPS Concept

Three different DGPS techniques exist, namely the single-difference (SD), the doubledifference (DD) and the triple-difference (TD), out of which SD and DD are used most
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commonly. To this end, SD is preferred approach when only pseudorange and Doppler
measurements are involved in GPS computations. The primary reason for this is that the
non-common mode errors (i.e. receiver noise and multipath) tend to get amplified in
DGPS techniques, because of their non-spatially correlated characteristics. The
amplification is greater in DD (or TD) relative to SD. Thus, in the context of this thesis
the common mode errors are mitigated using the SD technique. This technique can be
implemented using two methods (Lachapelle 2003):
•

Differencing between receivers – eliminates satellite-specific errors, and

•

Differencing between satellites – eliminates receiver-specific errors.

Here, differencing between the two receivers is used whereby measurements at the
reference and the rover stations are subtracted, for a particular satellite. The
corresponding pseudorange and Doppler measurements are represented by Equations
(2.3) through (2.5) (Misra & Enge 2001):

∆ = (∗) rover − (∗) reference

(2.3)

∆p(t ) = ∆ρ (t ) + c∆dT (t ) + ∆d orb (t ) + ∆d ion (t ) + ∆d trop (t ) + η ∆

(2.4)

∆p& (t ) = ∆ρ& (t ) + c∆dT& (t ) + ∆d&orb (t ) + ∆d&ion (t ) + ∆d&trop (t ) + η&∆

(2.5)

The advantage of forming such an observable is that the satellite clock errors get
eliminated completely, while the satellite orbital errors and the propagation errors due to
the ionosphere and troposphere get reduced significantly. Since the errors are reduced,
the quality of the measurement is improved, which ultimately leads to an improved
positioning accuracy relative to the stand-alone GPS case (Farrell & Barth 2001).
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However, high accuracies can be achieved in differential mode only if the baseline
between the reference and rover station is small, in which case the measured ranges are
affected by these errors in similar proportions (Hoffman-Wellenhoff et al 1992). With
increasing baselines, the spatial correlation between the errors weakens, leading to
relatively large residual errors which degrade the accuracy of the obtainable solution.
Since only satellite specific errors are reduced in ‘between receiver’ differencing, the
receiver clock error needs to be included in the GPS computations as an unknown.
Further details of the remaining error sources and the effect of their residual errors after
differencing are discussed in the following sections.
2.1.3.1 Satellite Orbital Error ( d orb )
The satellite orbital errors are the discrepancies between the true satellite positions and
the computed values. The satellite orbits are monitored continuously from several
monitoring stations around the Earth and the predicted orbital information is transmitted
to the satellites, which in turn is transmitted to the receivers as the part of the navigation
message (Zumberge & Bertiger 1996). The accuracy of these predictions is limited as
there are a maximum of three satellite uploads per day.

The orbital errors are correlated for two receivers and thus can be damped by differencing
between two receivers (Misra & Enge 2001). However, since the effective range error
due to orbital errors is line-of-sight dependent, the ability of differential techniques to
compensate for orbital errors is dependent on the user position relative to the reference
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station. Typically, for a baseline length of 100 km, the residual orbital error after
differencing remains less than 5 cm (ibid).
2.1.3.2 Ionospheric Error ( d ion )
The ionosphere is the layer extending from a height of about 50 km to about 1000 km
that consists of ionized air (free electrons and ions). The ionization of the air is caused by
the sun’s radiation and thus the physical characteristics of the ionosphere change widely
between day and night (Misra & Enge 2001). The presence of free electrons affects the
refractive indices of the various layers of the ionosphere, and thus the GPS signals do not
travel at the vacuum speed of light as they pass through this region (Farrell & Barth
2001). The change in velocities ultimately results in phase advance and code delay. This
however, is dependent on Total Electron Content (TEC) over the signal path (HoffmannWellenhoff et al 1992).

Due to their spatial correlation, the ionospheric error gets reduced by differential
techniques. However, the post-differential residual errors depend upon the spatial
variability of the TEC in the ionosphere (Misra & Enge 2001). In fact, the ionosphere can
show considerable variability both spatially and temporally resulting from the solar
activity and magnetic storm-induced traveling disturbances (ibid). For a satellite
overhead, the residual error after differential corrections is typically on the order of 5-20
cm for a baseline length of 100 km, but can be up to 1 m if the ionosphere is active (ibid).
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2.1.3.3 Tropospheric Error ( d trop )
The troposphere is the neutral region of the Earth’s atmosphere extending from the
Earth’s surface up to 50 km. When GPS signals propagate through the troposphere, they
experience range delays dependent on the pressure, temperature and moisture content
along the signal path (Shreshtha 2003). These delays are normally represented to have a
wet component and a dry component (Farrell & Barth 2001). The dry part results from
the dry gases in the troposphere while the wet part results from the water vapour. About
90 % of the tropospheric delay arises from the dry component, which can be predicted
with an accuracy of about 1 %, while the rest 10 % is the contribution from the wet
component (Hoffmann-Wellenhoff et al 1992). The wet component is difficult to predict,
since water vapour density varies with the local weather and can exhibit drastic
variations, and thus the prediction accuracy is only about 10-20 % (ibid).

The ability of differential techniques to compensate for tropospheric effects depends on
the inter-receiver separation, as receivers separated by several kilometres may be subject
to different weather conditions. Specifically, the water vapour content can show
considerable variability both spatially and temporally. Thus, the residual errors for a
baseline length of 100 km can be in the range of 10-15 cm (Misra & Enge 2001).
Residual errors are generally higher for satellites at lower elevation angles.
2.1.3.4 Receiver Clock Error ( dT )
This error is the offset of the receiver clock with respect to the reference GPS time. It is a
time-varying error that affects all simultaneous range measurements in the same fashion,
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at a particular epoch. Therefore, if measurements from four satellites are available, these
errors can be estimated in GPS computations (Farrell & Barth 2001). Another option is to
compute ‘between satellite’ differences, which eliminates this error completely. In this
work, receiver clock error is included as an unknown parameter in the GPS computations.

Typical receiver clock errors may vary from a few metres to few thousand kilometres,
depending on the quality of the oscillator used in a GPS receiver. It is very common for
these crystal oscillators to have some error in frequency, which give rise to a drift
characteristic in the clock error (Brown & Hwang 1997).
2.1.3.5 Multipath
Multipath refers to the phenomenon of a signal reaching an antenna via two or more
paths along with the direct line-of-sight (LOS) GPS signal (Misra & Enge 2001). A land
vehicle typically moves in urban environment which generally comprises of reflectors of
the electromagnetic signals, such as buildings (glassy), metal surfaces etc., as shown in
Figure 2.3. Multipath may therefore be the single most dominant source of errors in
satellite-based vehicle navigation systems. Multipath signals are always delayed since
they travel longer distances than LOS signal. The time delay is entirely dependent upon
the geometry of the environment in which the receiver is located (Braasch 1996).
Multipath can introduce both negative and positive error on the pseudorange
measurement depending on the phase of the multipath signal.
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Multipath affects both the code and the carrier phase measurements but the magnitudes of
the error differ significantly (Misra & Enge 2001). The code multipath can vary from

±1 m in favourable conditions to few tens of metres in highly reflective environments.
The maximum range error possible on GPS code signals is limited to ±150 m in the case
of line-of-sight signals (Parkinson & Spilker 1996). For the non line-of-sight signals (also
called the echo-only signals), this error is much greater than ±150 m which depends
entirely on the reflected signal geometry (Macgougan 2003). The phase measurements
error due to multipath generally does not exceed 4.75 cm (Ray 2000). Since Doppler
measurements are derived from the rate of phase change, the effect of multipath on GPS
velocity measurements is very small (Syed 2005). A detailed analysis on the effects of
multipath on GPS observables can be found in Ray (2000).

Figure 2.3: Multipath Environment (Nayak 2000)

Since multipath is a highly localized phenomenon, with very low spatial and temporal
correlation, it can not be reduced by differential techniques (Ray 2000). Numerous,
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techniques have been developed for mitigating multipath based on the design of receiver
and antenna designs. The effect of multipath can be reduced in antenna design process by
lowering the contributions of some type of reflections (Misra & Enge 2001). One of the
most effective techniques based on design of receiver architecture is Narrow Correlator
technique, which is well described in van Dierendonck et al (1992).

In the context of this work, multipath is dealt through integration with inertial sensors.
GPS measurements are subject to the innovation based statistical testing, where any
inconsistencies in GPS measurement (possibly due to multipath) relative to navigation
information from inertial sensors, is detected and rejected from the computational
processing for the navigation solution.
2.1.3.6 Receiver Errors
Receiver error includes the contributions from the thermal noise error and the effects of
dynamic stress on the tracking loops (Ward 1996). The magnitude of this error is
dependent on the technology incorporated in a particular receiver (Farrell & Barth 2001).
In high quality receivers, these errors are negligible for carrier phase and a few
decimetres for code phase. The GPS receiver noise can typically be assessed through a
zero-baseline test, where the two receivers are connected to a single antenna using a
signal splitter (Hoffmann-Wellenhof et al 1992).

In order to characterize the measurement noise of the GPS receiver (being used in this
study), a zero-baseline test was carried out with two NovAtel OEM4 receivers. A total of
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sixteen hours of static data was collected with each receiver on the roof of Calgary Centre
for Innovative Technology (CCIT) building. Double differenced (DD) measurements
were computed, where the highest elevation satellite was used as a reference satellite for
computations. Double differencing removes all the significant error sources, with only
errors left being the receiver specific errors and multipath. The observations were divided
into separate bins, based on the satellite elevation angles (2˚ bin size). The standard
deviation of the un-differenced noise was then calculated using the obtained doubledifferenced measurements (Raquet 1998). Figure 2.4 shows the computed code and
Doppler noise power as a function of elevation angle.

Figure 2.4: Receiver Noise Power in OEM4 Receivers

The OEM4 is a high quality geodetic grade receiver, which provides very low noise C/A
code and Doppler measurements (Petovello et al 2003). From Figure 2.4 it can be seen
that for elevation angles greater than 45˚, the noise power is around 10 cm, while below
that it goes up to 50 cm. The values seen here are relatively lower than that shown in
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Petovello (2003), but agree well with the ones shown in Lachapelle (2003). The results
with Doppler observations show cm/s-level accuracy. However, it should be noted that
the data for these computations was collected under benign operational conditions, where
multipath effects are minimal. Under more adverse conditions, the effect of multipath can
reach several metres even with high-quality GPS receivers (Ray 2000).

Since noise is a receiver-specific phenomenon, it cannot be reduced by differential
techniques. In-fact, this error gets amplified by a factor of 2 for differential
measurements (single differenced) (Lachapelle 2003).
2.1.3.7 GPS Error Summary
The contribution from each of the error sources into the GPS measurement is listed in the
Table 2.1. The differential errors are specified in parts per million (PPM), where 1 PPM
implies 1 mm error for a baseline of 1 km.
Table 2.1: GPS Pseudorange Error Sources (Misra & Enge 2001)
Error Source

Single Point

Differential Errors

Orbital

(m)
3–5

(PPM)
0.1 – 0.5

Satellite Clock

2 – 3*

–

Ionosphere

2 – 50

0.5 – 2

Troposphere

2 – 30

1 – 1.5

Code Multipath

0.2 – 3**

–

Code Noise

0.1 – 2

–

* After application of broadcast clock corrections
** Under benign operating conditions
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2.2 Inertial Navigation System (INS)
An INS is a self-contained Dead Reckoning (DR) navigation system, which provides
dynamic information about position and velocity, based on the measurements obtained
from an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) (Jekeli 2001). An IMU consists of three
accelerometers and three gyros mounted on an orthogonal triad. The basic operating
principle of inertial navigation is based on Newton’s law of motion, which says that an
object continues to be in a state of rest or uniform motion, unless acted upon by an
external force. The application of any external force generates the acceleration, which is
sensed by accelerometers contained in an IMU. This acceleration, when integrated twice,
provides the change in the state of the object with respect to the initial conditions. Thus,
an INS generically provides the change in the state of the object, and the knowledge of
the initial condition (position, velocity and attitude) of the platform prior to the start of
the navigation is essential for its operation (El-Sheimy 2004).

However, the computation process is more complicated then it sounds because of the fact
that the IMU provides measurements in a coordinate frame different than the coordinate
frame in which position and velocity are usually expressed (Mathur 1999). This is what
drives the need of gyros in an INS, which provides angular measurements to be able to
transform the sensed acceleration to an appropriate frame, prior to integration. It follows
that the accuracy of the angular measurements is fundamental to an INS, because any
errors in transformation of acceleration will ultimately lead to errors in position. Thus,
the ability of an INS to enable the continuous determination of vehicle position, velocity
and attitude, primarily depends on the quality of gyro sensors used (El-Sheimy 2004).
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2.2.1 Coordinate Frames and Transformations

The INS developed in this research typically requires transformations between four
coordinate systems, which are defined below. These definitions follow from El-Sheimy
(2004).

An Inertial Frame (i-frame) is a non-rotating and non-accelerating frame with respect to

fixed stars. The inertial frame is defined as follows:
Origin : Earth’s centre of mass
Zi-Axis : Parallel to the spin axis of the Earth
Xi-Axis : Pointing towards the mean vernal equinox
Yi-Axis : Orthogonal to X and Z completing a right-handed system

An Earth Centered Earth Fixed (ECEF or e-frame) is defined as follows (Figure 2.5):

Origin : Earth’s centre of mass
Ze-Axis : Parallel to the mean spin axis of the Earth
Xe-Axis : Pointing towards the mean meridian of Greenwich
Ye-Axis : Orthogonal to the X and Z axes to complete a right-handed frame

The Local Level Frame (LLF or l-frame) is a local geodetic frame (Figure 2.5) and is

defined as follows:
Origin : Coinciding with sensor frame
Zl-Axis : Orthogonal to reference ellipsoid pointing Up
Xl-Axis : Pointing towards geodetic East
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Yl-Axis : Pointing toward geodetic North

Figure 2.5: ECEF and LLF Frame (adapted from Salychev 1998)
A Body Frame (b-frame) is an orthogonal frame, whose axes coincide with the axis of

the IMU. The body frame is assumed to be aligned with the vehicle frame (Figure 2.6),
and is defined as follows:
Origin : Centre of the IMU
Xb-Axis : Pointing towards the right of the vehicle
Yb-Axis : Pointing towards the front of the vehicle
Zb-Axis : Orthogonal to the X and Y axes to complete a right-handed system

Figure 2.6: Body Frame (b-frame)
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The transformation between e-frame and l-frame can be performed by two consecutive
rotations around the X e and Z e axes, and is given by Equation (2.6):

( )

Rel = Rle

T

= R1 (90 o − ϕ ) R3 (λ + 90 o )

(2.6)

where, superscript ‘T’ means the transpose. The symbol,

ϕ

is the latitude,

λ

is the longitude,

Rel

is the rotation matrix from e-frame to l-frame, and

Ri

is the rotation matrix about the ith axis.

The transformation between b-frame and l-frame can be performed by three consecutive
rotations around Z b , X b and Y b , and is assumed to be defined by Equation (2.7):

( )

Rbl = Rlb

T

= R3 (ψ ) R1 (−η ) R2 (−ξ )

(2.7)

where,

ψ

is the heading of the vehicle,

η

is the pitch of the vehicle,

ξ

is the roll of the vehicle, and

Rbl

is the rotation matrix from b-frame to l-frame.

Thus, the corresponding transformation between the b-frame and e-frame can be carried
out from the multiplication of Equation (2.6) and Equation (2.7), and is given by
Equation (2.8):
Rbe = ( Rel ) T × Rbl = Rle × Rbl

(2.8)
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where Rbe is the rotation matrix from b-frame to e-frame.
2.2.2 Mechanization Equations

Mechanization equations are the set of equations used to convert the specific force ( f b )
and angular velocity ( ω b ) measurements obtained from an IMU into useful position,
velocity and attitude information (Savage 2000). In the context of this work, the
mechanization is implemented in ECEF frame. The discussion below follows from ElSheimy (2004).

The integration of the raw data obtained from the IMU is done in two steps. In the first
step, the body sensed angular rates are integrated to compute the transformation matrix
(rotation matrix) from b-frame to e-frame. A gyro senses the angular rates due to Earth
rotation and the rotation due to vehicle movement. To get the actual vehicle angular
velocity, Earth rotation rate should be transformed into the body frame, and removed
from the measured angular rates. Once the angular rate is obtained, a transformation
matrix ( Rbe ) can be computed using a quaternion approach.

In the second step, the computed transformation matrix ( Rbe ) is used to rotate the
measured specific force from the b-frame to e-frame. The output of an accelerometer
represents the sum of actual vehicle acceleration and the gravity. The sensed acceleration
information must therefore be compensated for gravity in order to determine the total
acceleration of the vehicle. This acceleration can then be integrated to obtain vehicle
velocity, which when integrated provides the vehicle position.
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The above discussed procedure in mathematical terms is stated by Equation (2.9) (ElSheimy 2004):
⎤
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&
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⎣ ⎦ ⎢⎣ Rb (Ω ei + Ω ib ) ⎥⎦

(2.9)

where, ‘dots’ denotes the time derivative, the superscript ‘e’ and ‘b ’ represents the values
in e-frame and b-frame, respectively. The symbol,
re

is the position vector ( x e , y e , z e ) ,

ve

is the velocity vector (v xe , v ey , v ze ) ,

γe

is the gravity vector (γ xe , γ ye , γ ze ) ,

Rbe

is the rotation matrix from b-frame to e-frame,

Ω bei

is the skew-symmetric matrix of the rotation rate weib ,

Ω bib

is the skew-symmetric matrix of the rotation rate wibb .

The values within the braces ‘

’ in Equation (2.9) are the measurement inputs to the

system, obtained from an IMU. The above system of equations can essentially be solved
in a four-step process, as discussed in the following sections (ibid).
2.2.2.1 Correction of the Raw Data
~
The inputs to the computational process are the angular increments ( ∆θ ibb ), and the

velocity increments ( ∆v~fb ). Most low-cost IMUs output accelerations and angular
velocities, which can be scaled to obtain velocity and angular increments. These raw
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measurements are typically corrupted by errors such as turn-on bias, in-run bias, scale
factor errors and other misalignment errors (Park et al 2002, Hou 2004). Specific details
about each of these sensor errors are provided in Section 2.2.3. The values for these
errors can either be obtained from lab-calibration procedures, or it can be estimated in a
Kalman filter (which is discussed in Chapter Four).

Once the sensor errors are obtained, the measurements can be corrected using Equations
(2.10) and (2.11) for gyros and accelerometers, respectively:

∆θ =
b
ib

∆v =
b
f

~
(∆θ ibb − bg ∆t )
(1 + S g )

(∆v~fb − ba ∆t )
(1 + S a )

(2.10)

(2.11)

where, ‘~’ represents the raw measurements. The symbol:
ba , bg are the bias instabilities and turn-on bias for each sensor,
S a , S g are the scale-factor errors for each sensor, and
∆t

is the time increment (t k +1 − t k ) .

2.2.2.2 Attitude Update
As stated earlier, the total angular increment obtained from a gyro is the combination of
the vehicle’s rotation and the rotation of the navigation frame (e-frame) relative to inertial
space. The angular increments due to the Earth’s rotation rate in body frame can be
computed using Equation (2.12):
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∆θ = R ω ∆t = R ⎢⎢ 0 ⎥⎥ ∆t
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(2.12)

b
e

where ωe is the Earth’s rotation rate (15.041˚/h).
Thus, the angular increment due to body rotation with respect to the e-frame can then be
obtained by Equation (2.13):
∆θ ebb = ∆θ ibb − ∆θ ieb

(2.13)

The computation of the ‘new’ rotation matrix, Reb , from the angular increments (obtained
from Equation (2.13)), is usually done using a quaternion approach. In this approach, the
rotation matrix is expressed by a single rotation angle ( θ ) about a fixed spatial axis. For a
comprehensive discussion about quaternions, readers are referred to Savage (2000). The
rotation matrix can thus be updated using computed angular increments ∆θ ebb
( ∆θ xb , ∆θ yb , ∆θ zb ), as stated in Equation (2.14):
⎡ c
⎡ q1 ⎤
⎡ q1 ⎤
⎢
⎢q ⎥
⎢q ⎥
b
⎢ 2 ⎥ = ⎢ 2 ⎥ + 1 ⎢− s∆θ z
⎢ q3 ⎥
⎢ q3 ⎥
2 ⎢ s∆θ yb
⎢
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
b
⎢⎣− s∆θ x
⎣q4 ⎦ k +1 ⎣q 4 ⎦ k
where, s =

s∆θ zb
c
− s∆θ xb

− s∆θ yb
s∆θ xb
c

− s∆θ yb

− s∆θ zb

s∆θ xb ⎤ ⎡ q1 ⎤
⎥
s∆θ yb ⎥ ⎢⎢q2 ⎥⎥
s∆θ zb ⎥ ⎢ q3 ⎥
⎥⎢ ⎥
c ⎥⎦ ⎣q4 ⎦ k

(2.14)

⎛θ ⎞
⎛θ
⎞
sin ⎜ ⎟ , c = 2 cos⎜ − 1⎟ , and θ = (∆θ xb ) 2 + (∆θ yb ) 2 + (∆θ zb ) 2
θ ⎝2⎠
⎝2 ⎠
2

Having obtained the updated quaternion, the updated rotation matrix can thus be
computed using Equation (2.15):
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( Rbe ) k +1

⎡(q12 − q 22 − q32 + q 42 )
2(q1q 2 − q3 q 4 )
2(q1q3 + q 2 q 4 ) ⎤
⎢
⎥
2
2
2
2
= ⎢ 2(q1q 2 + q3 q 4 )
(q 2 − q1 − q3 + q 4 )
2(q 2 q3 − q1q 4 ) ⎥
⎢ 2(q1q3 − q 2 q 4 )
2(q 2 q3 + q1q 4 )
(q32 − q12 − q 22 + q 42 )⎥⎦
⎣

(2.15)

Equation (2.15) can be used to compute the vehicle’s attitude parameters (roll, pitch and
heading). For this, the rotation matrix from the b-frame to the l-frame needs to be
computed, which is done by Equation (2.16):
Rbl = Rel × Rbe

(2.16)

The attitude parameters can then be obtained by a comparison of Equation (2.16) with
(2.7), and are computed using Equations (2.17) through (2.19):

⎛ ( Rbl ) 3,1 ⎞
⎟
l
⎟
(
R
)
⎝ b 3, 3 ⎠

ξ = − tan −1 ⎜⎜

(2.17)

η = sin −1 (( Rbl ) 3, 2 )

(2.18)

⎛ ( Rbl )1, 2 ⎞
⎟
l
⎟
(
R
)
b
2
,
2
⎝
⎠

ψ = tan −1 ⎜⎜

(2.19)

where ( Rbl ) p ,q is the element of the p th row and the q th column of ( Rbl ) matrix.
2.2.2.3 Transformation of Specific Force to the Navigation Frame
The velocity increment ( ∆v bf ) should be rotated into the navigation frame (e-frame) prior
to integration. Since, the rotation matrix is a function of time; instead of using the
rotation matrix computed above (Equation (2.15)) the average orientation of the IMU
during the interval tk to tk+1 is preferred (Petovello 2003). Having said that, the velocity
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increment in the e-frame can thus be calculated using either Equation (2.20) or Equation
(2.21):
1 ⎞
⎛
∆v ef = ( Rbe ) k ⎜ I + S b ⎟∆v bf
2 ⎠
⎝

(2.20)

1 ⎞
⎛
∆v ef = ( Rbe ) k +1 ⎜ I − S b ⎟∆v bf
2 ⎠
⎝

(2.21)

where, I is an identity matrix, and S b is a skew-symmetric form of the angular increments
in Equation (2.13).
2.2.2.4 Position and Velocity Update
The final velocity increment for computation of the vehicle’s velocity is computed using
Equation (2.22):
∆v e = ∆v ef − 2Ω iee v ke ∆t + γ e ∆t

(2.22)

The second term above is the Coriolis acceleration, which is computed using the previous
epoch’s velocity ( vke ), and the third term is the gravity correction computed based on the
vehicle’s position. Once the velocity increments are computed, the velocity can be
updated using Equation (2.23):
vke+1 = vke + ∆v e

(2.23)

Finally, the vehicle’s position in the e-frame (Earth-fixed coordinates) can be obtained
though the computed velocity using Equation (2.24):
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(

rke+1 = rke + v ke+1 + vke

) ∆2t

(2.24)

Figure 2.7 summarizes the overall e-frame INS mechanization described in this section.

Figure 2.7: ECEF (e-frame) INS Mechanization (adapted from El-Sheimy 2004)

2.2.3 Inertial Sensor Errors

Despite remarkable advances of MEMS technology in cost and size constraints, MEMS
based inertial sensors have inherited the error behaviour of conventional inertial sensors
(Park 2004). The primary sources of gyro and accelerometer errors include sensor noise,
scale factor errors, bias instability from turn-on to turn-on and bias drift after turn-on.
Thus, the inertial sensor measurement equation for both accelerometer and gyros is given
by Equations (2.25) and (2.26), respectively (Hide 2003, El-Sheimy 2004):
~
f = f + ba + f .S a + f .ma + η a

(2.25)

~ = w + b + w.S + w.m + η
w
g
g
g
g

(2.26)

where, ‘~’ denotes the measured value by the sensor, the subscript ‘a’ means
accelerometer specific errors, and ‘g’ means gyro specific error. The symbols,
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f

is the specific force,

w

is the angular rate,

b

is the sensor bias,

S

is the scale-factor error,

m

is the non-orthogonality of sensor triads, and

η

is the sensor random noise.

There are essentially two approaches to account for these sensor errors. The first
approach is to determine the errors through specific lab-calibration procedures and
correct the inertial measurements for them, before the navigation processing (Scherzinger
2004). The second approach is to include these errors as an additional part of the
functional model parameters during the estimation process. However, not all the errors
are deterministic in nature, and some errors have to be modeled stochastically. This
section therefore provides a brief overview of each of these errors characteristics and
determines the specific errors that need to be modeled stochastically during the
estimation process.
2.2.3.1 Noise
Noise is an additional signal resulting from the sensor itself or other electronic equipment
that interferes with the output signals being measured (El-Sheimy 2004). In general, noise
is non-systematic and therefore cannot be removed from the data using deterministic
models (Hou 2004). It can only be modeled by a stochastic process, where it is often
considered as zero mean white Gaussian noise. The errors build up in gyro and
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accelerometer measurements due to white noise is termed as angular/velocity random
walk. The noise density is generally characterized in the units of signal/√Hz.

To use the IMU for any practical purpose, it is important to determine the noise power of
the gyro and accelerometer sensors. Noise power can be determined using two methods.
The first method is to compute the standard deviation using a few seconds of static data
(after removing the mean) at several periods in the data set (Petovello 2003). The mean of
the computed standard deviation values provides a heuristic estimate of the noise power.
The second method is based on the wavelet decomposition of the data. Wavelet
decomposition is a process in which a signal is successively broken down into low and
high frequency components (Skaloud 1999, Nassar 2003). Low frequency components
represent the slowly varying sensor errors (such as bias drift), while high frequency
components represent the sensor noise. The standard deviation of the high frequency
component thus provides the noise power estimate.
2.2.3.2 Sensor Bias
The inertial sensor bias is defined as the average of the output of each sensor over a
specified time, measured at specified operating conditions that have no correlation with
input acceleration or rotation (IEEE Std., 2001). The gyro bias is typically expressed in
˚/h (or rad/s) and the accelerometer bias is expressed in m/s2 (or mg).

The bias is generally considered to have two parts, a deterministic bias offset (often
termed as turn-on bias) and a bias-drift. Turn-on bias is the bias in the inertial sensor
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output when the sensor is turned on. This bias part remains constant over a particular
mission, and thus is deterministic through lab calibration procedures. In most of the high
end, or navigation grade, IMUs the turn-on biases (and the scale factors) are negligible
(Nayak 2000). However, for low cost sensors such as the MEMS sensors, these errors are
quite large and their repeatability is typically poor and thus, frequent calibration, which is
every time the sensor is used, becomes a necessity. The bias-drift refers to the rate at
which the error in inertial sensor accumulates with time (El-Sheimy 2004). This part is
random in nature, and thus has to be modeled stochastically.
2.2.3.3 Scale Factor Errors
A scale factor is the ratio of a change in the output to a change in the input intended to be
measured (IEEE Std., 2001). These errors are expressed in PPM. Typically, these errors
are deterministic in nature but can also be modeled stochastically using any suitable
random process (Scherzinger 2004).
2.2.3.4 Non-Orthogonality Errors
These errors are the result of a misalignment of the sensor axes caused by imperfections
in the construction of the sensor assembly (Hide 2003). As a result, each axis is affected
by measurements of the other two axes in the body frame. Axes misalignments, in
general, are modeled as part of INS error equations (El-Sheimy 2004).
2.2.4 Initial Alignment

The initial alignment process of INS consists of two alignment modes, the horizontal
alignment and the heading alignment.
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2.2.4.1 Horizontal Alignment
An initial estimate of the horizontal alignment angles (roll and pitch) is obtained by
accelerometer levelling, which uses knowledge of gravity sensed by each accelerometer,
under static conditions. The obtained velocity increments from the accelerometer are
used to compute roll and pitch using Equations (2.27) and (2.28) (Petovello 2003):
⎛ ∆v xb
ξ = − sin ⎜⎜
⎝ γ∆t
−1

⎛ ∆v yb
⎜ γ∆t
⎝

η = sin −1 ⎜

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

(2.27)

(2.28)

where the ‘bar’ above a quantity represents a time average. The accuracy of these
estimates depends on the accelerometer biases, through the relation given by Equations
(2.29) and (2.30) (Nayak 2000, El-Sheimy 2004):

δξ =

δη =

(ba ) x

γ
(ba ) y

γ

(2.29)

(2.30)

where (ba ) i is the bias in ith accelerometer.
Based on the above equations, the level error estimation sensitivity to accelerometer bias
is 0.06˚ per mg (milli-g). For the Crista IMU (MEMS IMU being used in this study), the
accuracy of the coarse estimate of roll and pitch obtained in this way is on the order of
1.5˚-2˚ (see Table 1.1). Considering this accuracy level and knowing the fact that in the
case of a land vehicle the roll and pitch generally remain within ± 5˚ (assuming vehicle is
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on a relatively flat surface), they can be initialized with zeros (Shin & El-Sheimy 2004).
The errors in the initialization can then be estimated through a Kalman filter, with either
zero-velocity updates (ZUPTs) or updates from GPS.
2.2.4.2 Heading Alignment
An initial estimate of heading is determined by gyro compassing, which uses knowledge
of the Earth rotation rate sensed by each gyro, under static conditions. The obtained
angular increments from the gyros are rotated to the horizontal frame using Equation
(2.31), and then the heading is computed by Equation (2.32) (Petovello 2003):
∆θ ibh = R1 (−η ) R2 (−ξ )∆θ ibb

(2.31)

⎛ (∆θ ibh ) x
ψ = − tan ⎜⎜
h
⎝ (∆θ ib ) y

(2.32)

−1

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

However, this method for heading alignment is not feasible with low cost IMUs, since
their gyro biases (turn-on bias and drifts) and noise typically exceeds the Earth rotation
rate (Farrell & Barth 2001). An alternative approach for heading alignment is to fix the
initial heading information from an external source. A potential source for such heading
information is a magnetometer, which provides heading information by sensing the
surrounding magnetic field. The accuracy assessment of one such magnetometer is
presented in Appendix A. Another approach is to perform dynamic heading alignment
using GPS velocities (Figure 2.8) (Salycheva 2004, Shin 2005).
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Figure 2.8: GPS Heading

Based on Figure 2.8, the heading from GPS velocities can be computed using Equation
(2.33):
E
⎛ vGPS
N
⎝ vGPS

ψ GPS = tan −1 ⎜⎜

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

(2.33)

E
N
where vGPS
and vGPS
are the east and north GPS velocities.

The accuracy of the GPS-derived heading depends on the accuracy of the computed GPS
velocities and the horizontal vehicle velocity through Equation (2.34):
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E
N
) 2 + (vGPS
) 2 is the GPS
where σ X denotes the standard deviation of (X), and vGPS = (vGPS

velocity. Thus, the greater the vehicle velocity is, the better the heading accuracy. For this
reason, GPS heading is calculated (and used) only when vehicle has sufficient speed
(more than 5 m/s).
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CHAPTER THREE : OVERVIEW OF ESTIMATION METHODS
This chapter provides an overview of the estimation and filtering theories relevant to this
research. In particular, this chapter discusses the discrete linear and non-linear Kalman
filters, which are used for estimating the state of interest. Principles of statistical testing
of measurements are then presented at the end of the chapter. Much of the theory is taken
from standard references such as Gelb (1974), Brown & Hwang (1997), and Grewal &
Andrews (2001).

3.1 Estimation
Estimation is defined as a method to obtain a unique set of values for a set of unknown
parameters, x, from a redundant set of observations, z. In order to obtain state estimates, a
functional relationship between the unknown parameters and the observed quantities
must be established (Gao 2004). Such a functional relationship (also referred to as
measurement model) is given by Equation (3.1):

z (t ) = H (t ) x(t ) + η (t )

(3.1)

where,

H (t ) is the design matrix of the system at time t, and

η (t )

is the measurement noise at time t, with a spectral density matrix R(t).

The above equation could be solved as a set of linear equations, if the number of
observations, m, available is equal to number of unknown parameters, n. However, when
there are redundant observations (m>n), then the estimator compute the solution which is
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optimal in some sense. For instance, the least-square estimator in such a case provides a
solution which minimizes the sum of squared residuals.

It follows from the above discussion, that the estimator such as least squares, computes
the optimal state of the system using only knowledge of the measurement model. So, if
the number of measurements available falls below the number of unknown parameters,
such an estimator will not be able to compute the system state. However, if an estimator
utilizes the information about the system state dynamics (if available) in computations,
not only the system state can be determined in such situations, but in general, a better
estimate of the desired parameters can be obtained. Such system dynamics (also referred
to as process model) can be represented by Equation (3.2):

x& (t ) = F (t ) x(t ) + G (t ) w(t )

(3.2)

where, a ‘dot’ represents time derivative. The symbol,

F (t )

is the system dynamic matrix at time t,

G (t )

is the shaping matrix at time t, and

w(t )

is the process driving noise at time t, with spectral density matrix Q(t).

The appearance of the process noise in Equation (3.2) illustrates the fact that the user
knowledge about the system behaviour is limited. An example of an estimator which
exploits both the knowledge of the system dynamics (Equation (3.2)) and the relationship
between the states and the measurements (Equation (3.1)), to provide the optimal state of
the system is a Kalman filter. In the context of this work, a Kalman filter is used.
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Since the estimation algorithm is typically implemented on a computer, the discrete form
of Equations (3.1) and (3.2) is more useful. The discrete form of Equation (3.2) is given
by Equation (3.3):

xk +1 = Φ k +1,k xk + wk

(3.3)

where,

xk

is the state vector of the process at epoch tk,

Φ k +1,k is the state transition matrix from time tk to tk+1, and

wk

is the process driving noise at epoch tk, with a covariance matrix Qk.

The transition matrix, Φ k +1,k , can be obtained from the continuous time dynamic matrix,

F (t ) , assuming that the dynamic matrix is time invariant over the transition time interval.
Even if this assumption is invalid, the errors can be mitigated by shortening the transition
time interval (Petovello 2003). The relationship between the transition matrix and
dynamic matrix can be expressed by Equation (3.4):
Φ=e

F∆t

( F∆t ) 2
= I + F∆t +
+ .....
2

(3.4)

where I is the identity matrix, and ∆t is the transition time interval.

The process noise covariance matrix, Qk , which accounts for uncertainty in the assumed
process model, can be obtained by the integral of the continuous time spectral density
matrix, Q(t ) , and is given by Equation (3.5):
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Qk =

tk +1

∫Φ

k +1,τ

G (τ )Q(τ )G T (τ )Φ Tk +1,τ dτ

(3.5)

tk

The discrete form of the measurement model Equation (3.1) is given by Equation (3.6):

z k +1 = H k +1 x k +1 + η k +1

(3.6)

where H k +1 is the design matrix of the system at time tk+1, and η k +1 is the measurement
noise at time tk+1, with a covariance matrix Rk+1.
3.1.1 Kalman Filter Algorithm

A Kalman filter is a recursive algorithm that uses a series of prediction and measurement
update steps to obtain an optimal estimate of the state vector which has a minimum
variance. The Kalman filter algorithm assumes that the process to be estimated can be
modeled in the form specified in Equation (3.3), and the measurement of the process is
assumed to occur at discrete points in time in accordance with the relationship given in
Equation (3.6). It further assumes that the process driving noise, wk , and the measurement
noise, η k , have white noise characteristics which follows the conditions of zero mean,
and zero correlation.

The equations in the Kalman filter algorithm fall under two groups. The first group of
equations predicts the state (and the associated covariance) of the system, based on the
current state and the assumed system model, to obtain an a priori estimates for the next
time step, as stated by Equations (3.7) and (3.8) :
xˆ k−+1 = Φ k +1,k xˆ k+

(3.7)
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Pk−+1 = Φ k +1,k Pk+ Φ Tk +1,k + Qk

(3.8)

where the ‘hat’ represents the estimated quantity, the superscript ‘-’ represents the
predicted quantity (before measurement update), and the superscript ‘+’ represents the
updated quantity (after measurement update). The symbol Pk is the error covariance
matrix associated with state vector at time tk.

The second group of equations update the predicted states and covariance estimates with
the available measurements, in accordance with the measurement model, using Equations
(3.9) and (3.10):

xˆ k++1 = xˆ k−+1 +K k +1vk +1
Pk++1 = ( I − K k +1 H k +1 ) Pk−+1

(3.9)
(3.10)

where K k +1 is the Kalman gain matrix at time tk+1, and vk +1 is the innovation sequence at
time tk+1.

The innovation sequence, vk +1 , is the difference between the actual observation, z k +1 , and
the predicted observation, zˆ k +1 , and thus represents the amount of new information
introduced into the system by the actual measurements. It is computed as given by
Equation (3.11):

vk +1 = z k +1 − zˆ k +1 = z k +1 − H k +1 xˆ k−+1

(3.11)

The Kalman gain matrix is a weighting factor, which indicates how much of the new
information contained in the innovation sequence should be accepted by the system. As
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such, the gain matrix is optimized to produce a minimum error variance, and is given by
Equation (3.12) (refer Brown & Hwang (1997) for a detailed derivation):

K k +1 = Pk−+1 H kT+1 ( H k +1 Pk−+1 H kT+1 + Rk +1 ) −1

(3.12)

The step-by-step Kalman filter algorithm is summarized in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Discrete-time Kalman Filter Algorithm
3.1.2 Non-linear Kalman Filter

Some of the most successful applications of Kalman filtering have been in situations with
non-linear dynamics or non-linear measurement relationships (Brown & Hwang 1997).
The principle approach in such cases is to linearize the non-linear model first and then
apply the standard Kalman filter to obtain the state of the system (Grewal & Andrews
2001). A non-linear process model and measurement model is stated by Equation (3.13)
and Equation (3.14):

xk +1 = f ( xk , k ) + wk

(3.13)

z k +1 = h( xk +1 , k + 1) + η k +1

(3.14)
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where f and h are known non-linear functions. For linearization, a nominal trajectory is
selected, as given by Equation (3.15):

xk +1 = xk*+1 + δxk +1

(3.15)

where ‘*’ represents the nominal state vector value, and ‘ δ ’ represents the perturbation
from the nominal value.

Assuming that the perturbations are sufficiently small, the first order Taylor series
expansion of Equations (3.13) and (3.14) is performed about the selected nominal
trajectory to obtain Equations (3.16) and (3.17):

δxk +1 = Φ k +1,k δxk + wk

(3.16)

δz k +1 = H k +1δxk +1 + η k +1

(3.17)

Equation (3.16) forms a new linear process model, where the state vector is now replaced
by the state error vector (perturbations). Similarly, Equation (3.17) is a new linear
measurement model, where the measurement vector is replaced by measurement
misclosures between the actual and predicted measurements. The transition matrix
( Φ k +1,k ) and the design matrix ( H k +1 ) in above equations are now a function of partial
derivatives of the respective non-linear functions with respect to the state vector.

A filter where linearization is done about the predetermined nominal state vector is called
a Linearized Kalman filter (LKF). However, a more common procedure is to derive the
point of linearization from the last computed solution, x̂k , (instead of predetermined state
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vector, xk* ). This approach is used in the Extended Kalman filter (EKF). After the
linearization step, a regular Kalman filter is applied to obtain the state error estimates,
and the desired states are reconstructed through Equation (3.15).

3.2 Reliability Testing
In order to maintain the optimality of the computed states, a capability that prevents the
erroneous measurements from entering the filter is required (Kaplan 1996). In the context
of GPS/INS, faulty measurements are assumed to enter through GPS. GPS is susceptible
to high-frequency faults possible due to the tracking of multipath signals, low C/No of the
signal being received or poor satellite geometry. Errors in such faulty measurements are
not captured in the functional relation (measurement model) and, since these errors are
distinct from the ordinary measurement noise model, the filter will not be able to account
for these blunders properly (Kuusniemi 2005). Thus, reliability testing of GPS
measurements is of paramount importance for any GPS application (ibid).

Reliability typically refers to the ability to identify and reject errors (blunders) in the
measurements. It is basically a pre-computation data screening step, which is performed
by testing the misclosures between the predicted and the actual measurements (ibid). In
the context of a Kalman filter, such misclosures are deemed the innovation sequence
(Equation (3.11)), which has a property that it is zero mean and is normally distributed, as
given by Equation (3.18), with a variance given by Equation (3.19):

vk +1 ~ N (0, σ v ,k +1 )

(3.18)
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σ v ,k +1 = H k +1 Pk−+1 H kT+1 + Rk +1

(3.19)

where N (p, q) means normal distribution with mean ‘p’ and variance ‘q’. The symbol

σ v ,k +1 is the innovation variance at time tk+1.

The presence of any measurement outlier in the system will cause the innovation
sequence to depart from the above defined properties (Gao 2004). So if a blunder
vector, ∇ , of dimension, d, is present in the measurement, the innovation sequence will
be biased, and thus, can be assumed to follow a distribution as stated by Equation (3.20)
(Teunissen & Salzmann 1989):

vk +1 ~ N ( M k +1∇ k +1 ,σ v ,k +1 )

(3.20)

where M k +1 is the design matrix mapping blunder onto the observations at time tk+1.

To detect the presence of these blunders, ∇ , typically a two-step testing procedure is
used. The first step is the global test in which a Chi-Square test is performed to determine
any inconsistencies in the observation innovations. If the global test fails, a local test is
applied (assuming single blunder) in order to isolate the outlier causing the inconsistency.
A comprehensive discussion on these testing procedures could be found in Petovello
(2003), Petovello et al (2003), Gao (2004), Mezentsev (2005), and Kuusniemi (2005).
Once the outlier is isolated, it is excluded from the processing and then the local test is
applied recursively on the remaining sub-sample to detect multiple outliers.
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CHAPTER FOUR : GPS/INS INTEGRATION
Having reviewed major aspects of GPS and INS in previous chapters, this chapter
discusses the theoretical and practical aspects of integrating the two systems. The chapter
begins with a discussion of different integration strategies and approaches, followed by a
discussion of different navigation Kalman filter designs (GPS-filter and INS-filter)
required for integration. Then different approaches, based on using vehicle motion
constraints to prevent the INS error degradation during the periods of GPS unavailability,
are discussed. Various aspects, including the measurement model construction of each
constraint measurements are discussed. Then an algorithm to incorporate external
heading measurements into INS computations is derived. Finally, information about the
software developed as part of this work is provided. It should be noted that all the
algorithms discussed in this chapter are applicable for real-time implementation, although
the performance of each will be evaluated through data processing in post-mission.

4.1 GPS/INS Integration
At the user level, GPS and INS are commonly integrated using either a loosely coupled or

tightly coupled integration strategy. The specific choice of integration strategy, of these
two strategies, depends on the type of application and operating environment. Both of
these integration strategies basically differ by the type of information that is shared
between the individual systems (Petovello 2003). For instance, a loosely coupled
integration strategy involves blending processed measurements from GPS in INS
computations, while a tightly coupled integration strategy operates on raw measurements
from GPS. There are two basic implementation approaches for each integration strategy.
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The first one, referred as open loop, deals with estimation of the INS errors using GPS
information, and does not interfere with the operation of the INS. The second approach,
called a closed loop, involves compensation of sensor errors within the calculation
procedure of the INS mechanization scheme, using estimated errors from the Kalman
filter (Nayak 2000). A comprehensive discussion of each integration strategy and each
approach is provided in the following sections.
4.1.1 Loose Coupling

In this integration scheme, GPS and inertial processing is carried out in two separate, but
interacting, filters (Ford et al 2001). Together these constitute a decentralized filter
process; hence, this strategy is also referred as a decentralized integration strategy. The
integration strategy is explained graphically in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Loosely Coupled Integration Strategy
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GPS measurements are processed independently in a GPS-only Kalman filter. Then the
output of this filter is used periodically as input to the INS-only filter. The INS-only filter
uses the difference between the GPS-derived position and velocity estimates and the INS
mechanization-derived position and velocities as measurements to obtain the error
estimates. The position/velocity covariance matrix from the GPS filter is used to
construct the measurement noise matrix for the INS filter. The designs of the GPS- and
INS-filters required for this integration strategy are discussed in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.

The loosely-coupled filtering approach has been popular due its simplicity of
implementation and robustness. The robustness lies in the fact that if one of the systems
fails, navigation can still be provided by other sensor. There are several disadvantages of
this integration strategy, the primary being is its inability to provide measurement updates
during periods of partial GPS availability (less than four satellites). However, this
paradigm is changing as GPS is now increasingly being processed in a Kalman filter,
which can predict the navigation solution based on partial GPS availability. The accuracy
of this navigation solution, though, is typically poor, and the tightly coupled integration
strategy is often seen to outperform this strategy under such situations. From a statistical
view-point, Petovello (2003) identifies one specific problem with this implementation.
Since it has two different Kalman filters, process noise has to be added to two different
filters which ultimately impact the system performance. The extent of filtering is a
function of the signal-to-noise ratio (also shown in ibid), which if decreased reduces the
filtering capability of the system, thus limiting performance.
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4.1.2 Tight Coupling

In this scheme, processing is carried out centrally in one common master filter; thereby
this integration strategy is also termed as a centralized integration scheme. The
integration strategy is shown graphically in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: Tightly Coupled Integration Strategy

The GPS-derived raw pseudorange and Doppler measurement are combined with INSpredicted estimates of the pseudorange and Doppler measurements. The filter directly
accepts residuals to obtain the INS error estimates (Knight 1999). These error estimates
are then combined with INS derived navigation information, which finally forms the
navigation output of the system.

This integration strategy is typically a preferred approach in urban canyons, primarily
because it allows for reliable updating of the INS, even when the number of satellites is
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less than four, which is a situation encountered frequently in such environments. In
addition, this strategy offers enhanced reliability of the GPS measurements, as redundant
information from two different sensors is used in the formulation of the reliability test
statistic; leading to superior GPS fault detection and exclusion.

Although the arguments for choosing both forms of implementation have been balanced
in literature, the tightly-coupled approach is currently gaining more weight mainly due to
its added advantages in urban canyons. In this study however, both integration strategies
are used, and thus a quantitative analysis of the performance of each strategy will be
provided.
4.1.3 Implementation Approach

Typically, the two integration strategies are implemented using either an open loop (feed
forward) approach or a closed loop (feedback) approach. In the open loop
implementation, the INS mechanization operates independently without being aware of
the existence of an estimator such as a Kalman filter. The Kalman filter estimates the
errors in the mechanization-derived navigation information, corrects it, and then outputs
it. The corrected parameters and estimated sensor biases and drifts are not sent back to
the navigation processor. The INS error model is obtained by linearizing the
mechanization equations in which the second order (and higher) terms are neglected.
Without feedback, the mechanization error grows rapidly, which can make the neglected
terms significant, and thus can introduce large errors into the integrated system. This kind
of integration approach is valid for high end inertial sensors, which propagate relatively
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small errors. However, a low cost MEMS IMU propagates large errors in a short time
interval, and thus on-the-fly error compensation is required for the mechanization
parameters.

In a closed loop integration scheme, a feedback loop is used (dotted line from the Kalman
filter to the navigation processor in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2), which corrects the raw
sensor output (using Equations (2.10) and (2.11)) and other mechanization parameters
using the error estimates obtained from the Kalman filter. In this way, the mechanization
propagates small errors thus maintaining the small error assumptions. The error states in
this case must be reset to zero after every filter update.

4.2 GPS Filter
A GPS filter can be implemented using three different system models, namely, the
position model, position-velocity (PV) model (constant velocity model), and positionvelocity-acceleration (PVA) model (constant acceleration model). To this end, the
position model estimates only the user’s position, and thus is suitable only for stationary
situations. Typically, in dynamic situations either of the PV or PVA model is used, where
the user’s position, velocity and/or acceleration is estimated. However, previous
investigations have shown that there is no significant difference in the performance of the
two models, particularly in a land vehicle environment (Schwarz et al 1989), and in
general any of these two models can be used for GPS-based positioning. Thus, in this
work the implemented filter uses the PV model whereby the filter estimates position and
velocity errors with the latter being modeled as a random walk process. The choice of
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random walk process is in accordance with the real-life physical situations, where the
vehicular acceleration is usually brief and seldom sustained. The position and velocity
states are parameterized in the WGS-84 ECEF-frame.

The measurement inputs to the GPS filter are the single differenced GPS observables,
which mean that the filter state vector needs to be augmented with GPS receiver clock
error states. Physically the clock error develops as the integral of the frequency error of
the receiver clock oscillator offsets and clock drift (Brown & Hwang 1997). So, the clock
error is described by two error states, clock offset and clock drift.
4.2.1 System Model

In the light of the above discussion, the system model for GPS can be considered to have
navigation error states and sensor error states. The navigation error state vector is
represented by Equation (4.1):
r e44
⎡ 644δ7
8
e
e
⎢
xn = δrx δry δrze
⎢
⎣⎢

v 44
644δ7
8⎤
e
e
δv x δv y δv ze ⎥
⎥
⎦⎥
e

T

(4.1)

where, the superscript ‘e’ represents the parameters in the ECEF frame, and the
respective subscripts represents the corresponding directions. The symbol,

δr

is the position error vector, and

δv

is the velocity error vector.
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Recall that the velocity errors are being modeled as random walk processes. Thus, the
corresponding position and velocity error dynamic model can be given by Equation (4.2):

δr& e = δv e

(4.2)

δv& e = η v

where the ‘dot’ represents the time derivative, and the symbol η v is the process driving
white noise with spectral density qv .

The velocity error spectral density, qv , is computed based on typical accelerations
experienced in a land vehicle environment. The accelerations values were computed
using kinematic GPS data collected in an open area environment, the standard deviation
of which accelerations provides an estimate of the spectral density (Petovello 2003). The
spectral density value was thus set as 1 m/s2/√Hz for each dimension (ibid).

The corresponding sensor error state vector, which consists of clock offset and clock drift
error states can be written as given by Equation (4.3):
xs = [ct cδt ]

T

(4.3)

where,

c

is the speed of light (m/s),

t

is the clock offset error state, and

δt

is the clock drift error state.
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The clock error states are defined in the units of range and range rates, by multiplying it
by the speed of light, for compatibility with position and velocity states. The dynamic
model for these errors can be written as shown in Equation (4.4):

ct& = cδt + cη t
cδt& = cηδt

(4.4)

where,

ηt

is the clock error driving noise with spectral density qt , and

ηδt

is the clock drift error driving noise with spectral density qδt .

For computing the clock error spectral densities, a standard clock stability model is used
where the spectral densities are computed using Equations (4.5) and (4.6) (Brown &
Hwang 1997, Mao et al 2002):

qt = 2h0

(4.5)

qδt = 8π 2 h2

(4.6)

where h0 , h2 are Allan variance parameters that describe clock-drift (ibid).

Thus, the final system model for GPS is obtained by combining Equations (4.2) and (4.4),
and is written in state-space form as given by Equation (4.7):
⎡δr& e ⎤ ⎡03×3 I 3×3 0 0⎤ ⎡δr e ⎤ ⎡03×3 0 0⎤
⎢ e⎥ ⎢
⎥⎢ e ⎥ ⎢
⎥ ⎡(η v ) 3×1 ⎤
⎢δv& ⎥ = ⎢03×3 03×3 0 0⎥ ⎢δv ⎥ + ⎢ I 3×3 0 0⎥ ⎢ η ⎥
⎢ t& ⎥ ⎢ 01×3 01×3 0 1⎥ ⎢ t ⎥ ⎢ 01×3 c 0⎥ ⎢ t ⎥
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎥ ⎢4η2
δt ⎥
4
3⎦
01×3 01×3 0 0⎦ ⎢⎣ δt ⎥⎦ ⎣ 01×3 0 c ⎦ ⎣1
⎢⎣ δt& ⎥⎦ ⎣1
w
4442444
3 123 142
4 43
4
123
x&

F

x

G

(4.7)
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The corresponding process noise spectral density matrix can be written as Equation (4.8):
⎡(qv ) 3×3
Q(t ) = ⎢⎢ 01×3
⎢⎣ 01×3

0
qt
0

0⎤
0 ⎥⎥
qδt ⎥⎦

(4.8)

The discrete process noise matrix, Qk, and the transition matrix, Φ k +1,k (required for the
Kalman filter algorithm) can be obtained by substituting the dynamic matrix, F, and the
spectral density matrix, Q(t), in Equations (3.4) and (3.5).
4.2.2 Measurement Model

The measured pseudorange ( ρ ) and Doppler ( ρ& ) observables are related to the user’s
position and velocity through the relation given by the Equations (4.9) and (4.10),
respectively (Kaplan 1996):

ρ i = (rsi, x − rx ) 2 + (rsi, y − ry ) 2 + (rsi, z − rz ) 2 + ct

ρ& =
i

(rsi, x − rx )(vsi , x − v x ) + (rsi, y − ry )(vsi , y − v y ) + (rsi, z − rz )(vsi , z − v z )

ρi

(4.9)

+ cδt&

(4.10)

where, subscript ‘s’ represent satellite specific information, and superscript ‘i’ represents
the ith satellite.

These equations are non-linear, and thus need to be linearized to be used in the Kalman
filter algorithm. Linearization is done using Equation (3.17), where the linearization point
is the predicted state estimate at a particular epoch (i.e. x̂k− ). The corresponding design
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matrices, H ( ρ ) and H ( ρ& ) , relating the pseudorange and Doppler observations to the
error states are given by Equations (4.11) and (4.12):
⎡ ∂ρ 1
⎢ ∂r
⎢ x
H ( ρ ) = ⎢ ..
⎢ ∂ρ N
⎢ ∂r
⎢⎣ x

∂ρ 1
∂ry
..
∂ρ N
∂ry

∂ρ 1
∂rz
..
∂ρ N
∂rz

⎤
0 0 0 1 0⎥
⎥
.. .. .. .. ..⎥
⎥
0 0 0 1 0⎥
⎥⎦ m1×8

⎡ ∂ρ& 1
⎢ ∂r
⎢ x
H ( ρ& ) = ⎢ ..
⎢ ∂ρ& N
⎢ ∂r
⎢⎣ x

∂ρ& 1
∂ry
..
∂ρ& N
∂ry

∂ρ& 1
∂rz
..
∂ρ& N
∂rz

∂ρ& 1
∂v x
..
∂ρ& N
∂v x

∂ρ& 1
∂v y
..
∂ρ& N
∂v y

∂ρ& 1
∂v z
..
∂ρ& N
∂v z

(4.11)

⎤
0 1⎥
⎥
.. ..⎥
⎥
0 1⎥
⎥⎦ m2 ×8

(4.12)

where,
∂
∂rb

b = x.. z

∂
∂vb

b = x.. z

is the partial derivative with respect to the position error vector, and

is the partial derivative with respect to the velocity error vector.

Thus the final design matrix can be written as Equation (4.13):
⎡ H ( ρ )⎤
H =⎢
⎥
⎣ H ( ρ& )⎦ ( m1 + m2 )×8

(4.13)

The measurement misclosures are computed using Equation (4.14):
⎡∆ρ ⎤
⎡∆ρ~ ⎤
−
⎥
⎢ ~⎥
⎣∆ρ& ⎦ ( m + m )×1 ⎣∆ρ& ⎦ ( m + m )×1

δz = ⎢

1

2

1

2

(4.14)
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where, the sign ‘~’ represents the predicted measurements computed based on filterpredicted estimates of position and velocity, and ‘ ∆ ’ represents single difference
observations.

The measurement noise covariance matrix can be computed in different ways. One
commonly used approach is to assign equal weights to all measurements (typically 1 to
10 m); however, this approach can result in relatively noisier satellite measurements
corrupting the state estimates (Hide 2003). As satellites get lower in the sky, the received
signal power decreases and multipath increases (Misra & Enge 2001). Also, the residual
differential errors are likely to be larger for lower elevation satellites; specifically the
tropospheric and ionospheric errors (refer to Section 2.1.3). Therefore, low elevation
satellites are expected to provide measurements with larger errors as compared to highelevation satellites. Thus one approach is to weight measurements based on the satellite
elevation angle.

Different researchers have used different relations to predict the measurement errors
based on the satellite elevation angle. For instance, Xin-Xiang (1996) and Satirapod &
Wang (2000) used an exponential function relating satellite elevation angle and predicted
measurements error. Petovello (2003) computed the standard deviation of the
measurement errors at the zenith, and scaled it by 1 / sin (e) , where e is the satellite
elevation angle, for satellites at lower elevation angles. In this work, the latter approach
is used.
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4.3 INS Filter
The INS mechanization discussed in Section 2.2.2 process the raw measurements
obtained from INS without accounting for their inherent errors. To correct for these
errors, an INS filter must be set up which provides an estimate of the errors in the INS
output. This is typically accomplished through measurement updates from GPS, using
knowledge of the inertial sensor error development over time (Hide 2003). The
corresponding design of the system and measurement models required for Kalman filter
algorithm are discussed in the following sections.
4.3.1 System Model

A basic INS filter generally consists of nine navigation error states, including three
positions, three velocities and three attitude error states. However, due to errors in the
inertial sensor measurements, the system state vector need to be augmented by the sensor
error states, where the number of error states depends on the inertial sensor error
characteristics.
4.3.1.1 Navigation Error States
The inertial navigation error state behaviour is obtained by the perturbation of the
mechanization equations (Equation (2.9)). This perturbation analysis is well documented
in a number of publications, such as Savage (2000), Rogers (2000), Farrell & Barth
(2001), Shin (2001), and El-Sheimy (2004); hence the full derivation of the error
equations is not shown here. The obtained error model is represented by series of
differential equations as stated in Equation (4.15) (El-Sheimy 2004):
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δr& e = δv e
δv& e = N eδr e − 2Ω iee δv e − F eε e + Rbeδf b
ε& = −Ω ε + R δw
e
ie

e

e
b

(4.15)

b

where, “dots” denote the time derivatives and the superscripts ‘e’ and ‘b’ denote the
ECEF and body frames, respectively. The symbol,

δr

is the position error state vector ( δrx , δry , δrz ),

δv

is the velocity error state vector ( δv x , δv y , δv z ),

F

is the skew symmetric matrix of specific force ( f x , f y , f z ),

ε

is the misalignment error state vector ( ε x , ε y , ε z ),

N

is the tensor of the gravitational gradients,

Ω ie

is the skew symmetric matrix of the Earth rotation rate relative to inertial
space,

Rbe

is the rotation matrix from the body frame to the ECEF frame,

δf

is the accelerometer sensor errors ( δf x , δf y , δf z ), and

δw

is the gyro sensor errors ( δwx , δw y , δwz ).

This error model is termed as the phi-angle error model in the literature.
4.3.1.2 Inertial Sensor Error States
The inertial sensor measurement equation is given by Equation (2.25). Typically, the
sensor turn-on biases, scale factor errors and non-orthogonality errors for high-end IMUs
(navigation or tactical grade) are negligible (refer to Table 1.1). For these IMUs the
measurement could be considered to have just the bias-drift ( δbi ) and noise (η i ). The
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inertial sensor measurement equation (Equation (2.25)) could therefore be reduced to
Equation (4.16) (for high-end IMUs) (Petovello 2003, Zhang 2003):
~

δf = f − f = δba +η a
~ − w = δb + η
δw = w
g
g

(4.16)

The spectral density, qi , of the sensor measurement noise, η i , is computed based on
methods introduced in Section 2.2.3.1.

The bias-drift, δbi , can be modeled as any appropriate noise process; however, the most
commonly used is the First order Gauss Markov process given by Equation (4.17):

δb&a = −
δb&g = −

1

τa
1

τg

δba + η ba
(4.17)

δbg + η bg

where, 

τi

is the correlation time, and

η bi

is the Gauss-Markov process driving noise with spectral density qbi .

The Gauss-Markov model parameters, τ i and σ i , are obtained by computing the autocorrelation function of the raw static data (Gelb 1974, Nassar 2003). This method of
obtaining the model parameters is termed as auto-correlation analysis. The spectral
density, qbi , of the process driving noise, η bi , is computed based on the Gauss-Markov
model parameters, using Equation (4.18):
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qbi =

2σ i2

(4.18)

τi

where σ i is the Gauss-Markov temporal standard deviation.

Equations (4.15) and (4.17) together form the process model for a 15 state filter,
consisting of nine navigation error states and six sensor error states. This filter herein will
be referred to as a 15-state filter. The state space model for this 15-state filter is thus
given by Equation (4.19):

03×3
03×3
0 3×3 ⎤ ⎡δr e ⎤
I 3×3
⎡δr& e ⎤ ⎡ 03×3
⎢ ⎥
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( Rbe ) 3×3
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G

The corresponding process noise spectral density matrix is given by Equation (4.20):
⎡(q a ) 3×3
⎢ 0
3×3
Q(t ) = ⎢
⎢ 0 3×3
⎢
⎢⎣ 0 3×3

0 3×3
(q g ) 3×3

0 3×3
0 3×3

0 3×3

(qba ) 3×3

0 3×3

0 3×3

0 3×3 ⎤
0 3×3 ⎥⎥
0 3×3 ⎥
⎥
(qbg ) 3×3 ⎥⎦

(4.20)
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However, the sensor errors in low cost MEMS inertial sensors are high, especially for the
IMU considered herein (Crista). In this case, the sensor scale factor errors and the turn-on
biases are very high (refer to Table 1.1). Although deterministic in nature (refer to
Section 2.2.3) these errors typically vary from one turn-on to another for low cost
sensors. Practically, it is not feasible to calibrate them every time the sensor is turned on,
so a solution to this problem is to include these errors as part of the functional model and
to estimate them in a Kalman filter. Thus, the measurement equation for the MEMS
sensors is now written as Equation (4.21) (Park 2004):

δf = f .S a + ba +η a
δw = w.S g + bg + η g

(4.21)

where,
Si

is the scale factor error, and

bi

is the sensor bias which is the combination of sensor turn on bias ( bi ,tob )
and the bias-drift ( δbi ).

The bias-drift is again modeled as a Gauss Markov process, as stated by Equation (4.17).
The model parameters were obtained through auto-correlation analysis, conducted with
the static data collected with the Crista IMU. The obtained model parameters are listed in
Table 4.1. The table also lists the computed sensor noise spectral densities for the Crista
IMU (as discussed in Section 2.2.3.1).
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Table 4.1: Sensors Random Noise Spectral Density and Gauss Markov Parameters
for Crista IMU
Gyros
Noise

Accelerometers

Gauss Markov Parameters

Noise

Gauss Markov Parameters

(˚/h/ √Hz)

σ ( o / h)

τ (s)

(g/√Hz)

σ (m / s 2 )

τ (s)

X

226.06

211.06

381.92

280 e-6

0.007

227.46

Y

177.07

204.64

375.23

400 e-6

0.007

210.78

Z

165.22

161.31

297.37

280 e-6

0.009

364.82

The inertial sensor turn on bias, bi ,tob , remains constant for a particular run. These biases
are therefore modeled as random constant processes in the filter, as given by Equation
(4.22):
b&a ,tob = 0
b&g ,tob = 0

(4.22)

The standard deviation for these errors, which is needed to model them as random
constant processes, is obtained through static testing in lab, and are listed in Table 4.2.

The sensor scale factor errors, S i , change slowly with time, and thus can be modeled as
first order Gauss Markov processes, assuming large correlation times (Scherzinger 2004).
This is represented mathematically by Equation (4.23):

1
S& a = −
( S a ) + η sa

τ sa

1
S& g = −
( S g ) + η sg

τ sg

(4.23)
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The correlation time, τ si , to model these errors in the Kalman filter was chosen to be five
hours, which is defined empirically (ibid). The temporal standard deviation values, σ si ,
were obtained using the specifications provided by the company. The corresponding
process driving noise power, q si , can be computed by substituting the assumed standard
deviation and correlation time values in Equation (4.18). The model parameters used for
each sensor in MEMS IMU is listed in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Turn on Bias and Scale Factor Model Parameters for Crista IMU
Gyros
Turn On Bias

Accelerometers

Scale Factor

Turn On Bias

Scale Factor

σ ( o / h)

σ sg (PPM )

τsg (s)

σ (m / s 2 )

σ sa (PPM )

τsa (s)

X

4230

10000

18000

0.480

10000

18000

Y

1800

10000

18000

0.260

10000

18000

Z

1800

10000

18000

0.480

10000

18000

Equation (4.15), combined with Equations (4.17), (4.22), and (4.23) form a 27 state filter
consisting of nine navigation error states and eighteen sensor error states. This filter
herein will be referred to as the 27-state filter. The state space model and the process
noise spectral density matrix for this filter are obtained by augmenting Equations (4.19)
and (4.20) by Equations (4.24) and (4.25), respectively:

⎡b&a ,tob ⎤ ⎡0 3×3 0 3×3
0 3×3
0 3×3
⎤ ⎡ba ,tob ⎤ ⎡0 3×3 0 3×3 ⎤
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⎥
0 3×3
0 3×3
⎢bg ,tob ⎥ = ⎢0 3×3 0 3×3
⎥ ⎢ g ,tob ⎥ + ⎢0 3×3 0 3×3 ⎥ ⎡η sa ⎤
⎢ S& a ⎥ ⎢0 3×3 0 3×3 (−1 / τ sa ) 3×3
⎥ ⎢ S a ⎥ ⎢ I 3×3 0 3×3 ⎥ ⎢⎣η sg ⎥⎦
0 3×3
⎢ & ⎥ ⎢
⎥⎢
⎥ ⎢
⎥ 123
0 3×3 0 3×3
0 3×3
(−1 / τ sg ) 3×3 ⎦⎥ ⎣⎢ S g ⎦⎥ ⎣0 3×3 I 3×3 ⎦ w
⎢⎣ S g ⎥⎦ ⎣⎢1
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4444444244444443 123 142
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x

G

(4.24)
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⎡(qsa ) 3×3
Q(t ) = ⎢
⎣ 0 3×3

0 3×3 ⎤
(q sg ) 3×3 ⎥⎦

(4.25)

The discrete process noise matrix and the corresponding transition matrix can be obtained
through Equations (3.4) and (3.5).
4.3.1.3 Aiding Sensor Error States
Since the processing is centralized in a tightly coupled integration scheme, the INS filter
in that case must account for all the GPS states as well (Petovello 2003). The position and
velocity error states are common in both the filters (see Equations (4.7) and (4.19)), so
the INS filter needs to be augmented by just the receiver clock error states, which is
achieved by transferring the last two rows of Equations (4.7) to Equation (4.19). Thus in
a tightly coupled integration strategy, the 15- and 27-state INS filters turns to 17- and 29state filters, respectively. However, to maintain clarity of discussion, these filters are still
referred to as the 15- and 27-state filters, thereby referring only to INS specific states.
Since GPS acts as an aiding source to the INS, the error states corresponding to GPS in
the INS filter are termed as aiding sensor error states. It should be noted that the INS
filter for the loosely coupled integration scheme remains unchanged, as the processing is
decentralized in this case.
4.3.2 Measurement Model

The measurement model for the INS filter depends on the type of integration strategy
being used, and are discussed in the following sections.
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4.3.2.1 Loose Coupling
The INS-only filter uses the difference between the GPS-derived position and velocity
estimates, and the INS mechanization-derived position and velocities as measurements to
obtain the error estimates. Thus, the measurement design matrix and the misclosure
vector can be written as given by Equations (4.26) and (4.27):
⎡ I 3×3
H ( LC ) = ⎢
⎣0 3×3

0 3×3
I 3×3

0 3×( n−6 ) ⎤
0 3×( n−6 ) ⎥⎦

e
e
⎡ rGPS
⎤
− rINS
δz = ⎢ e
e ⎥
⎣vGPS − v INS ⎦ 6×1

(4.26)

(4.27)

where n is the number of states in the INS filter.

The measurement noise for the INS-filter is formed by transferring the ‘complete’
position/velocity covariance matrix from the GPS-only filter to the INS-filter. This
ensures that the correlation between the GPS processed position and velocities are
properly accounted through the off-diagonal terms present in the covariance matrix
(Kaplan 1996).
4.3.2.2 Tight Coupling
The measurement model for the INS-only filter in a tightly coupled integration strategy is
the same as the measurement model derived earlier for GPS-only filter, i.e. Equations
(4.11) through (4.14), with the only difference being the linearization point. The nominal
trajectory for linearization is now obtained from the INS mechanization computed
position and velocity information, rather than the predicted estimates. The poor
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measurement updates are again detected through the statistical testing procedure
discussed in Section 3.2.
4.3.2.3 INS Prediction
The measurements updates to the INS-filter come from GPS, so if a GPS outage occurs,
the INS will operate in prediction mode. The update step in the Kalman filter, in such a
scenario, is skipped and the filter predicts the system statistic based on Equations (3.7)
and (3.8). During this period, the position, velocity, and attitude output of the system is
the output of the INS mechanization directly. Thus, the performance of the integrated
system depends largely on the quality of the IMU and the quality of the sensor error
compensation, during GPS outages.

4.4 Vehicle Motion Constraints
Based on the discussion in Section 4.3.2.3, it is apparent that the performance of an INS
will degrade in the absence of GPS measurements. The degradation with low cost MEMS
IMUs is particularly severe owing to their large sensor errors and noise levels. Under
such a situation, several land vehicle motion attributes can be used to prevent INS error
accumulation. The idea is to derive the observations from constraint equations reflecting
the behaviour of a land vehicle. The first set of constraint equations are termed as
velocity constraints, which constrain the vehicle to move in a forward direction. The
second constraint equation is termed as a height constraint which is derived from the fact
that the height does not change much in land vehicular environment, particularly over
short time periods. Further details about each motion constraint are provided in the
following sections.
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4.4.1 Velocity Constraints

The vehicle velocity constraints are derived assuming that the vehicle does not slip,
which is a close representation for travel in a constant direction. A second assumption is
that the vehicle stays on the ground, i.e. it does not jump of the ground. If both
assumptions are true, then the velocity of the vehicle in the direction perpendicular to the
movement of the vehicle must be zero (Sukkarieh 2000), as shown in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Vehicle Velocity Constraints

Thus, assuming that the Y axis of the IMU points in the direction of the vehicle forward
velocity vector, the above concept can be described mathematically by Equation (4.28):
v xb = η x
v zb = η z

(4.28)

where η i is the measurement noise value denoting any possible discrepancies in the
above stated assumptions for a particular direction (x or z). The magnitude of the noise is
chosen to reflect the extent of the expected constraint violations (Sukkarieh 2000).
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The proposed and implemented algorithm is to use GPS when it is available with INS to
provide navigation information, and when a GPS outage occurs a complementary Kalman
filter is used to combine the INS- and constraints-derived velocity measurements to keep
the position and velocity errors bounded. The structure of the Kalman filter when
constraints are used is shown in Figure 4.4, while the measurement model is derived in
the following section.

Figure 4.4: Velocity Constrained Navigation Block Diagram

4.4.1.1 Measurement Model
To set the right component of the velocity vector to zero, the INS velocity needs to be
transformed from the mechanization frame (ECEF frame) to the body frame, which can
be done using the relationship given in Equation (4.29):
v b = ( Rbe ) T v e

(4.29)

In order to relate these measurements to the system states, Equation (4.29) was perturbed
to obtain Equation (4.30), which could further be reduced to Equation (4.31):
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v b + ∂v b = (( I + E e ) Rbe )T (v e + ∂v e )

(4.30)

∂v b = Reb (∂v e − E e v e )

(4.31)

where E e is the skew-symmetric matrix of misalignment error states.

After some obvious transformations, Equation (4.31) can be rewritten as Equation (4.32),
which forms the body frame velocity error equation:
∂v b = Reb ∂v e + Reb (v e ×)ε e

(4.32)

As noted from Equation (4.32) the misclosures in the body frame velocity components
are related to the ECEF frame velocity error states, and to the attitude error states through
the rotation matrix. The first and last rows of Equation (4.32) form the measurement
design matrix, as given by Equation (4.33):
⎡0
H (v b ) = ⎢ 1×3
⎢⎣01×3

R11
R31

R12
R32

R13
R33

R12 v ze − R13v ey
R32 v ze − R33v ey

R13v xe − R11v ze
R33v xe − R31v ze

R11v ey − R12 v xe
R31v ey − R32 v xe

01×( n−9) ⎤
⎥ (4.33)
01×( n−9) ⎥⎦

The measurement misclosures can be computed using Equation (4.34):
b
⎤
⎡δv xb ⎤ ⎡0⎤ ⎡v INS
x
⎢ b⎥ = ⎢ ⎥ − ⎢ b ⎥
⎣δv z ⎦ ⎣0⎦ ⎣⎢v INS z ⎦⎥

(4.34)

The measurement noise for these measurements is computed based on a projection of the
forward velocity in the lateral and up directions due to the misalignment angles (Shin
2001). This method is explained graphically in Figure 4.5. If v by is the forward velocity,
the velocity component that gets projected in the lateral/up direction because of the
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misalignment angle, θ , is v by sin θ . The measurement standard deviation computed in this
way, assuming v by = 18 − 20 m / s and θ = 2 − 3o , is around 1 m/s.

Figure 4.5: Computation of Velocity Constraints Standard Deviation (adapted from
Shin 2001)
4.4.2 Height Constraints

Since a vehicle generally always stays on a road, the height solution does not typically
vary by more than few tens of metres in a small region. So, a predefined fixed height
value can be used as a constraint measurement or else the best height solution computed
before going into a GPS outage can be used as the height constraint measurement. The
use of such measurements not only provides improvements in the height solution, but can
also improve the overall horizontal solution during GPS unavailability (Lachapelle et al
2003). A three dimensional position fix traditionally requires observations to four
satellites to solve for the horizontal position, vertical position and the receiver clock
offset. If the height component is treated as a known parameter (obtained from
constraints), then the remaining unknowns can be solved with one less satellite. This can
improve the coverage in urban canyon environments, and thus can potentially help to
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improve the overall horizontal solution accuracy. However, a realistic measurement
uncertainty value must be chosen for these measurements, because any errors in the
height solution will ultimately skew the horizontal solution (MacGougan 2003). The filter
design when height is constrained is shown in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6: Height Constrained Navigation Block Diagram

This Kalman filter uses the differences between the INS-derived height and the virtual
height measurements to compensate for INS errors. The system error states are in the
ECEF frame, while the measurement is in the LLF. So, the relation between the
measurements and system states is not linear, and thus, a measurement model is required
which is derived in the following section.
4.4.2.1 Measurement Model
The measurement model is obtained by perturbing the equations relating the geodetic and
Cartesian coordinates, which is given by Equation (4.35) (Farrell & Barth 2001):
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rx = ( N + h) cos λ cos φ
ry = ( N + h) cos λ sin φ

(4.35)

rz = ( N (1 − e 2 ) + h) sin λ
where,
rx , ry , rz

are the Cartesian coordinates,

φ, λ, h

are the latitude, longitude and height,

N

is the Prime Vertical radius, and

e

is the eccentricity.

For brevity, the complete derivation is omitted, and only the end result is shown, which is
given by Equation (4.36):
-(N + h) cos φ sin λ cos λ cos φ ⎤ ⎡δφ ⎤
⎡δrx ⎤ ⎡ A cos φ cos λ - (N + h) sin φ cos λ
⎢δr ⎥ = ⎢
A cos φ sin λ - (N+h) sin φ sin λ
(N + h) cos φ cos λ sin λ cos φ ⎥⎥ ⎢⎢δλ ⎥⎥ (4.36)
⎢ y⎥ ⎢
⎢⎣δrz ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ A( 1-e 2 ) sin φ + N( 1-e 2 ) cos φ + h cos φ
0
sin φ ⎥ ⎢δh ⎥
1444444444444442444444444444443⎦ ⎣ ⎦
H

where ‘ δ ’ represents the perturbations and A is a term given by Equation (4.37):
A=

-ae 2 sin φ cos φ

(4.37)

( 1 - e 2 sin 2 φ )3

The final measurement design matrix is given by the last row of the inverse of the H
matrix in Equation (4.36), and is given by Equation (4.38):

[

H (h) = ( H ) 3−,11

( H ) 3−,12

( H ) 3−,13

01×( n−3)

]

(4.38)

The misclosure vector is computed using Equation (4.39):

δh = [hconst − hINS ]

(4.39)
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The measurement noise matrix for these measurements depends on how the virtual height
measurements are derived. If the height is fixed to a predefined value, then the
measurement noise depends on knowledge of the actual height variation for a particular
region. If the height is constrained to a value computed just before going into a GPS
outage, then the measurement noise can be set to a relatively low value (0.5-1 m),
assuming a short outage duration (30-40 s).

Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 depict the navigation block diagrams when a complete GPS
outage occurs. However, if the GPS outage is partial, the navigation block diagram is
more aptly represented by Figure 4.7 (assuming a tightly coupled GPS/INS integration
scheme).

Figure 4.7: Filter Designs When Constraints are used

In this case the measurement design matrix is represented by a combination of Equations
(4.13), (4.33) and (4.38). The misclosures vector is constructed using Equations (4.14),
(4.34) and (4.39).
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4.5 External Heading Aiding
To facilitate the dynamic alignment of an INS (using heading from GPS as per Equation
(2.33)), or else to incorporate external heading measurements into the INS computations
(for instance from a magnetometer), a heading error dynamics equation is required which
relates the measurements to the system error states. Such an error equation is derived
based on the knowledge that heading is computed using Equation (2.19), (repeated here
for convenience):
⎛ ( Rbl )1, 2 ⎞
⎟
ψˆ = tan ⎜⎜ l
⎟
(
R
)
⎝ b 2, 2 ⎠
−1

(4.40)

The rotation matrix from the b-frame to the l-frame is given by Equation (4.41):
Rbl = Rel × Rbe

(4.41)

Given Equation (4.41), Equation (4.40) in terms of misalignment error states can be
rewritten as Equation (4.42):
⎛ n ε + n2ε y + n3ε z + n4 ⎞
⎛ Nψ ⎞
⎟
⎟ = tan −1 ⎜ 1 x
⎟
⎜d ε +d ε +d ε +d ⎟
D
2 y
3 z
4 ⎠
⎝ ψ ⎠
⎝ 1 x

ψˆ = tan −1 ⎜⎜

(4.42)

where, ‘ Nψ ’ and ‘ Dψ ’ represent the numerator and denominator, respectively. The terms
n1..4 and d1..4 are computed as follows:
n1 = ( Rel )13 ( Rbe ) 22 − ( Rel )12 ( Rbe ) 32

d1 = ( Rel ) 23 ( Rbe ) 22 − ( Rel ) 22 ( Rbe ) 32

n2 = ( Rel )11 ( Rbe ) 32 − ( Rel )13 ( Rbe )12

d 2 = ( Rel ) 21 ( Rbe ) 32 − ( Rel ) 23 ( Rbe )12

n3 = ( Rel )12 ( Rbe )12 − ( Rel )11 ( Rbe ) 22

d 3 = ( Rel ) 22 ( Rbe )12 − ( Rel ) 21 ( Rbe ) 22

n4 = ( Rel )11 ( Rbe )12 + ( Rel )12 ( Rbe ) 22 + ( Rel )13 ( Rbe ) 32 d 4 = ( Rel ) 21 ( Rbe )12 + ( Rel ) 22 ( Rbe ) 22 + ( Rel ) 23 ( Rbe ) 32

.
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In light of Equation (4.42), the heading error equation can be expressed as Equation
(4.43):

δψˆ =

∂ψˆ
∂ψˆ
∂ψˆ
εx +
εy +
εz
∂ε z
∂ε x
∂ε y

(4.43)

such that,

∂ψˆ Nψ n1 − Dψ d1
=
,
∂ε x
Nψ2 + Dψ2

∂ψˆ Nψ n2 − Dψ d 2
=
,
∂ε y
Nψ2 + Dψ2

∂ψˆ Nψ n3 − Dψ d 3
=
.
∂ε z
Nψ2 + Dψ2

The measurement design matrix for external heading measurements can thus be written
as given by Equation (4.44):
⎡
H (ψ ) = ⎢01×3
⎣⎢

01×3

∂ψˆ
∂ε x

∂ψˆ
∂ε y

∂ψˆ
∂ε z

⎤
01×( n−9 ) ⎥
⎦⎥

(4.44)

The misclosures vector is computed using Equation (4.45):

δψ = [ψ GPS / External −ψ INS ]

(4.45)

4.6 Software Development
The GPS/INS integrated system software for data processing was developed in a C++
class environment. The software has a GPS processing module, an INS processing
module, an integration module, an error compensation module, and a backward
smoothing module.

The GPS processing module uses the filter design discussed in Section 4.2 for computing
the navigation solution. Processing can either be done in single-differenced or doubledifferenced mode. All of the results presented in this thesis were generated using single
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differencing mode (Section 2.1.3). The INS module implements the INS mechanization
as discussed in Section 2.2.2. The INS filter state model is flexible in nature, where
different sensor error characterization states can be switched on or off depending on the
quality of the IMU being used (Section 4.3).

The integrated navigation module implements both loosely (Section 4.1.1) and tightly
coupled (Section 4.1.2) integration schemes for reducing the inertial and GPS data, using
a closed loop approach (Section 4.1.3). The error compensation module utilizes the
vehicle motion constraints during GPS outages, as discussed in Section 4.4. The logic
switches in the software allows the filter to switch between various filter designs (Figure
4.1, Figure 4.2, Figure 4.7, etc.), depending on GPS availability.

The backward smoothing module of the software uses the Rauch-Tung-Streibel (RTS)
(discussed in Chapter Seven) smoother to smooth the forward solution. The smoother is
run once the forward filter processing is over (i.e. post mission).
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CHAPTER FIVE : OPEN AREA RESULTS
This chapter quantifies the performance of the integrated system for open area
applications. The chapter begins with a description of the field tests where the specific
details about the test set-up, sensors, operating environment and the procedures adopted
for data collection are discussed. The results obtained with open area data set are then
presented which includes the position/velocity error results obtained through integration
of DGPS with MEMS and tactical grade IMU using various integration strategies and
filters. The performance of the error compensation algorithms is evaluated by simulating
the GPS outages through the rejection of GPS satellites in post-processing.

5.1 Field Test Description
Field test runs were carried out in Calgary, Alberta in January 2005 over a period of four
days. The tests were carried out in different operating conditions, characterized based on
GPS satellite visibility.
5.1.1 Sensors and Equipments

As stated earlier, the MEMS IMU being used in this study is the Crista IMU from Cloud
Cap Technology Inc. This IMU is designed to optimize both price and performance in a
GPS/INS integration system (Crista- Interface/Operation Document 2004), and is
available in single quantities for under $2000 US. It is a six axis measurement system
consisting of three MEMS gyroscopic rate sensors and accelerometers providing
temperature compensated inertial data, at a rate greater than 200 Hz. It has a built-in GPS
pulse per second (PPS) interface which facilitates the accurate time synchronization of
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IMU and GPS data. The IMU is small in size (2.05”x 1.50”x1.00”) and weighs only 36.8
grams.

Apart from the MEMS IMU, a navigation grade Honeywell Commercial IMU (CIMU
embedded into the Applanix POS/LS system) and a tactical grade Honeywell HG1700
IMU (embedded into the NovAtel BDS system) are also used. So the inertial data was
collected with three different grades of IMUs. The motivation behind using the CIMU
was to be able to generate a precise reference solution to facilitate a comparative analysis.
The HG1700 IMU was used to allow for a performance comparison with the MEMS
IMU. The HG1700 and CIMU data were time tagged internally by the GPS receivers
(embedded) in the BDS and POS/LS systems before being output. This eliminates any
significant timing errors between the GPS and IMU data (Petovello et al 2003). The
Crista IMU data was time tagged through a PPS signal from the OEM4 receiver to its
PPS interface. The IMUs are shown in Figure 5.2 while technical characteristics of each
IMU were presented earlier in Table 1.1.

The GPS reference station (for differential GPS) was equipped with a dual-frequency
NovAtel OEM4 receiver connected to high performance NovAtel 600 antenna, and was
set up at different places for different test runs. At the remote station, a total of four
NovAtel 600 GPS antennas were used. These antennas were arranged in a rectangular
pattern, as shown in the test setup shown in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.1: Remote Station Setup for Data Collection

Two of the antennas were connected to the OEM4 receiver embedded in the POS/LS
(A1) and BDS system (A2). The other two antennas A3 and A4 were each connected to
one OEM4 and one SiRF High Sensitivity XTrac receiver, through a signal splitter. The
primary reason for using two separate NovAtel OEM4 receivers (connected to A3 and
A4) was to time tag the Crista and magnetometer data, through their PPS interface. The
OEM4 receiver connected to A3 collected data at 10 Hz, while the one at A4 collected at
1 Hz. Both XTrac receivers collected data at 1 Hz.
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Figure 5.2: Test Set Up

Each sensor was fixed rigidly on a wooden board which was mounted on the top of the
University of Calgary’s test van (Dodge Grand Caravan) in an attempt to reduce the
length of the lever arms between the GPS antenna and the INS. Data collection for each
test began with a static initialization period of about 12-15 minutes followed by about
20–25 minutes of driving. Static data was collected in the beginning to facilitate the
initial alignment of the IMUs. The total duration of each test was 35-40 min. For the test
results presented in this thesis, the OEM4 receiver connected to Antenna A4 is used to
integrate with all the IMUs, unless specified otherwise.
5.1.2 Open Area Test Description

Several tests were carried out to the West of the Calgary, near the Springbank Airport,
which is a relatively open area with a clear view of the sky, and thus provided good
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satellite visibility (Figure 5.3). One data set will be used for results discussion in this
chapter. The GPS reference station for this test was set up at one of the accessible pillars
in the test area.

Figure 5.3: Open Area Test Environment

The test run trajectory was designed to have a lot of turns as well as straight route travels
to represent different dynamics a land vehicle may have. The trajectory is shown in
Figure 5.4. Also shown is the zoomed version of some portions of the trajectory for
visibility. The total distance traveled was 6-7 km, and the baseline length to the reference
station varied between 0-2 km. The distance of the vehicle from the reference station is
small, thus, the residual, baseline-dependent, errors after GPS differential corrections will
be small.
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Figure 5.4: Open Area Test Trajectory

5.2 Reference Navigation Solution
To facilitate a performance comparison analysis, a reference navigation solution is
required. Here, the integrated solution obtained using the navigation grade CIMU was
used as the reference. The CIMU data was processed using the Position and Orientation
System Post Processing Package (POSPac), from Applanix Corporation. The software
compensates for sensor and environmental errors, and computes the optimally accurate,
blended, and smoothed navigation solution (PosPac Product Manual, Applanix
Corporation 2001). All the three GPS measurements, namely code, Doppler, and carrier
phase measurements were used in the processing. The navigation solution obtained in this
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way is therefore accurate to better than 1.5 cm (horizontal) and 4 cm (vertical), and hence
will be used as reference for all the analysis presented herein. The obtained reference
trajectory was shown earlier in Figure 5.4.

5.3 GPS-Only Solution
In order to assess the performance of the integrated system, it is necessary to examine the
performance of the aiding source, which is primarily GPS. Thus, this section quantifies
the accuracy of the navigation solution available from the OEM4 receiver. The data was
processed with the GPS-module of the developed software, which uses single-differenced
GPS pseudorange and Doppler measurements.

The availability of the GPS solution is 100 % as the data was collected under benign
operational conditions, with the average number of satellites tracked being around 9.
Figure 5-5 shows the satellite geometry and number of satellites available for computing
a solution during the selected test run. The horizontal and vertical Dilution of Precision
(DOP) values are seen to be less than two for the majority of time, implying good
satellite geometry. A few jumps can be seen which is caused by loss of lock on one of the
satellites, which demonstrates the DOPs correlation with satellite visibility.

Table 5.1 presents a statistical summary of the position and velocity errors in the GPSonly solution. As can be seen, the horizontal position error in the GPS-only solution
remains within 39 cm with a maximum value of 1 m, while the horizontal velocity error
is around 9 cm/s with a maximum value of 24 cm/s. Given the quality of the OEM4
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receiver (refer to Section 2.1.3.6) and the operating conditions, the sub-metre level
accuracies with pseudorange/Doppler measurements are not surprising. Since, the
accuracy of the integrated system depends on the accuracy of the GPS solution; a similar
accuracy level can be expected from the integrated solution as well.

Figure 5.5: Satellite Geometry and Availability
Table 5.1: OEM4: GPS-only RMS Position and Velocity Errors
Max

North

East

Up

2D

3D

Position (m)

0.89

0.96

0.77

1.02

1.17

Velocity (m/s)

0.243

0.178

0.281

0.244

0.286

RMS

North

East

Up

2D

3D

Position (m)

0.27

0.29

0.31

0.40

0.5

Velocity (m/s)

0.068

0.060

0.059

0.091

0.108
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5.4 Analysis Strategy
The results presented in this thesis are all obtained through processing with the developed
GPS/INS integration software described earlier in Section 4.6. The following
performance parameters for both Crista and HG1700 IMU will be investigated in this
chapter:

•

Position/velocity/attitude accuracy using loosely and tightly coupled integration
scheme, in a closed loop integration approach. This analysis is conducted under full
satellite visibility, i.e. under ideal GPS conditions, and thus also serves to verify the
validity of different algorithms and the integration strategy implementation.

•

Accuracy of the stand-alone INS when complete GPS outages occur under varying
vehicle dynamics. Since the satellite visibility is good (see Figure 5.5), GPS outages
will be simulated by rejecting satellites during processing. Processing will be done
with and without vehicle motion constraints. This helps to assess the improvements
that can be achieved through constrained navigation.

•

Accuracy of the integrated system under partial GPS outages, with and without
vehicle motion constraints. A partial outage is defined as the periods when GPS
satellite signals are blocked such that fewer than four satellites are available. The
results when two- and three-satellites are available for updating the INS will be
presented.
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The results are primarily discussed in terms of position and velocity errors which are
computed using the reference solution (obtained as discussed in Section 5.2). Since the
reference trajectory is accurate to the centimetre-level, the resulting position difference is
almost entirely due to errors in the designed integrated system. The error results are
mostly discussed in the RMS sense, where 1D, 2D, and 3D RMS errors are computed.
The corresponding probability level for each accuracy measure is listed in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2: Performance Parameters Probability Level (van Digglen 1998)
Dimension

Accuracy Measure

Probability (%)

1D

RMS

68

2D

RMS

63 – 68

3D

RMS

61 – 68

5.5 GPS/INS Integration Results
This section discusses the results obtained through integration of the OEM4 receiver with
the Crista and HG1700 IMUs. The results are divided into several sections as per the
analysis strategy outlined in Section 5.4.
5.5.1 No GPS Outage Results

The results presented in this section are obtained when pseudorange/Doppler derived
GPS updates are available at the rate of 1 Hz. The output rate of the INS is set to 10 Hz,
which means there is one GPS update for every ten INS outputs. Between GPS updates,
the INS operate in prediction mode (refer to Section 4.3.2.3). However, given such a
short duration of INS prediction (< 1 s), the GPS availability is considered to be
continuous. The Crista IMU data is processed with the 15-state and 27-state filters,
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whereas for the HG1700, a simple 15-state filter is used. This serves to quantify the
possible benefits that can be gained through 27-state filter. The 27-state filter is not used
with the HG1700 IMU, as the turn-on biases and scale factor errors for this IMU are
negligible (refer to Table 1.1). Each IMU dataset is processed using both the closed-loop
loosely coupled and tightly coupled integration schemes. This helps in the performance
comparison of the two integration strategies under favourable operational conditions.
5.5.1.1 Position Accuracy
Figure 5.6 compares the position RMS errors obtained with the Crista and HG1700
IMUs, with the loosely coupled integration strategy (Figure 4.1). Table 5.3 lists the
corresponding position RMS errors.

Figure 5.6: 2D Position RMS Error Comparison (LC)
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Table 5.3: Position RMS Errors (LC)
LC

North

East

Up

2D

3D

Position

(m)

(m)

(m)

(m)

(m)

Crista 15

0.24

0.32

0.25

0.40

0.47

Crista 27

0.24

0.31

0.20

0.39

0.44

HG1700

0.21

0.23

0.21

0.32

0.38

Since the GPS availability is good throughout the run, the INS navigation parameters get
corrected continuously, which prevented the errors from accumulating which in turn
leads to a sub-metre level of accuracy using both IMUs. The horizontal position errors in
the solution obtained from the Crista IMU remains within 39 cm and that for the HG1700
within 32 cm. The obtained accuracy is actually limited by the accuracy of the GPS
pseudorange/Doppler solution and the type of IMU used.

In the case of the Crista IMU, the performance improves very little with the 27-state filter
as compared to the 15-state filter. The errors are seen to reduce by just 1 cm (2D) and 3
cm (3D). This is because of the continuous correction of the INS errors, which does not
allow errors to grow to a level to indicate any significant improvement in performance.
The performance of the 27-state filter could be best quantified during GPS outages which
will be subsequently discussed. Although from Figure 5.7, it can be noted that the
trajectory became smoother when a 27-state filter is used. Since the filter operates in
prediction mode between GPS updates, with a 15-state filter, the error during this period
accumulates at a faster rate because of improper sensor error compensation, leading to a
saw tooth like behaviour which combined with azimuth errors, gets more pronounced at
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turns. However with a 27-state filter, the errors are well compensated which prevented
error accumulation leading to a smoother and more accurate trajectory.

Figure 5.7 (a-b): Part of Trajectory Zoomed Around Turns (LC)

Alternatively, the improvement brought to the integrated system by the 27-state filter can
be assessed by looking at the Kalman filter innovation sequence, which is the difference
between the INS predicted position and the GPS computed position (in the case of loose
coupling, i.e. Equation (4.27)), and is shown in Figure 5.8. The innovation sequence
basically signifies the combined errors of INS and GPS (Hide 2003). However, as
discussed in Section 5.3, the GPS satellite availability is good during the test run, and the
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GPS accuracies are supposedly consistent through the test run, so any inconsistency in
the innovations are assumed to be the contribution of INS. The position innovation
sequence with a 27-state filter is smaller as compared to the 15-state filter, indicating unmodeled errors in the latter. Some spikes can be noted which primarily occur during
turning manoeuvres and are mainly due to un-modeled bias and scale factor errors. These
spikes are not visible with a 27-state filter indicating superior performance.

Figure 5.8: Position Innovation Sequences (LC)

Table 5.4 lists the position RMS errors obtained with the Crista and HG1700 IMUs, with
a tightly coupled integration strategy (Figure 4.2). The error results for this strategy are
similar to the loosely coupled case (refer to Table 5.3), with differences limited to mmlevel.
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Table 5.4: Position RMS Errors (TC)
LC

North

East

Up

2D

3D

Position

(m)

(m)

(m)

(m)

(m)

Crista 15

0.24

0.32

0.23

0.40

0.46

Crista 27

0.23

0.31

0.20

0.39

0.44

HG1700

0.22

0.23

0.22

0.32

0.39

5.5.1.2 Velocity Accuracy
This section quantifies the velocity errors under benign operational conditions. Although
velocity results follow from the position errors, since positions are obtained through the
integration of velocities, these errors are discussed separately for completeness and
clarity. Table 5.5 lists the velocity errors obtained with loose coupling.
Table 5.5: Velocity RMS Errors (LC)
North

East

Up

2D

3D

Velocity

(m/s)

(m/s)

(m/s)

(m/s)

(m/s)

Crista 15

0.113

0.099 0.070 0.150 0.166

Crista 27

0.073

0.055 0.052 0.091 0.105

HG1700

0.015

0.014 0.014 0.021 0.025

As can be seen, the HG1700 IMU horizontal velocity is accurate to few a centimetres,
while with the Crista 15-state filter, these errors are up to the decimetre level. In
comparison to GPS-only velocity accuracies (see Table 5.1) these errors are quite large,
and thus indicate un-modeled errors. With the 15-state filter the accelerometer data is
contaminated with unresolved sensor errors. Therefore, between GPS updates the error
increases rapidly leading to large errors in the velocity solution. This fact is also
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confirmed by the velocity innovation sequences (Figure 5.9) which is specifically large
for the 15-state filter, having frequent spikes. With the 27-state filter, the innovations are
smaller and also the velocity results improve. The errors reduce by about 6 cm/s which
are an improvement of about 40 % relative to the 15-state filter.

Figure 5.9: Velocity Innovation with Crista IMU (LC)

In the case of the HG1700 IMU, the magnitude of the innovations remains within
±10 cm/s throughout, which can be seen in Figure 5.10 (note the change in scale relative
to Figure 5.9). This indicates that the predictions made by the INS are very accurate such
that very little new information is provided by GPS into the system. Thus, the velocity
accuracies depend more on INS and lesser on GPS, leading to superior accuracies than
GPS.
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Figure 5.10: Velocity Innovations with HG1700 IMU (LC)

As in the case of the position error, the trends and magnitude of velocity errors in the
tightly coupled case are similar to the loosely coupled case, which can be noted from
Table 5.6.
Table 5.6: Velocity RMS Errors (TC)
North

East

Up

2D

3D

Velocity

(m/s)

(m/s)

(m/s)

(m/s)

(m/s)

Crista 15

0.111

0.097 0.066 0.148 0.162

Crista 27

0.073

0.053 0.052 0.090 0.104

HG1700

0.015

0.015 0.014 0.021 0.026

5.5.1.3 Attitude Accuracy
This section discusses the attitude error under benign operating conditions. The roll and
pitch were initialized with a value of 1˚ (defined empirically); while the initial heading
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value was fixed through values obtained from other high grade IMUs. Figure 5.11 shows
the attitude errors obtained through the 27-state filter.

Figure 5.11: Crista IMU Attitude Errors (27-state, LC)

As can be noted, in roll and pitch, the initial errors are at the 1˚- 2˚ level. This is because
their initial value was fixed. However, as soon as ZUPTs/GPS updates become available,
these values converge such that the error stays near zero. In the case of heading, the error
increases rapidly until the GPS time 503060 s and it converges after that. This is because
for approximately 180 s into the processing, the vehicle remains stationary. In the
absence of horizontal acceleration, the heading errors are not-observable and thus the
error grows. When the vehicle starts moving (at GPS time 503060 s) the heading
converges within 25-30 s; however, the converged value, owing to large sensor noise and
poor observability, is seen to have large errors.
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One way to improve heading estimation accuracy, and to expedite the heading
convergence, is to explicitly use GPS-derived heading (Equations (2.34)) as the external
heading measurement. The results obtained through GPS-derived heading are also plotted
in Figure 5.14. Figure 5.12 specifically shows the heading errors during the first 150 s,
after the vehicle starts moving.

Figure 5.12: Heading Error Zoomed (showing first 150 s)

As can be seen, although both the headings converge around the same time, the
convergence is more accurate when GPS-derived heading is used. To this end, the regular
addition of a GPS-derived heading significantly reduces the INS drift in the heading
estimation. Unfortunately, these GPS-derived measurements are available only
intermittently, i.e. whenever the vehicle speed exceeds 5 m/s. During periods of lower
velocity, the error increases which is evident from Figure 5.12.
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Table 5.7 presents a statistical summary of attitude errors for various integration systems.
The table shows that the use of the 27-state filter provides significant improvements over
the 15-state filter. However, relative to a tactical grade HG1700 IMU, these errors are
still very high. The table also shows that GPS can effectively be used to prevent drift in
heading estimation. The errors are reduced by about 50-70 % with different filters when
GPS-derived headings are used as external measurements.
Table 5.7: Attitude RMS Errors (LC)
RMS

Roll

Pitch

Heading

GPS Heading Aiding

Processing

deg (˚)

deg (˚)

deg (˚)

deg (˚)

Crista 15

0.486

0.493

5.37

1.65

Crista 27

0.205

0.243

2.68

1.16

HG1700

0.026

0.027

0.17

-

5.5.2 Complete GPS Outage Simulation Results

The advantages of integrating GPS with INS generally come into play when GPS signals
are blocked and/or subject to degradation due to multipath. To demonstrate the ability of
inertial sensors during these times, eight 30 s GPS gaps were simulated in the data by
artificially omitting the satellites during post processing. These gaps were carefully
selected to represent varying vehicle dynamics, including outages on straight route travel
(three) and during turns (five). The periods of simulated GPS outages are marked in
Figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.13: Trajectory with Simulated Data Outages

To begin the analysis, the Crista IMU data was first processed with both the 15- and 27state filters (using tightly coupled integration strategy) without using the vehicle motion
constraints. The purpose was to obtain a baseline performance of the integrated systems
during GPS gaps. The results obtained using the vehicle motion constraints (discussed in
next section) could then be compared to this performance to assess the percentage
improvements in the navigation solution. HG1700 data is also processed with identical
outage conditions to facilitate a comparative analysis with the Crista IMU.

To assess the positioning capability of each IMU during data outages, the position errors
are computed (with respect to the reference solution) as a function of time since the last
GPS update for each simulated outage. Using the resulting eight error time series (i.e. one
for every outage simulated), the RMS time series across all data gaps was computed. In
this way, a statistical assessment of the error as a function of time is obtained (Petovello
2003).
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5.5.2.1 No Constraints
During GPS gaps, the filter works in prediction mode and thus the performance of
integrated system is defined primarily by the INS. The effectiveness of INS during this
period depends on the vehicle dynamics, the quality of the sensor error compensation,
and the time-span of the GPS outage. Figure 5.14 shows the position errors for each IMU
during individual outages.

Figure 5.14: Position Errors during Individual Outages (30 s)

In the absence of the aiding source, errors in the INS velocity start to grow. Since the
velocities are integrated to obtain positions, the position error grows. As can be seen in
Figure 5.14, the performance of the Crista IMU with a 15-state filter degrades rapidly
during GPS outages, with maximum horizontal errors varying from 40 m to up to 150 m
over different outages. However, with the 27-state filter these errors are confined to a
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maximum of 10-60 m, thus indicating substantial improvements over the 15-state filter.
Figure 5.15 shows the RMS position error (as a function of time) computed across all the
outages. As noted, the maximum RMS error with a 15-state filter goes up to 92 m (2D) in
30 s without GPS updates. With a 27-state filter these errors are reduced to less than
31 m, marking an improvement by about 67 % over the 15-state filter.

Figure 5.15: RMS Position Error Computed Across all Outages (30 s)

The primary reason for the difference in performance of the two filters is seen to be the
tilt error. During a GPS outage, the IMU measurements are mechanized to obtain the
vehicle attitude and velocity solutions. The attitude solution during a GPS outage
depends largely on the quality of the gyro measurements. These measurements have a
large error, which with a 15-state filter does not get compensated leading to large errors
in the attitude estimates. The errors in the heading estimate cause velocity error growth
because of the projection of the forward velocity component in the lateral directions,
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while the errors in roll and pitch (tilt errors) contribute to the velocity errors by projecting
the very strong gravity signal (9.8 m/s2) in the horizontal direction (refer to Appendix B
for a discussion on the north, east, and up velocity error dynamics). Since the error in
velocity is integrated to obtain position, this eventually leads to large errors in the
position solution (Equation (2.24)). Figure 5.16 shows the tilt errors with the 15- and 27state filters. As can be seen, in the absence of GPS the errors in roll and pitch accumulate,
reaching the 3-4˚ level in 30 s with a 15-state filter. However, with a 27-state filter these
errors are limited to less than 1˚. This difference is thus the main reason for the superior
performance of the 27-state filter.

Figure 5.16: Tilt Errors with Crista IMU

The performance of the HG1700 IMU is significantly superior as compared to the Crista
IMU with maximum errors limited to around 1.1 m after a 30 s outage duration. This is
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due to the high quality Ring Laser Gyro (RLG) sensors which keep the attitude errors,
and thus the position errors, bounded in the absence of GPS.

Similar trends are seen in the velocity errors as in the case of the position errors, which is
expected. Figure 5.17 shows the RMS velocity errors computed across all outages. Since
accelerations are integrated just once to obtain velocity, the velocity errors grow linearly
which is apparent from the plot. The maximum RMS error seen with the 15-state filter is
about 8 m/s, while with a 27-state filter these errors reduce to less than 3 m/s providing
similar improvements as in the case of position results. With the HG1700 IMU, the
maximum error remains within 7 cm/s for an outage duration of 30 s. These results are
seen to be commensurate with previous investigations done with this IMU (e.g. Petovello
2003).

Figure 5.17: RMS Velocity Errors Across all Outages (30 s)
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While the inclusion of extra error states in the integration filter of the DGPS/MEMS INS
system provided significant improvements over a conventional filter, the error levels in
the position and velocity solution are still high, and thus further improvements are
desired. As discussed previously, one way to improve the system performance is to use
vehicle motion constraints, the results of which are discussed in the following section.
5.5.2.2 Vehicle Motion Constraints
The outage conditions chosen for this analysis are identical as in the previous section (see
Figure 5.13). The analysis is done with the Crista IMU only, as the error levels in the
HG1700 are very small. The data is processed with both 15- and 27-state filters. First the
results obtained when velocity constraints are used are presented, followed by the results
obtained through height constraints.
Vehicle Velocity Constraints

Figure 5.18 shows results when comparing the horizontal position error of both filters
when vehicle velocity constraints are used. The scale of Figure 5.18 is increased to match
the scale of Figure 5.14 to allow for a closer analysis of the improvements when velocity
constraints are used. The standard deviation of the constraint measurements was chosen
to be 1.0 m/s (based on Figure 4.5).

As can be seen in Figure 5.18, the performance improved significantly when vehicle
velocity constraints are used, with maximum horizontal errors limited to 8 – 50 m over
different outages, with the 15-state filter. The performance of the 27-state filter is again
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superior relative to the 15-state filter, with maximum errors for all the outages reduced to
less than 21 m.

Figure 5.18: Position Errors during Individual Outages with Velocity Constraints

Figure 5.19 shows the RMS position errors computed across all outages, while Figure
5.20 shows the velocity errors. The dotted lines in the figures repeat the results seen
previously with no constraints case, while the solid lines are the results with velocity
constraints. As can be seen, the maximum of the RMS position errors across all the
outages reduce to less than 25 m with the 15-state filter which is an improvement of
about 73 % as compared to the same filter without constraints. For the 27-state filter, the
maximum error is limited to 13 m, which is an improvement of 58 % compared to the 27state filter without constraints. Similar improvements are seen in the velocity errors as
well, which is now reduced to a maximum of 2.4 and 1.1 m/s with the 15- and 27-state
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filters, respectively. Since the velocity error results are generally analogous to position
error results, these errors will not be discussed in the further analysis.

Figure 5.19: RMS Position Errors with Velocity Constraints Computed Across all
Outages (30 s)

Figure 5.20: RMS Velocity Errors with Velocity Constraints Computed Across all
Outages (30 s)
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It is noted from Figure 5.19 and Figure 5.20, that the improvements are less at the
beginning of outages (first 5-7 s). After careful investigation, it was found that the
velocity measurement noise value, which was chosen to be 1.0 m/s, is the reason for the
lower initial improvements. The filter predicted accuracy of the velocity remains better
than that at the beginning of the outage, such that the Kalman filter does not weight the
measurements as high relative to the predicted value, leading to lower improvements
during this period.

Since the vehicle velocity constraint measurements are available only in the lateral and
up directions, typically the vehicle’s forward velocity is not observable (Sukaarieh 2000).
To verify this fact, the body frame velocities are plotted in Figure 5.21. The figure shows
the velocities obtained through the 27-state filter for the case when the constraints are
used, and when not used.

Figure 5.21: Body Frame Velocity with and without Velocity Constraints (27-state)
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As can be noted, the use of velocity constraints primarily reduces the errors in the lateral
and up velocities. Although small improvements in the forward direction can also be
noted relative to the ‘no constraints’ case which is shown more explicitly in Figure 5.22.
This is believed to be because of improvements in the attitude estimation, specifically the
estimation of roll and pitch (tilt), which are shown in Figure 5.23. It was noted earlier in
Equation (4.32) that the constraint measurements in the body frame are related to velocity
errors and attitude errors. Consequently, the use of constraints helps to improve the
estimation of attitude as well. Also, since a strong coupling exists between the north
velocity and pitch, and east velocity and roll (El-Sheimy 2004), any improvement in
velocity estimation shows in the estimation of roll and pitch. Therefore, the use of
constraints provides small improvements in the forward direction as well. Further, to
prevent error degradation in the forward direction an odometer is typically used alongside
velocity constraints (e.g. Sukkarieh 2000 and Shin 2005)

Figure 5.22: Forward Velocity over Different Outages with and without Constraints
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Figure 5.23: Roll and Pitch with and without Velocity Constraints (27-state)

It should be noted that which velocity component (north or east) gets an advantage from
these constraints depends on the heading of the vehicle. For instance, if the vehicle is
moving north, the lateral direction gets approximately aligned with east, and thus velocity
errors in the east direction get constrained, consequently, it leads to more improvements
in the east position accuracy relative to north.
Vehicle Height Constraints

The height constraint measurement is obtained through fixing the height to the best
height solution computed before encountering the outages. Since, the outage duration is
short (30 s) the variation in height is assumed to be small, and thus relatively low
standard deviation of measurement is chosen, i.e. 0.5 m.

Figure 5.24 shows the
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horizontal RMS position errors Again, the dotted line is the case when constraints are
used, while the solid line is the result with height constraints.

Figure 5.24: RMS Position Errors with Height Constraints Computed Across all
Outages (30 s)

As can be seen, the improvements with height constraints are small with the 15-state
filter. The maximum RMS errors reduce to about 74 m, which is an improvement of only
20 %. This is because the outages are complete. The height constraints are specifically
useful under partial outage conditions, where it helps by directing the gain because of the
presence of a few satellites in the estimation of the horizontal position and receiver clock
parameter. In contrast, the performance of the 27-state filter with height constraints
degraded by about 4 m (RMS value). Although not significant, the percentage
degradation relative to the no constraints case is 13 %.
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5.5.2.3 Performance Summary
Figure 5.25 shows the maximum position errors for each IMU and each filter with and
without constraints over different outage durations. Table 5.8 summarises the maximum
of the RMS position errors for each processing mode in each dimension, and Table 5.9
compares the percentage improvements in each mode compared to the basic 15-state
filter.

Figure 5.25: Horizontal Position Errors over Different Outage Durations

From Figure 5.25, the Crista IMU is seen to keep the maximum 2D position errors within
5 m for approximately 11 s with the basic 15-state filter, and 14 s with the 27-state filter
(without constraints). Furthermore, the maximum errors remain within 10 m for about 13
and 19 s with the 15- and 27-state filters, respectively. When velocity constraints are
added, the corresponding time limit increases to 20 and 28 s for the 15- and 27-state
filters. From an LVNS design standpoint, a velocity constraints-aided DGPS/MEMS INS
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system can sustain accuracy levels required for emergency/fleet management applications
(10 m level) for approximately 20-28 s in the absence of GPS signals. It should be noted
that the errors discussed here are the maximum of the RMS errors computed across all
eight outages, and not the RMS errors during the outage. The average RMS errors (2D)
during the 30 s outages vary from about 32 m with a 15-state filter to 4.8 m with a
velocity constraints-aided 27 state filter, as listed in Table 5.10.

Table 5.8: Maximum of RMS Position Error Time Series Computed Across all
Outages
30 s Gaps

North

East

Up

2D

3D

Position

(m)

(m)

(m)

(m)

(m)

Crista- 15

67.80

62.91

5.17

92.50

92.64

Crista- 15 / Height

43.22

60.10

2.94

74.03

74.09

Crista- 15 / Velocity

18.40

17.86

2.53

25.64

25.76

Crista- 27

21.83

21.57

4.33

30.69

30.99

Crista- 27 / Height

21.92

26.95

2.97

34.74

34.87

Crista- 27 / Velocity

8.22

9.958

1.40

12.91

12.99

HG1700

0.75

0.76

0.61

1.08

1.23

Table 5.9: Percentage Improvement in 2D Error in Each Processing Compared to
15-State Filter
30 s

Crista- 15 /

Crista- 15 /

Gaps

Height

Velocity

% (2D)

20.1

72.3

Crista- 27

66.8

Crista- 27 /

Crista- 27 /

Height

Velocity

63.1

86.0
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Table 5.10: RMS Position Errors during GPS Outages Averaged over all Outages
30 s Gaps

North

East

Up

2D

3D

Position

(m)

(m)

(m)

(m)

(m)

Crista- 15

21.72

23.14

2.09

31.74

31.81

Crista- 15 / Height

14.55

21.93

1.17

26.32

26.34

Crista- 15 / Velocity

5.37

5.92

1.02

7.99

8.06

Crista- 27

7.94

6.77

1.59

10.43

10.55

Crista- 27 / Height

8.12

10.51

1.14

13.28

13.33

Crista- 27 / Velocity

2.83

3.81

0.518

4.75

4.78

HG1700

0.39

0.36

0.37

0.53

0.65

5.5.3 Partial GPS Outage Simulation Results

Having quantified the stand-alone performance of the INS with and without constraints,
this section now shows the ability of the MEMS and tactical grade INSs under partial
GPS outage conditions. Partial outages are simulated in two ways. First, 30 s partial
outages are simulated over the same periods during the trajectory as the complete outage
cases (see Figure 5.13). Such outage conditions were simulated by raising the satellite
elevation mask angle to 45-65˚ (over different outages), for those specific periods on the
trajectory. Then further to see the upper bound of the system performance under partial
outages, several satellites were rejected such that the outage remains throughout the
trajectory (instead of just 30 s).
5.5.3.1 Partial Outage over 30 s Duration
Two cases are considered for this analysis. First the elevation mask angle is raised during
each simulated outage such that each outage has exactly three satellites available for
updating the INS. Then the mask angle is raised further to reduce the number of satellites
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to two during each outage. For brevity, the Crista IMU data is processed only with 27state filter, as the results with the 15-state filter are typically poor. A tightly coupled
integration strategy is used because of its specific advantages under partial GPS
availability (refer to Section 4.1). Data is processed with and without vehicle motion
constraints for each case.

Figure 5.26 shows the RMS horizontal position error time series computed across all
outages for each processing case, and for each IMU. The dotted line in the figure shows
the results of the complete GPS outage case, to allow for direct comparison. Table 5.11
summarizes the corresponding position error statistics.

Figure 5.26: Horizontal Position Error during Partial Outages (30 s)
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Table 5.11: Maximum of RMS Position Computed Across all Outages (Partial, 30 s)
30 s Gaps

North

East

Up

2D

3D

Position

(m)

(m)

(m)

(m)

(m)

Crista- 27

21.83

21.57

4.33

30.69

30.99

Crista- 27 /2 Sats.

19.17

11.54

3.72

22.37

22.68

Crista- 27 /2 Sats./ Height

18.97

11.77

2.76

22.33

22.50

Crista- 27 /2 Sats./ Velocity

4.90

1.12

1.52

5.00

5.21

Crista- 27 /3 Sats.

1.34

0.60

3.69

1.39

3.94

Crista- 27 /3 Sats./ Height

1.07

0.59

2.87

1.13

3.08

Crista- 27 /3 Sats./ Velocity

0.54

0.58

1.41

0.69

1.54

HG1700

0.75

0.76

0.61

1.08

1.23

HG1700/2 Sats.

0.78

0.53

0.54

0.95

1.09

HG1700/3 Sats.

0.42

0.54

0.49

0.68

0.84

During partial GPS outages, the performance of the inertial sensors primarily depends on
the sensor error characteristics, and the geometry of the visible satellites. Due to the
underdetermined estimation process, the errors in the INS do not get corrected properly
and thus, accumulate. However, the rate of error accumulation is damped by the presence
of a few satellites. As can be noted, the maximum errors for the MEMS INS reduce to
around 22 m when updates from two satellites are available, which is better by about
27 % relative to the complete outage case. The overall influence of these partial updates
on INS is seen to be small. For instance, the horizontal error stays less than 5 m for about
17 s and 10 m for about 20 s, with updates from two satellites, which is better by only
3 and 1 s relative to the full outage conditions (refer to Figure 5.25). When three satellites
are available, the INS performed significantly well, such that the horizontal RMS error is
limited to a maximum of 1.4 m, which is superior to the complete outage case by about
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96 %. Similar trends are seen with the HG1700 IMU as well, where the errors reduce to
about 95 cm (improvement of 12 %), and 68 cm (improvement of 37 %) for the two and
three satellite cases, respectively.

As with the complete outage case, the use of vehicle motion constraints provided
significant improvements in the performances of the MEMS INS in both the two- and
three-satellite cases. When velocity constraints are added with two-satellites, the
horizontal error reduces to a maximum of 5 m, which is an improvement of about 84 %.
The percentage improvements are similar to the complete outage cases. However, with
only height constraints the performance does not improve much, which is again a similar
behaviour as the complete outage case, where the performance was seen to degrade
slightly.

With three satellites plus velocity constraints, the MEMS INS provided sub-metre level
accuracies. The errors are limited to a maximum of 69 cm, which is an improvement by
about 50 % over the three-satellite, no constraint, case. This performance is similar to the
performance of the HG1700 IMU with three-satellites (no constraints). In contrast to the
two-satellite case, the use of only height constraints also improved system performance,
such that the maximum error is now reduced to 1.1 m, which is an improvement of about
21 % compared to the no constraint case. The addition of height constraints with threesatellites improves redundancy, such that the three-satellite case becomes as good as the
four-satellite case, thus providing more improvements relative to the two-satellite case.
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The percentage improvements with height constraints in general are small relative to the
case when velocity constraints are used.
5.5.3.2 Partial Outage Through Out
In this case the satellites are rejected from processing, such that only three-satellites are
available throughout data processing. Data from both IMUs (Crista and HG1700) is
processed, without constraints (Case I), with height constraints (Case II), with velocity
constraints (Case III), and with both height and velocity constraints simultaneously (Case
IV).

Figure 5.27 shows the trajectory obtained with the Crista IMU for Case I and Case IV
processing, while Figure 5.28 shows the corresponding trajectory with the HG1700 IMU.
Table 5.12 lists the statistical summary of the position errors for each IMU, in each case.

Figure 5.27: Crista IMU Trajectory under Partial GPS Outages (Three satellites,
27-state)
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Figure 5.28: HG1700 IMU Trajectory under Partial GPS Outages (Three satellites,
15-state)

Table 5.12: RMS Position Errors during Partial GPS Outages (Three Satellites)
Position

North

East

Up

2D

3D

Crista -27

(m)

(m)

(m)

(m)

(m)

Case I

1694.9

134.71

Case II

3.61

0.56

4.81

3.66

6.04

Case III

2.89

0.49

4.38

2.93

5.27

Case IV

2.79

0.48

4.29

2.83

5.14

HG1700

(m)

(m)

(m)

(m)

(m)

Case I

101.38

8.11

Case II

3.29

0.57

4.82

3.34

5.86

Case III

2.34

0.43

3.53

2.38

4.26

Case IV

2.31

0.42

3.48

2.35

4.22

1922.9 1700.2 2566.8

115.37 101.71 153.80
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As shown in Figure 5.27, in Case I (i.e. without constraints) with the Crista IMU, the
obtained trajectory follow the reference trajectory for the first few minutes, but a
continuous error accumulation leads to a divergence of trajectory. The horizontal RMS
errors reach up to the kilometre level by the end of the trajectory. Although not shown
explicitly, the Crista IMU is seen to keep the horizontal error below 5 m for about 52 s
into the processing, while less than 10 m for about 70 s. These results are about four
times better relative to the full outage case (refer to Figure 5.25). In contrast, the
performance of the tactical grade IMU is significantly superior relative to the MEMS
IMU, which is actually expected. The trajectory (Figure 5.28, Case I) follows the
reference trajectory closely for longer periods, and diverges only at the end. The HG1700
IMU is seen to keep the horizontal error less than 5 m for about 135 s, while less than
10 m for about 200 s. The overall RMS horizontal error with the HG1700 IMU is limited
to around 100 m.

The performance improved significantly when velocity/height constraints are added to
the INS filter. In Case II when height constraints are added, the horizontal RMS error
gets reduced to about 3.7 m for the Crista IMU, and to less than 3.5 m with the HG1700
IMU. The performance improved further when velocity constraints are used with three
satellites (Case III). When both constraints are added simultaneously to the filter (i.e.
Case IV), the performance improved only slightly over Case III. The horizontal RMS
error in this case reduces to 2.8 m with the Crista IMU, and 2.3 m with the HG1700 IMU.
These results are significant considering that the partial outage lasted throughout the
trajectory, which is about 20 min. Also it can be noted from the listed statistics that,
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although accuracies with the HG1700 IMU are significantly better when no constraints
are used, with constraints the performance of both IMUs is similar such that the error
differences are limited to less than 50 cm.

5.6 Results Summary
The results presented in this chapter compared the performance of MEMS and tactical
grade IMU based GPS/INS integrated system, using a clean data set collected in an open
environment. The IMUs used were the MEMS-based Crista IMU and tactical grade
HG1700 IMU. DGPS updates were derived from NovAtel OEM4 receiver data. Two
different integration strategies, namely the loosely and tightly coupled approaches, and
two different integration filters, a basic 15-state filter and a 27-state filter, were used to
investigate the performance of the MEMS IMU. The following points summarize the
results found in this chapter:

1. Under good satellite coverage, the pseudorange/Doppler derived DGPS updates
limited the time-dependent INS growth, such that both the INSs provided sub-metre
level position accuracies (2D, RMS).
2. Both loosely coupled and tightly coupled integration strategies provided similar
accuracies under full satellite coverage, with differences limited to the mm-level.
3. Under full satellite coverage, the proposed 27-state filter for the MEMS INS,
improved upon the performance relative to the 15-state filter, such that the obtained
trajectory became smoother and more accurate.
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4. The velocity errors were analogous to the position errors, and the results followed the
same trend in terms of performances of different integration strategies and different
filters.
5. The attitude estimates from the MEMS INS are poor; specifically the poorly observed
heading errors were large. In contrast, the attitude estimates provided by the tactical
grade INS was accurate to few arc-min.
6. The use of GPS-derived heading provided significant improvements in the MEMS
INS heading estimation. Improvements of up to 50-70 % were seen with different
INS filters.
7. Under full GPS outage situations, the MEMS INS accumulated errors rapidly. The
horizontal errors reached up to 92 m in 30 s with a 15-state filter.
8. The 27-state filter provided significant improvements in the stand-alone INS
performance. The improvements seen were about 67 % during the complete outages
of 30 s.
9. The MEMS INS prediction accuracies were seen to be poor primarily because of the
large errors in tilt estimation during GPS outages.
10. The tactical grade INS performed significantly superior relative to the MEMS INS,
where the horizontal position error remained around 1 m for the outage duration of
30 s.
11. The remedy to improve the MEMS INS performance under a full outage situation is
to use vehicle motion constraints.
12. The use of vehicle height constraints under full GPS outage did not provide much
improvement in the INS error estimation.
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13. The use of vehicle velocity constraints provided significant improvements during
periods of complete GPS outages. In the case of the MEMS INS, with a 15-state filter
the horizontal error was reduced to a maximum of 25 m while with a 27-state filter it
was reduced to a maximum of 13 m, for the outage duration of 30 s. The
improvements were thus in the range of 73-85 % relative to the no constraint cases.
14. The INS forward velocity component (in the body frame) is not directly observable
through velocity constraints. Velocity constraints were seen to aid in attitude
estimation which indirectly helps to control the errors in the forward direction.
15. Under partial GPS outages, with two satellites available, the performance of the
MEMS INS degraded almost as rapidly as the no satellite case. The INS errors
remained within 5 m for about 17 s, which is just 3 s better than the case when no
satellites were available. The overall the performance improved by about 27 % (for a
partial outage duration of 30 s).
16. The use of velocity constraints with two satellites provided substantial improvements
in the MEMS INS performance, such that the maximum horizontal error gets limited
to 5 m, for a (partial) outage duration of 30 s. The use of height constraint had little or
no effect on INS performance under this scenario (two-satellite).
17. With three satellites available, the MEMS INS kept the horizontal errors within 1.5 m
for an outage duration of 30 s. When partial outages are simulated throughout the
trajectory (approximately 20 minutes), the INS was seen to keep horizontal errors
within 5 m for about 52 s, which is four times superior to the full outage case. The
overall horizontal RMS errors reached the km-level by the end of trajectory.
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18. Using three satellites and velocity constraints, the MEMS INS provided sub-metre
level accuracies, for a (partial) outage duration of 30 s. Height constraints also
improved performance by about 21 % relative to the no constraint case.
19. The tactical grade INS provided sub-metre level accuracies, with both the two- and
three-satellite cases, for a 30 s outage duration. When a partial outage is simulated
throughout the trajectory (three-satellites), the INS was seen to keep errors within 5 m
for about 130 s. The overall horizontal RMS errors were limited to around 100 m,
indicating considerably superior performance relative to the MEMS INS.
20. When height and velocity constraints are used (individually and simultaneously) with
only three satellites throughout the trajectory, both the MEMS and tactical grade INSs
provided accuracies at the few metre level. The performance of the MEMS INS was
thus found to be comparable to the performance of the tactical grade INS, under such
an operating scenario.
21. The use of only velocity constraints during partial outages provided a higher
improvement relative to only height constraints. The use of both constraints
simultaneously provided only small improvements over the case when only velocity
is constrained.
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CHAPTER SIX : URBAN AREA RESULTS
Having quantified the performance of the designed integrated system under benign
operational conditions, this chapter is focused on a performance analysis under more
realistic operational conditions, i.e. urban and semi-urban areas. The chapter begins with
the urban area test description followed by the corresponding test results with the Crista
and HG1700 IMUs. The results from the semi-urban tests are then presented.

6.1 Urban Area
The test set-up used for data collection was same as the one described in Section 5.1. The
tests were carried out in the Calgary downtown area.
6.1.1 Test Description

Data collection began with a static initialization in a parking lot located in a relatively
open area (between 3rd and 4th Avenues on 8th Street) for about 12-15 minutes. The
vehicle was then driven into the core downtown area, for about 20-25 min, where the
vehicle followed the trajectory shown in Figure 6.1. The total duration of the test was 3540 min. The speed of the vehicle varied from 0-50 km/h, with frequent stops due to the
traffic lights. The total distance travelled was 5-6 km. The reference station for this test
was set up at the CCIT building at the University of Calgary, thus the baseline length to
the reference station varied between 5 and 6 km.

The city downtown has a variety of medium (60 – 100 m) to tall (150 – 200 m) buildings,
as can be seen in Figure 6.2. There were several underpasses (four between Centre Street
and 4th Street, on 4th Avenue) located on the test route, which could cause severe signal
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blockage. Figure 6.3 shows the number of satellites tracked by the GPS receiver at the
reference station, and the corresponding satellites tracked at the rover station. A 120 s
moving average of the number of satellites acquired by each receiver is also shown.

Figure 6.1: Urban Area Test Trajectory

Figure 6.2: Urban Area Testing Environment
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Figure 6.3: Urban Area Test: Satellites Tracked at Reference and Rover Station

As can be seen in the figure, the number of satellites at the beginning and end is around
eight, as the system was initialized in a relatively open area. During the actual run in the
core downtown area, the number of satellites tracked by the rover receiver varied
between 0 and 7. The number of satellites was below four for about 50 % of the time,
with an average value of 3.5. This satellite visibility caused poor geometry, which along
with multipath errors, created a very demanding environment for GPS-based navigation.

To detect measurement outliers, the innovation-based outlier detection scheme (refer to
Section 3.2) was used. Because of the statistical testing, many measurement outliers were
identified and rejected during processing, so the GPS measurement availability degrades
further relative to the one shown in Figure 6.3. The typical measurement availability over
different portions of the trajectory is shown in Figure 6.4. For the clarity of discussion,
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different regions of the trajectory are marked from A through E, where region A
represents the area between 7th and 8th Streets, and 3rd and 4th Avenues. The rest of the
markings follow the same rule.

Figure 6.4: GPS Pseudorange Observation Availability over the Test Trajectory

As noted from Figure 6.4, the GPS observation availability is good at the beginning when
the vehicle was moving in region A, with only moderate signal blockage encountered in
the south-east corner of this region. The first complete GPS outage was encountered in
region B on 6th Street and which lasted for about 9-10 s. The largest complete GPS
outage was encountered in the south-east corner of region C (on 4th Street) and it had a
15 s duration. The most challenging portion of the trajectory is region D where the GPS
availability is poor (less than four observations) for almost 100 % of the time. The test
vehicle takes two loops in this area, one while going towards Centre Street, and another
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when moving away from Centre Street. Region E features moderate GPS conditions with
one complete outage in the south-east corner of a 3-5 s duration. Table 6.1 lists the
observation availability statistics over the test run.
Table 6.1: GPS Observation Availability in Urban Area Test with OEM4 Receiver
Number of Obs.

Pseudorange

%

Doppler

%

0

50

4.2

50

4.2

1

91

7.6

91

7.6

2

255

21.3

237

19.7

3

210

17.5

147

12.3

4+

593

49.4

674

56.2

Total

1199

100

1199

100

The table shows that GPS observations are not available at all for about 50 epochs out of
1199 epochs, which is about 4.2 % of the total run time. Furthermore, the number of GPS
observations is less than four for about 606 epochs, implying challenging GPS conditions
for about 51 % of the time.
6.1.2 Reference Navigation Solution

The reference solution for this analysis is again obtained through the integration of the
navigation grade CIMU with a geodetic grade OEM4 receiver. Processing was carried
out with the POSPac software. The solution obtained in this way is therefore expected to
be accurate to the sub-metre level (Table 6.2). The obtained trajectory was shown
previously in Figure 6.1.
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Table 6.2: Smoother Estimation Error (CIMU/OEM4)
Smoother Estimation Error (m)

Max. RMS

Horizontal

0.76

0.42

Vertical

0.67

0.40

6.1.3 GPS-Only Solution

This section discusses the accuracy and availability of the GPS-only solution from the
OEM4 receiver in urban canyon conditions. To facilitate this analysis, pseudorange and
Doppler based GPS-only results were obtained from two sources:

•

A solution was obtained using the C3NAVG2™ software, developed by the PLAN
Group of the University of Calgary, which uses the least squares (LSQ) method
(Petovello et al 2000). The use of an epoch-by-epoch LSQ solution is advantageous
for the analysis of measurement errors as no smoothing occurs.

•

The GPS-only solution was obtained through the GPS module of the developed
software, which uses an Extended Kalman filter (EKF).

Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 show the trajectory obtained from the LSQ and EKF solutions.
The trajectory is plotted on the digital map of Calgary, which is accurate to the sub-metre
level. A constant separation is visible between the digital map and the computed solution,
which is actually expected since the digital map lines represent the centre of the road
while the vehicle typically moves in a lane. GPS results are discussed in terms of solution
availability, which is defined as the percentage of time during which the solution is
available while maintaining a Horizontal Dilution of Precision (HDOP) value below five.
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Figure 6.5: GPS-Only Solution (LSQ)

As can be noted, the solution availability is very poor, with a 47 % availability in urban
canyon conditions with the LSQ approach. This is because LSQ is not able to generate a
solution when the number of satellites falls below four, which is the case for about 51 %
of the time (see Table 6.1 and Figure 6.4). Also, since the data was collected in urban
canyons, where satellites are visible only at higher elevation angles, the HDOP values
were greater than five for many epochs (see Figure 6.7), in which case the solution was
discarded. The obtained trajectory agrees well with the satellite availability shown in
Figure 6.4. However, it can be noted that although the availability of the solution is poor
(LSQ), the solution is fairly accurate when available. This is because the OEM4 is a
geodetic grade receiver which provides good quality measurements even in urban
environments.
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Figure 6.6: GPS-Only Solution (EKF)

Figure 6.7: Horizontal and Vertical Dilution of Precision

The availability improves substantially when an EKF is used. The advantage of using a
Kalman filter over LSQ is that the filter can predict the navigation solution based on the
designed system model (Section 4.2.1) and statistics, when GPS conditions are poor.
Since the solution is often predicted, drift characteristics can be noted at various points in
the trajectory. The solution availabilities in regions A, B, C and E are increased, with
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accuracies of better than 10 m for majority of the time; however, large drift errors can be
seen in region D which is clearly the worst portion of the trajectory in terms of GPS
satellite visibility. A jump in the solution can be seen in the south-west corner of region
D. The reason for this jump may be multipath which is typically severe and highly
variable in urban canyons. Since the satellite geometry is also degraded, it makes it
harder for the reliability testing algorithm to detect these errors based on GPS-only
statistics. Specifically, if GPS-only filter predicts the solution for a while, and a multipath
error occurs, then it is likely that such an error will pass undetected through processing.
6.1.4 GPS/INS Integration Results

The results are divided into two sections. The first section discusses the results obtained
from the designed DGPS/MEMS INS (Crista) integrated system, along with the results
obtained when vehicle motion constraints are used. The second section compares the
performance of the MEMS INS with the tactical grade INS (HG1700).

It is understood that when the GPS system is integrated with INS, the solution availability
will be 100 % as the navigation solution is bridged by INS prediction during GPS
outages. However, the availability, as defined in the previous section, is not the best
indicator of system performance, as INS predictions may have large errors. So, a
parameter termed ‘Integrated System Availability (ISA)’ is defined, where the integrated
solution at a particular epoch is termed available if the error in the horizontal solution at
that epoch is less than a certain threshold value. Thus, based on typical accuracies
expected in different land vehicle applications, three threshold values are used in this
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thesis, 5, 10 and 20 m. Thus, the corresponding availability parameter is termed as ISA-5,
ISA-10, and ISA-20, where an ISA-5 of 80 % means that 80 % of the epochs have
horizontal errors less than 5 m. Apart from the ISA, the maximum and RMS position
errors will also be discussed.
6.1.4.1 Integration with Crista IMU
This section discusses the results obtained from the integration of the Crista IMU with the
OEM4 GPS receiver data. The data is processed under four cases:

•

Case I – This case represents a pure GPS/INS case with no vehicle motion constraints

being used. The results obtained through both loosely coupled (Figure 4.1) and tightly
coupled (Figure 4.2) integration strategies will be shown. Based on this discussion,
one integration strategy will be chosen for further discussion of results in other cases.
•

Case II – In this case, a vehicle height constraint is used. Height will be constrained

to the best height solution computed before encountering poor GPS availability.
•

Case III – In this case, vehicle velocity constraints are used. The constraints are used

only during the periods of poor GPS conditions.
•

Case IV – In this case, both height and velocity are constrained simultaneously during

poor GPS availability.
Case I – OEM4/Crista Integration

This section discusses the results of Case I processing, i.e. the pure GPS/INS integration
case. Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9 show the trajectory obtained through tightly coupled and
loosely coupled integration strategies, with the 27-state INS filter.
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Figure 6.8: Case I – OEM4/Crista Solution – Tight coupling (27-state)

Figure 6.9: Case I – OEM4/Crista Solution – Loose coupling (27-state)
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As can be noted from the figures, the Crista IMU successfully bridges the partial and
complete GPS outages encountered in regions A, B and C, with both integration
strategies, such that the horizontal position error remains within the 1-4 m during these
portions of the trajectory. It can be noted from Figure 6.6 that the GPS-only filter is able
to predict the navigation solution (during partial outages) quite accurately in these
regions, by virtue of the finding that the loosely coupled integration strategy seems to be
performing as good as tightly coupled integration strategy. The INS predictions are seen
to bridge the biggest complete GPS outage (of 15 s) in the south-east corner of region C
completely without any apparent degradation in trajectory. This performance can be
attributed to superior sensor error compensation with a 27-state filter. This is evident
more explicitly from Figure 6.10 which compares the performance of 15- and 27-state
filter specifically in the south-east corner of region C.

Figure 6.10: 15-state vs. 27-state: South-East Corner of Region C
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Since the error levels are small initially, the obtained trajectory is stacked on top of the
reference trajectory, until the vehicle entered region D. The performance of the system
degrades slightly in this area. Since the GPS satellite visibility is poor, the navigation
solution obtained in this region primarily depends on the INS solution, and the
disagreement with the true trajectory is due to the accumulation of errors during the INS
prediction process in the absence of GPS. The specific advantage of the tightly coupled
integration scheme during partial GPS outages becomes evident in this region, which
owing to centralized processing, is able to provide superior updates to the INS, such that
the amount of error accumulation is reduced relative to loose coupling. The quality of
predictions of the GPS-only filter is quite poor in this region (see Figure 6.6) which
explains the poor performance of loose coupling. It should be noted that the jump visible
in the south-west corner of region D in the GPS-only solution (Figure 6.6) is not visible
in either of the integrated solutions (Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9). The statistical testing
within the INS filter is able to filter out the poor measurement updates more efficiently,
which demonstrates the enhanced reliability of the integrated system relative to the GPSonly system.

Table 6.3 shows the maximum horizontal position error with each strategy and each
filter. Table 6.4 lists the position RMS errors in each dimension for each processing
mode, while Table 6.5 lists the corresponding availability statistics for the integrated
system. The overall performance of the system can be considered reasonable, specifically
with the tightly coupled integration scheme and the 27-state filter. As can be seen, the
maximum error reached during the trajectory is about 41 m, with errors remaining less
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than 20 m for the majority of time (see Table 6.5). The horizontal RMS errors seen
during the trajectory is around 5.7 m.
Table 6.3: Maximum Position Errors (Case I)
Max.

15-state LC

27-state LC

15-state TC

27-state TC

2D (m)

55.99

44.80

51.68

40.62

Table 6.4: Position RMS Errors (Case I)
Position (m)

North

East

Up

2D

3D

15-state LC

5.84

4.47

10.61

7.35

12.91

27-state LC

5.22

4.39

7.61

6.82

10.22

15-state TC

5.14

4.14

6.45

6.60

9.23

27-state TC

4.82

2.97

6.16

5.66

8.37

Table 6.5: Integrated System Availability (%)
Processing

ISA-5

ISA-10

ISA-20

15-state LC

66.8

87.4

95.3

27-state LC

73.2

89.3

95.9

15-state TC

76.7

90.0

96.7

27-state TC

78.6

92.1

98.7

The results presented in this section clearly indicate that the tightly coupled integration
scheme (with the 27-state filter) offers improved performance within urban canyons, over
any other processing mode, and thus, will be used henceforth.
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Case II – OEM4/Crista/Height Constraints

This section presents the results obtained from Case II processing. The standard deviation
of the height constraint measurement was set as 0.5 m. Figure 6.11 shows the obtained
trajectory.

Figure 6.11: Case II – OEM4/Crista/Height Constraints

The improvements in the trajectory can be seen relative to Case I (see Figure 6.8).
Specifically, the solution drifts observed in regions C and E on 4th Avenue in Case I are
reduced significantly. Also, improvements can be seen along 4th and 5th Avenues in
region D. The primary reason for these improvements is again improved redundancy.
Since adding height provides an additional measurement, the GPS availability improves
for about 17 % of the epochs (see Table 6.1) leading to improved performance. Also,
since height was constrained, the accuracy of the height solution improved significantly
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with errors reduced from 6.2 m to 2.6 m, which is an improvement of about 58 %. The
maximum horizontal error seen over the trajectory is now reduced to less than 29 m,
which is an improvement of about 29 % relative to Case I. Also, the RMS horizontal
position error is reduced to 4.6 m marking an improvement of about 18 % against Case I.
Case III – OEM4/Crista/Velocity Constraints

This section presents the results when vehicle velocity constraints are added to the
system. The addition of these constraints provides two additional measurements to the
system, which directly aids the lateral and up INS velocities (refer to Section 5.5.2.2).
Since in the absence of GPS, INS velocities are integrated to obtain a position solution,
any improvement in the velocity solution ultimately leads to an improved position
solution. Figure 6.12 shows the obtained trajectory.

Figure 6.12: Case III – OEM4/Crista/Velocity Constraints
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The trajectory improved significantly as compared to Case I, particularly in region D
where the GPS availability is poor. The computed trajectory follows the reference
trajectory very closely, except for a small disagreement in the north-west and south-east
corners of region D. However, the extent of this disagreement is reduced relative to Case
I. The maximum horizontal errors seen are now reduced to about 17 m which is an
improvement of about 58 % as compared to Case I. The RMS horizontal error registered
in this case is 3.7 m which is an improvement of about 35 %.
Case IV – OEM4/Crista/Height/Velocity Constraints

This section presents the results when both velocity and height constraints are added to
the system. Thus, there are three additional measurements available to the system, two
derived from velocity constraints and one from a height constraint. Figure 6.13 shows the
obtained trajectory. Figure 6.14 compares the performances of Cases I and IV specifically
in region D, and Figure 6.15 compares the corresponding horizontal position errors.
Table 6.6 summarizes the position error statistics of each case considered, while Table
6.7 lists the improvements achieved relative to Case I. Table 6.8 lists the availability
statistics of the integrated system.

The solution obtained in this case represents the best case solution that can be obtained
from the current design of the DGPS/MEMS INS system. Improvements in this case over
Case III are small (as in the case of open area analysis, see Section 5.5.3.2), so trajectory
differences are not apparently visible from a comparison of Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.13.
However, improvements in the position solution can be seen in Table 6.6. The horizontal
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errors are now reduced to 3.4 m which is an improvement of about 40 % compared to
Case I (see Table 6.7). Improvements in the vertical solution can also be seen relative to
Cases I and III. These improvements seem to be low relative to that seen in open area
environment during GPS gaps. However, it should be noted that complete GPS outages
are of short duration over the trajectory, and mostly partial GPS outages were
encountered. In addition, these improvements are computed in RMS errors over the
complete trajectory and not specifically during GPS gaps (as in the case of open area
analysis).

Figure 6.13: Case IV – OEM4/Crista/Height-Velocity Constraints

Figure 6.14 demonstrates the improvements that the use of constraints provided in region
D. All the severe glitches are now reduced to small values through the use of constraints.
The maximum error reached during the trajectory is 16 m (see Figure 6.15) with errors
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remaining within 10 m for most of the time (see Table 6.8). These results are significant
considering the type of inertial sensor being used, and the environment in which the
testing was conducted.

Figure 6.14: Trajectory Comparison – Case I vs. Case IV

Figure 6.15: Horizontal Error – Case I vs. Case IV
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Table 6.6: Position RMS Errors
Position (m)

Processing

North East

Up

2D

3D

Case I

27-state TC

4.82

2.97 6.16 5.66 8.37

Case II

27-state/Height TC

3.89

2.46 2.63 4.60 5.31

Case III

27-state/Velocity TC

3.04

2.13 4.53 3.71 5.86

Case IV

27-state/Velocity/Height TC

2.70

2.01 2.67 3.37 4.29

Table 6.7: Percentage Improvements over Case I
2D

Case II

Case III

Case IV

%

18.7

34.6

40.46

Table 6.8: Integrated System Availability (%)
Case

ISA-5

ISA-10

ISA-20

I

78.6

92.1

98.7

II

87.7

95.5

99.2

III

90.4

97.0

100

IV

91.2

97.3

100

6.1.4.2 Integration with HG1700 IMU
This section discusses the results obtained through integration of the OEM4 receiver with
the HG1700 IMU. The GPS data collected from antenna A4 is used, so as to keep the
GPS availability conditions similar to those in Figure 6.4. This is necessary for a fair
performance comparison with the MEMS IMU. For integration, the tightly coupled
integration strategy is used, where the INS filter consists of only 15 states. Figure 6.16
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shows the obtained trajectory, and Table 6.9 lists the corresponding position error
statistics.

Figure 6.16: OEM4/HG1700 Solution

Through a comparison of Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.16, the superior quality of the HG1700
becomes evident. The INS bridges all the outages with superior accuracies (relative to the
MEMS INS), with only a small disagreement between the reference and the computed
trajectory being seen in region D (on 5th Avenue) and in region E (on 3rd and 4th
Avenues). The horizontal RMS error seen with this IMU is 1.93 m. Although the
performance of the tactical grade IMU is superior, the results suggest that the MEMS
IMU with additional error modeling plus the vehicle motion constraints can provide
accuracies comparable to what a tactical grade IMU can provide with a basic 15-state
filter (Godha & Cannon 2005b).
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Table 6.9: Position RMS Errors
Position (m)

North

East

Up

2D

3D

HG1700

1.28

1.44

3.40 1.93 3.90

6.2 Semi-Urban Area
Several tests were conducted on the University of Calgary campus of which one data-set
will be used for results and analysis presented here.
6.2.1 Test Description

The university campus area features medium size buildings, which create lower masking
angles. Also, the roads on the campus are narrow and are mostly covered by trees on both
the sides, as shown in Figure 6.17. However, at the time of testing (in January), the
foliage was absent from the trees, so masking was only moderate. These conditions are
not ideal for GPS signal tracking but are also not as severe as in the case of urban canyon
environments. The reference station for the test was set-up at the CCIT building.

The test began in a parking lot located on Collegiate Blvd, and then followed a trajectory
as shown in Figure 6.18. The vehicle speed varied from 0- 70 km/hr, with frequent stops
during traffic lights and pedestrian cross-walks. The total distance travelled was around
6-7 km, and the distance from the reference station varied between 1-4 km. Again, the
distance of the vehicle from the reference station remained small thus virtually
eliminating the effects of residual differential GPS errors.
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Figure 6.17: Semi-Urban Test Environment

Figure 6.18: Semi-Urban Area Test Trajectory
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Figure 6.19 shows the number of satellites tracked at the reference station (at CCIT) and
the rover station during the test run. As can be seen, the average number of satellites
visible during the test run is greater than seven. Frequent periods of partial outages (1-3
satellites) can also be seen. Overall the GPS satellite visibility is not severely poor;
however, the GPS measurements are still susceptible to errors due to multipath, and thus
reliability monitoring is important.

Figure 6.19: Semi-Urban Area Test: Satellites Tracked at Reference and Rover
Station

Figure 6.20 shows the GPS observation available over the test trajectory, after statistical
testing. In general, only short periods of partial GPS outages are seen over different
portions of this trajectory. Table 6.10 lists the measurement availability statistics over the
test run, and shows that the GPS availability is good for about 91 % of the time.
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Figure 6.20: GPS Pseudorange Observation Availability over the Test Trajectory
Table 6.10: GPS Observation Availability – Semi-Urban Area
Number of Obs.

Pseudorange

%

Doppler

%

1

9

0.7

5

0.4

2

30

2.3

20

1.6

3

76

5.8

59

4.5

4+

1185

91.2

1216

93.5

Total

1300

100

1300

100

6.2.2 GPS/INS Integration Results

This section presents the results obtained through the integration of the OEM4 receiver
with the Crista and HG1700 IMUs. The reference solution for this analysis is again
obtained from the CIMU/OEM4 integrated system through processing with the POSPac
software. The Crista IMU data is processed with the 15-state and 27-state filters, whereas
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for the HG1700 a simple 15-state filter is used. Since the tightly coupled integration
strategy typically provides superior results during partial outages, loosely coupled
integration strategy is not considered herein.

Figure 6.21 shows the trajectory obtained from Crista IMU processing, through both the
15-state and 27-state filters. The trajectory is magnified at specific periods during partial
outages to illustrate the improvements provided by the 27-state filter compared to the 15state filter. Since only short partial outages are encountered, the 27-state filter is able to
bridge them without any apparent degradation in the trajectory. In contrast, error
degradation can be seen in the 15-state filter case.

Figure 6.21: OEM4/Crista Integration: 15 State vs. 27 State
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Table 6.11 lists the position RMS errors for each Crista processing mode and the errors
obtained through integration with the HG1700 IMU. As can be seen, both the HG1700
and Crista IMUs provide sub-metre level accuracies. These results are only slightly
degraded relative to the open area results discussed in Chapter Five (see Table 5.3). This
is again because GPS is more or less available continuously which did not allow INS
error accumulation. Since the integration performance is good and INS prediction error
degradation is minimal with the 27-state filter (in the case of the Crista IMU), the use of
vehicle motion constraints is not considered herein. Table 6.12 lists the integrated system
availability.
Table 6.11: Position RMS Errors (TC)
Position (m)

North

East

Up

2D

3D

Crista-15

0.69

0.48

1.27

0.84

1.52

Crista-27

0.53

0.43

1.00

0.68

1.22

HG1700

0.48

0.44

0.72

0.65

0.97

Table 6.12: Integrated System Availability (%)
Processing

ISA-5

ISA-10

ISA-20

Crista-15

99.9

100

100

Crista-27

100

100

100

HG1700

100

100

100

6.3 Results Summary
This chapter presented the performance comparative analysis of the DGPS/MEMS INS
(Crista) and the DGPS/tactical INS (HG1700) in urban and semi-urban areas. The
following points summarize the results:
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1. Satellite visibilities in urban canyons are typically poor. In the data set tested herein,
poor GPS conditions were observed for about 51 % of the time.
2. The GPS-only system provided the navigation solution for only 47 % of the time
using a least-squares estimator. The availability improved with a Kalman filter;
however, since filter frequently operated in prediction mode, accuracies were seen to
be poor.
3. The DGPS/MEMS INS integrated system outperformed the GPS-only system in
urban canyons, in terms of accuracy, availability, and reliability. The maximum
horizontal error with tightly coupled integration scheme and 27-state INS filter was
around 41 m, with an RMS value of 5.7 m.
4. The 27-state INS filter (with MEMS IMU) because of better sensor error
compensation did not allow rapid INS error accumulation during poor GPS
conditions, and thus performed superior relative to the 15-state filter.
5. The tightly coupled integration strategy provided superior accuracies as compared to
the loosely coupled integration strategy under urban areas. The accuracy of the
loosely coupled integration scheme during partial outages is heavily dependent on
GPS-only predictions, which typically accumulate errors rapidly, thus degrading the
quality of updates available to the INS.
6. The DGPS/MEMS INS integrated system was seen to be more efficient in isolating
the poor measurement updates, relative to the GPS-only system, primarily because of
measurement redundancy.
7. The use of vehicle motion constraints in the urban canyon environment provided
significant improvements relative to the no constraint case.
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8. The use of both height and velocity constraints simultaneously reduced the maximum
horizontal error to about 16 m, and the RMS errors to about 3.5 m. Thus, the
performance improved by about 40 %. The horizontal error was seen to remain below
20 m throughout the trajectory when both constraints are applied simultaneously.
9. The use of only velocity constraints provided additional improvement relative to only
height constraints. The use of both constraints simultaneously provided only small
improvements over the case when only the velocity is constrained.
10. The DGPS/tactical INS performed significantly better relative to the DGPS/MEMS
INS integrated system, such that the trajectory obtained was almost coincident with
the reference trajectory. The RMS horizontal error was less than 2 m in this case, with
the basic filter configuration.
11. The performance of the DGPS/MEMS INS system with extra error modeling and
both constraints was found to be comparable to the performance of the DGPS/tactical
INS with a basic filter configuration.
12. Under semi-urban environment conditions, both the DGPS/MEMS and DGPS/tactical
INS systems provided sub-metre level accuracies. In the case of the MEMS INS, the
27-state filter outperformed the 15-state filter in semi-urban environments as well.
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CHAPTER SEVEN : BACKWARD SMOOTHING
From the discussions in the previous chapters, it is clear that the use of vehicle motion
constraints typically provides significant improvement in the stand-alone INS
performance. The specific advantage of this approach is that it can be implemented in
real time. However, if a particular land vehicle navigation application allows/requires
data post-processing (such as surveying applications), a potentially more effective
approach can be used for bridging GPS outages. Such an approach is based on combining
the forward and backward processed data, typically termed as backward smoothing (Gelb
1974). This chapter first introduces the underlying principle in backward smoothing, and
then discusses the Rauch-Tung-Streibel (RTS) smoother (Meditch 1969, Gelb 1974,
Brown & Hwang 1997), which is the smoothing technique used in this work. In the end,
the smoothing results in open and urban areas are discussed.

7.1 Optimal Smoothing
Smoothing is a non-real time estimation method that uses the measurement data before
and after time tk, for computing the state estimates at time tk. An optimal smoother can,
thus be thought of as a suitable combination of two optimal filters, namely the forward
filter and the backward filter. The forward filter provides state estimates based on all the
measurements before the current time, tk; while, the backward filter provide state
estimates based on all the measurements after time tk (Figure 7.1).
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Figure 7.1: Forward and Backward Filters

Such a combination of two filter estimates can be represented by Equation (7.1) (Gelb
1974):
xˆ ks = A xˆ kf + B xˆ kb

(7.1)

where, the ‘hat’ signifies the estimated state, the superscript ‘f’ represents the forward
filter, ‘b’ represents the backward filter, and ‘s’ represents the smoother. The symbols,
xk

is the state vector at time tk,, and

A , B are the weighing matrices.

By replacing each state estimate by its true value plus the estimation error in Equation
(7.1), an equation in terms of state error vector can be derived and is given by Equation
(7.2):

δxˆ ks = ( A + B − I ) xk + A δxˆ kf + B δxˆ kb

(7.2)

where δ represents error perturbations. The corresponding error covariance matrix
associated with Equation (7.2) is given by Equation (7.3):
Pks = A Pk f A T + B Pkb B T

(7.3)
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where Pk is the state error covariance matrix at time tk.

For the smoother to be unbiased, the first term in Equation (7.2) should be zero
(Scherzinger 2004), as stated by Equation (7.4):
A+ B − I = 0

(7.4)

By minimizing the smoother error covariance, and using the relation given by Equation
(7.4), the weight matrices A and B are obtained as given by Equations (7.5) and (7.6)
(ibid):
A = Pkb ( Pk f + Pkb ) −1

(7.5)

B = A − I = Pk f ( Pk f + Pkb ) −1

(7.6)

Thus by substituting Equations (7.5) and (7.6) into Equation (7.3), the expression for the
smoother error covariance is obtained, and is given by Equation (7.7):
−1

Pks = Pk f

−1

+ Pkb

−1

(7.7)

It is clear from Equation (7.7), that the smoother estimated error covariance is always
smaller than the estimated errors of each individual filter, which is actually logical, since
the smoothed estimate is obtained using a higher number of measurements. This further
implies that the smoothed estimate, if not more accurate, could never be worse than the
individual filter estimates (Brown & Hwang 1997). However, since the smoothing
algorithm depends on the individual filtered solution; accurate filtering is a pre-requisite
to accurate smoothing (Gelb 1974).
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In the context of GPS/INS integrated system, smoothing is typically useful during GPS
outages. The principle of smoothing during GPS outages is explained in Figure 7.2. The
INS operates in a prediction mode during GPS outages (see Section 4.3.2.3). It can be
seen from Equation (3.8) that when a filter operates in prediction mode, the estimation
error grows since there are no measurement updates and thus the errors keep
accumulating. The forward INS filter will accumulate error forward in time (brown line
in Figure 7.2), while the backward filter will also accumulate error (green line in Figure
7.2), but backward in time. Thus, when the two solutions are combined using the above
algorithm (Equations (7.2) through (7.7)), a smoothed estimate is obtained, which is
represented by the red line in Figure 7.2. Clearly, smoothing reduces the errors
significantly during the data outage interval, relative to either of the forward or backward
estimate.

Figure 7.2: Errors during GPS Outage (adapted from Hide & Moore, 2004)
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The smoothing algorithm can typically be implemented using three approaches, which
give three different smoothers, namely a fixed-interval smoother, a fixed-point smoother
and a fixed-lag smoother (Meditch 1969, Gelb 1974, Brown & Hwang 1997). In
GPS/INS applications, a fixed-interval or a fixed-lag smoother is typically of more
interest. In fixed-interval smoother, the initial and final times (t0 and tN) are fixed, and the
estimate at epoch tk is sought, where tk є [t0, tN]. This kind of smoother is used when the
smoothed estimate is required for all the trajectory points in a post-mission application
(Nasaar 2003). In the fixed-lag smoother, the smoothed estimate at epoch tk is obtained,
using only the measurements available between tk and tk+m, where m is a fixed number of
epochs (fixed-lag) and t k < t k + m ≤ t N . This smoother is used when the smoothed
estimates are required in near real-time, for instance just after a GPS outage (ibid).

In this work, the Rauch-Tung-Streibel (RTS) smoother is used, which is generically a
fixed-interval smoother, but can also be used as a fixed-lag smoother (Shin & El-Sheimy
2002). Further details about RTS smoother are provided in the following section.

7.2 RTS Smoother
The RTS algorithm provides a very efficient way of implementing a smoothing algorithm
(Hide & Moore 2004). The efficiency lies in the fact that the computational effort is
reduced as this smoother does not require backward processing of the measurements per
se. The smoother consists of forward processing which is a standard Kalman filter
(discussed in Chapter Three), and a set of backward processing equations which
propagates the saved statistics of the forward filter backward in time, to compute the
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smoothed state estimates. The smoother is initialized with the forward filter’s last epoch
states and covariance at the end of forward processing, as stated by Equation (7.8):

δxˆ ks +1 = δxˆ kf++1

(7.8)

Pks+1 = Pk f+1+

Once initialized, the smoother uses Equations (7.9) and (7.10) to provide the smoothed
state estimates:

δxˆks = δxˆkf + + Gk (δxˆks +1 − δxˆkf+−1 )

(7.9)

(

(7.10)

)

Pks = Pkf + + Gk Pks+1 − Pkf+−1 GkT

where ‘+’ and ‘-’ denote the estimated and the predicted variables, and Gk is the
smoothing gain at time tk, given by Equation (7.11):

( )

Gk = Pk f + Φ Tk +1,k Pk f+1−

−1

(7.11)

where Φ k +1,k is the transition matrix from time tk to tk+1.

Equations (7.8) through (7.11) combined are referred as the backward processing
equations. Since in a GPS/INS filter the state vector is actually a state error vector, the
above set of equations results in a series of smoothed corrections for each epoch that
should be applied to the navigation solution computed using the forward filter (Hide &
Moore 2004). Ultimately, the smoothed solution is computed using Equation (7.12):
xˆ ks = xˆ kf + + (δxˆ ks − δxˆ kf + )

(7.12)
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With each backward sweep, the forward filter estimate is updated to yield an improved
smoothed estimate, which is based on all the measurement data (Brown & Hwang 1997).

From an inspection of the backward processing equations, it can be seen that state
estimation is independent of covariance estimation, so it does not have to be computed in
order to compute the smoothed state (Hide & Moore 2005). Also, RTS implementation
requires saving of the predicted/estimated states and predicted/estimated covariance
information for every epoch processed in the forward Kalman filter. This makes the RTS
smoother somewhat demanding on storage space requirements. In a closed loop GPS/INS
implementation, the predicted error states are always zero and the estimated states and
covariance are available only when GPS updates are performed. In addition the
covariance matrices are symmetric, which helps to reduce the storage space requirements.
In between GPS updates, the predicted covariance is interpreted as the estimated
covariance and is propagated backwards.

7.3 Results
The results are divided into two sections. The first section discusses the results obtained
in an open area environment. The data set used is the same as the one described (and
used) in Chapter Five. The second section discusses the corresponding results in urban
canyons. The data set used for this analysis is the one described in Chapter Six. The
results discussed in Chapter Five and Chapter Six, herein are referred to as the forward
filter results (as in those results, backward smoothing was not used). The effectiveness of
the RTS smoother in controlling the INS error degradation is quantified in terms of the
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RMS position and velocity errors, and the improvements are computed relative to the
forward filter results. All the results are obtained through a tightly coupled integration
scheme.
7.3.1 Open Area

The open area results are divided into two sections. The first section discusses the results
under complete GPS coverage. The latter section discusses the corresponding results
when artificial GPS outages are simulated.
7.3.1.1 No GPS Outage Results
Figure 7.3 shows the trajectory obtained from the Crista IMU (15-state) after RTS
smoothing, and Table 7.1 compiles the corresponding position/velocity error statistics
computed with respect to the open area reference solution, for each IMU.

Figure 7.3: Trajectory Comparison: Forward Filter vs. Smoothed (15-state)

Under good GPS coverage, the primary advantage of the smoother generally comes into
play only during INS predictions between GPS updates, the duration of which is actually
limited to 1 s. Consequently, the improvements due to the smoother are expected to be
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small. As noted from Figure 7.3, smoothing reduces the errors accumulated during the
periods of INS prediction, leading to a smoother and even more accurate trajectory. The
saw tooth behaviour seen in the forward filter solution is now reduced completely, such
that the differences between the trajectories are very small, and the trajectories are nearly
coincident. By comparing the results obtained during full satellite availability in Table
5.3 and Table 7.1, the above conjecture of small improvements can be verified. The
Crista IMU horizontal position results improve by about 9 cm when smoothed, while the
corresponding improvement in the HG1700 solution is about 15 cm.
Table 7.1: Smoothed Position and Velocity RMS Errors
North

East

Up

2D

3D

Position

(m)

(m)

(m)

(m)

(m)

Crista 15

0.20

0.24

0.19

0.31

0.36

Crista 27

0.18

0.23

0.19

0.30

0.35

HG1700

0.08

0.15

0.21

0.17

0.27

Velocity

(m/s)

(m/s)

(m/s)

(m/s)

(m/s)

Crista 15

0.028

0.022

0.023

0.035

0.042

Crista 27

0.024

0.023

0.021

0.033

0.039

HG1700

0.009

0.009

0.016

0.013

0.021

7.3.1.2 Complete GPS Outage Simulation Results
This section discusses the smoothing results during simulated GPS outages (refer to
Figure 5.13). Figure 7.4 shows the trajectory obtained with the Crista IMU (15-state),
with and without smoothing. As can be noted, the errors during GPS outages reduce
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significantly with smoothing, such that the smoothed trajectory follows the reference
trajectory very closely.

Figure 7.4: Trajectories with GPS Gaps: Forward Filter vs. Smoothed (15-state)

Figure 7.5 shows the RMS position errors computed across all the GPS outages, for each
IMU, while Table 7.2 and Table 7.3 list the corresponding position RMS errors and the
percentage improvements relative to the forward filter. The figures and tables show that
for the HG1700, the horizontal position errors are reduced to a maximum of 25 cm, for an
outage duration of 30 s. This error level is similar (in fact slightly better) to the case when
no GPS gaps were simulated. The errors were thus reduced by 77 %, which compare well
with previous investigations done with this IMU (e.g. Nassar 2003). In the case of the
Crista IMU, the position solution improved significantly with the horizontal position
errors being reduced to a maximum of 1-4 m with 27- and 15-state filters, respectively.
As expected, the performance is again superior with a 27-state filter. The percentage
improvement with the Crista IMU is 95 %. A hump can be noticed in the figure, which is
characteristic of a smoother (refer to Figure 7.2). The results obtained with the Crista
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IMU after smoothing are comparable to the results obtained with the HG1700 IMU with
only forward-processing.

Figure 7.5: RMS Position Errors during GPS Gaps (30 s)

Table 7.2: Maximum of RMS Position Errors after Smoothing
30 s Gaps

North

East

Up

2D

3D

Position

(m)

(m)

(m)

(m)

(m)

Crista 15

1.58

3.85

2.65

4.05

4.83

Crista 27

0.82

1.13

0.76

1.39

1.57

HG1700

0.11

0.23

0.24

0.25

0.35

Table 7.3: Percentage Improvement Relative to Each Case Forward Filter
30 s Gaps
2D Position (%)

Crista 15 Crista 27

95.5

95.5

HG1700

77.0
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7.3.2 Urban Area

The results in the previous section showed that the backward smoothing technique is an
efficient way of reducing the INS accumulated error during GPS outages. This section
now quantifies the smoother performance in practical situations, i.e. in urban canyons.
The results are divided into two sections, discussing the results obtained through
integration of the MEMS (Crista) and tactical grade (HG1700) IMUs.
7.3.2.1 Integration with Crista IMU
Figure 7.6 shows the smoothed trajectory obtained from the Crista IMU. Also shown in
the figure is the trajectory obtained through forward filter processing, to allow for a direct
performance comparison. For clarity, the trajectory plots with only the 27-state filter are
shown; however, the error statistics of the 15-state filter are summarized at the end of this
section.

As can be seen in Figure 7.6, smoothing provides a much accurate trajectory relative to
forward filter. The performance improved significantly in region D which is noted as the
worst portion of the trajectory in terms of GPS satellite visibility (refer to Figure 6.4).
Only a small disagreement is seen in the reference and smoothed trajectories, and it is
located in the south-east corner of region D. The horizontal error during the trajectory
reduces to a maximum of 14 m which is an improvement of about 65 %, relative to the
27-state forward filter solution. The RMS error during the trajectory is reduced to 3.8 m,
which is an improvement of about 33 % relative to the 27-state forward filter solution
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(refer to Table 6.4) Interestingly, these improvements are slightly less than the
improvements provided by the vehicle motion constraints (refer to Table 6.6).

Figure 7.6: Smoothed Trajectory: OEM4/Crista (27-state)

7.3.2.2 Integration with the HG1700 IMU
Figure 7.7 shows the trajectory obtained with the HG1700 IMU. The forward filter in this
case is seen to perform reasonably well (refer to Figure 6.16), such that there were only a
few periods, specifically in region D on 5th Avenue and in region E on 3rd and 4th
Avenues, where INS error accumulation was seen. The smoother corrected these errors,
such that the smoothed trajectory is coincident with the reference trajectory. However,
there is a very small disagreement in the north-east corner of region E, which is not
clearly visible because of the scale of the figure, which features the maximum error seen
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during the trajectory. The maximum horizontal errors seen in this case are about 6 m, and
the RMS error is reduced to 1.8 m. The improvements seen are about 17 % in the
maximum error and 7 % in the RMS error, relative to the forward filter results (refer to
Table 6.9). These improvements are lower relative to the open area results (77 %), but it
seems to be reasonable in light of the forward filter results.

Figure 7.7: Smoothed Trajectory: OEM4/HG1700 (15-state)

Table 7.4 summarizes the error statistics discussed in the last two sections. Also shown
are the statistics for the 15-state filter for the Crista IMU, to allow for a performance
comparison between the two filter implementations. Table 7.8 lists the improvements
achieved in each case, relative to each forward filter case.
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Table 7.4: Maximum and RMS Errors in each Processing after Smoothing
2D Position (m)

Crista 15

Crista 27

HG1700

Max.

16.90

14.15

6.08

RMS

4.10

3.78

1.80

Table 7.5: Improvements in Maximum and RMS Errors Relative to Forward Filter
2D Position (%)

Crista 15

Crista 27

HG1700

Max.

67.3

65.2

16.9

RMS

37.9

33.2

7.0

7.3.3 Results Summary

This chapter evaluated the system performance specifically for post-mission applications,
utilizing backward smoothing techniques. The following points summarize the results:

1. In an open area environment using a clean data set without any GPS gaps, the
percentage improvements were small. This is because the error accumulation
originally was also small. The trajectory became smoother and more accurate relative
to forward filter processing.
2. The smoother reduced the MEMS INS error accumulation during GPS outages by
about 95 %.
3. In the case of the tactical grade INS during GPS outages, the smoother performed as
good as the no GPS outage case. The percentage improvement in this case was about
77 %.
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4. Under an urban canyon environment, the smoother provided improvements of about
33 % in the case of the MEMS INS. These improvements were seen to be lower
relative to the improvements provided by the vehicle motion constraints.
5. With a tactical grade INS, the original error accumulation was small in urban canyon
environments, and thus so are the improvements provided by the smoother. The
horizontal RMS error was seen to reduce to 1.8 m which is an improvement of about
7 % relative to the forward filter.
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CHAPTER EIGHT : CONCLUSIONS AND RECCOMENDATIONS
The work presented in this thesis dealt with thorough assessment of performance of a low
cost DGPS/MEMS INS integrated system for land vehicle navigation application
(LVNS). The motivation behind using an integrated system for land vehicle navigation
system is the fact that GPS signal does not always reach the users, and thus continuous
positioning is not possible through system based only on GPS. The primary piece of
equipment used was a MEMS-based Crista IMU (from Cloud Cap Technology Inc.) and
a NovAtel OEM4 receiver. A tactical grade Honeywell HG1700 IMU was also used to
compare the performance differences of the two IMUs, under similar operating
conditions.

Both the GPS and the INS sensors are integrated together using two different integration
strategies, namely loosely coupled and tightly coupled. These integration strategies were
implemented using a closed loop approach. The implemented GPS-filter for loosely
coupled integration strategy uses a position-velocity model, where the processing is done
in a differential mode, using single-differenced technique. The designed INS-filter
models the inertial navigation error states, including the position, velocity and attitude
error states, using a phi-angle error model. The INS-filter was augmented by different
sensor error states based on the characteristics of inertial sensor in use. Typically, for
MEMS inertial sensor two INS filters were used. The first filter is a conventional 15-state
filter which models nine navigation error states, and six sensor bias-drift error states.
However, based on the MEMS sensor error characteristics, the 15-state filter was
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augmented by additional twelve sensor error states, including six turn-on bias error states
and six scale factor error states. Thus, the second filter in all includes 27 states, and was
termed as 27-state filter throughout this thesis. Both the filters were used to evaluate
MEMS sensor performance, to show the performance differences with each filter and the
specific advantages of extra error modeling.

Different algorithms were tested to limit the MEMS INS accuracy degradation during
GPS outages. The first method is based on using the vehicle motion constraints-derived
virtual measurements for updating the INS filter, and is useful for implementation in realtime applications. Specifically, two constraint measurements were derived, namely the
vehicle velocity constraints and the height constraints. The second algorithm used is
typically useful for post-mission (or near real-time) applications, where the use of RTS
smoother was evaluated. The RTS smoother provides the smoothed results based on the
knowledge of all stored forward filter state estimates and covariances, and thus is an
efficient way of implementing smoothing technique. The primary advantage of using
these approaches to prevent error degradation in the INS is that no external auxiliary
sensor is required, which keeps the system cost low.

The performance of each IMU, with each integration strategy, each INS filter, and each
error compensation algorithms was evaluated in three different operating environments,
namely open, semi-urban and urban areas.
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8.1 Conclusions
The following conclusions can be drawn from the work presented in this thesis:
1. The DGPS/MEMS INS integrated system provided sub-metre level accuracies (3840 cm, 2D, RMS) in open area environment, where GPS is typically available
continuously with consistent accuracies. In semi-urban environment which often
features partial outage conditions, the performance degraded only slightly, such that
the errors remain at sub-metre level (65-70 cm, 2D, RMS). The MEMS INS was
shown to bridge partial outages quite well in the semi-urban canyon environment.

2. The error in tilt estimation because of unresolved sensor error in MEMS INS is the
dominant factor affecting its prediction capabilities during the GPS outages. For the
outage duration of 30 s, the errors in roll and pitch were shown to grow to 3-4˚ level,
which causes the position error expansion to 92 m in 30 s outage. This substantiates
the requirement of additional aiding/special estimation techniques to keep the INS
errors bounded during GPS outages.

3. Positioning accuracy during partial data outages (three-satellites) was shown to be
less than 1.5 m for data outages lasting for about 30 s. When partial outages are
simulated throughout the trajectory, the MEMS INS was shown to keep horizontal
errors within 5 m for about 52 s.

4. Based on different tests result, modeling of the extra sensor error terms (which
depends on inertial sensor error characteristics) is recommended for DGPS/MEMS
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INS integrated system. The dominant error sources for the MEMS IMU tested herein
were turn-on biases and scale factor errors which tend to vary from turn-on to turnon. Modelling these errors in Kalman filter produced a 27-state filter, which was
shown to improve the results substantially. During simulated GPS outages in open
area environment, the 27-state filter because of superior sensor error compensation
was shown to limit the errors in tilt estimation to 1˚. This ultimately provided
improvements of about 67 % in position domain. The filter performed superior in
urban canyons as well (which features blend of complete and partial outages.) where
it was shown to provide improvements of about 15-20 %.

5. In general, velocity error trends are analogous to position error trends. Under
consistent GPS availability, the errors through both loosely coupled and tightly
coupled DGPS/MEMS INS system was shown to be around 15 cm/s and 9 cm/s with
15- and 27-state filter, respectively. During the complete GPS outages, the velocity
errors grow rapidly to 3-8 m/s (in 30 s) with different INS filter. Primary reason for
these errors is shown to be the errors in tilt estimation, which projects the gravity
signal in horizontal directions.

6. The attitude error estimates from a DGPS/MEMS INS system is typically poor,
specifically the heading estimates. Additional heading update, through the explicit use
of GPS-derived heading information is an efficient way of limiting the INS heading
error growth. The GPS heading was seen to limit the error growth by about 50-70 %
using different INS filters.
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7. GPS satellite visibility in urban canyons is typically poor. In the data set used herein,
poor GPS conditions were observed for about 51 % of the time. With least-square
estimator the GPS solution availability was shown to be only 47 %. The use of
Kalman filter typically increases the availability; however, large prediction errors
were noticed. The system was also shown to be inadequate in isolating and rejecting
the measurement outliers. This confirms that the GPS-only system under degraded
signal environment is inadequate to fulfill LVNS requirements.

8. The DGPS/MEMS INS system with tightly coupled integration scheme and 27-state
INS filter performed reasonably well within the urban canyons. The horizontal RMS
errors were shown to be around 5.7 m over the trajectory, with a maximum value of
41 m.

9. The DGPS/MEMS INS integrated system was shown to be more efficient in isolating
and rejecting the poor measurement updates, relative to GPS-only system, in urban
canyon conditions. This is because redundant information from two different sensors
is combined to test the presence of outliers.

10. The type of integration strategy to be used depends on the operational environments
of the system. For instance, both loosely coupled and tightly coupled integration
strategy is shown to provide similar accuracies under full satellite visibility, in open
area environment. Under such conditions, a loosely coupled integration strategy is
preferred due to its ease for implementation. In contrast, the tightly coupled
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integration scheme is shown to perform superior relative to loosely coupled case, in
urban canyon conditions, which frequently features the periods of complete and
partial GPS availability. During partial outages, the performance of loosely coupled
integration scheme was shown to be heavily dependent on GPS-filter prediction
capabilities, which are typically poor. Specifically, the improvements of over 1 m
(15 %) were observed with tight coupling in urban canyons.

11. The use of vehicle height constraint provides only small improvements during
complete GPS outages. For instance, during complete GPS outages simulated in an
open area environment the height constraint was shown to provide improvements by
about 20 % with 15-state filter, and was also shown to degrade the results a little with
27-state filter. Even with two-satellites, the height constraint was shown to have no
effect on accuracies of horizontal solution. However, during the case when three
satellites were available, the height constraint was shown to provide substantial
improvements in the estimation of horizontal position. The percentage improvement
in urban canyon environment during partial outages was shown to be about 19 %.

12. Constraining the vehicle velocity during complete and partial GPS outages controls
the time-dependent INS error growth significantly. During the complete outages, and
partial outages (two-satellites) simulated in open area environment, the amount of
improvements were shown to be about 73-85 % with different INS filters. In urban
canyon environment, which features the blend of complete and partial GPS outages,
the improvements were shown to be about 35 %. The integrated system availability
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with these constraints in urban canyons is shown to be 100 %, such that the horizontal
position errors remain less than 20 m (ISA-20), throughout the trajectory.

13. The vehicle velocity constraints typically aids in the estimation of the lateral and up
INS velocities, while the forward velocity component remains unobservable through
these measurements. The constraints, however, were shown to improve the attitude
estimation, which indirectly aids the INS forward velocity component.

14. In general, the velocity constraints provide more improvement relative to the height
constraints. The use of both the height and velocity constraints simultaneously,
typically provides only a small improvement over the case when only velocity
constraints are used.

15. Backward smoothing technique is an efficient way of limiting the INS error growth to
acceptable levels, but is applicable only for near real-time or post-mission
applications. The percentage improvement in the MEMS INS performance during the
complete GPS outages (simulated in open area environment) was shown to be about
95 %. In urban canyon conditions the percentage improvement was limited to 3338 %.

16. The tactical grade IMU performs significantly superior relative to MEMS IMU. The
INS based on tactical grade IMU is seen to outperform the MEMS INS in every
operating environment and under each processing scenario. Although performance
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trends of different integration strategy is shown to be similar to MEMS INS. Under
some specific situations, the performance of MEMS INS is seen to be comparable to
tactical grade INS, which are outlined as under:

a. Under full satellite visibility, in open area and somewhat in semi-urban area
the performance differences between two systems are seen to be within few
cm.

b. The performance of tactical grade INS when vehicle motions constraints are
used during partial GPS outages (three satellites) is shown to be similar to the
performance of MEMS INS, such that the differences remains within 50 cm.

c. The performance of DGPS/MEMS INS integrated system with extra error
modeling and vehicle motion constraints in urban canyons is found to be
degraded only by few metres relative to DGPS/tactical grade INS with a basic
filter configuration.

d. The performance of MEMS INS with backward smoothing during complete
GPS outages is seen to be comparable to performance of tactical grade INS
with forward filter only.

17. The ultimate conclusion of this work is that the DGPS/MEMS INS integrated system
performs reasonably well in different operating environment and typically
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outperforms the GPS-only system in terms of navigation solution accuracy,
availability and reliability. At times, the performance of DGPS/MEMS INS system is
shown to be comparable to performance of DGPS/tactical INS. The results presented
in this work strongly indicate the potential of MEMS INS for use in land vehicle
applications such as emergency applications, in-car navigation applications, fleet
management system, and other LBS applications.

8.2 Recommendations
The following recommendations can be made for future investigation with MEMS
inertial sensors:
1. The vehicle velocity constraints are shown to provide only small improvements in the
INS forward velocity component. Thus, the investigation of the system performance
through the addition of an odometer which can aid in forward velocity estimation is
warranted.

2. While deriving the measurement model for vehicle velocity constraints, it was
assumed that the vehicle frame is aligned with the IMU frame. Further enhancements,
therefore, may involve modeling the misalignments between the vehicle frame and
the IMU body frame in the Kalman filter.

3. The MEMS INS performance can be improved further through the map-matching
techniques. Such techniques provide additional map-derived motion constraints, and
thus can potentially help to keep the INS error bounded in the absence of GPS.
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4. For modeling the sensor residual biases, a Gauss Markov model was used. Further
investigations may involve using AR modeling methods.

5. The integrated system used in this work typically used an extended Kalman filter for
integration. Therefore, the investigation of the system performance through the
adaptive Kalman filtering methods is warranted.

6. Investigate MEMS INS performance in GPS single point positioning mode. This
would provide simplicity in systems integration and also reduce the overall cost of the
system.

7. Further, it is recommended to test the benefits of tested algorithms with more data
sets, particularly in urban areas, to represent broader range of vehicle dynamics and
satellite geometries.
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APPENDIX A
Accuracy Assessment of a Low Cost Magnetometer

This appendix characterizes the quality of the heading solution that can be obtained from
a magnetometer in different environments. Figure A.1 shows the raw heading
measurements (after removing spikes) obtained from HMR2330r magnetometer, in the
open area field test (refer to Chapter Five). Figure A.2 shows the errors in heading
solution with respect to reference heading obtained from CIMU. Figure A.3 shows the
corresponding heading errors in urban areas, while Table A.1 lists the error statistics.

Figure A.1: Raw Heading after Removing Spikes through Interpolation
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Figure A.2: Heading Error after Removing Spikes in Open Areas

Figure A.3: Heading Errors after Removing Spikes in Urban Canyons
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Table A.1: Heading Error Statistics
GPS Time (s)

Std. (˚)

Open Area
Static

<503060

<0.5

Kinematic

>503060

3.5-4

Urban Canyon
Static

<160550

6.5

Kinematic

>160550

8.5

Table shows that the accuracy of the heading solution, in the open area (relatively free
from magnetic interference sources), when the vehicle is static, is less than 0.5˚, and thus
can be used to initialize a low cost MEMS INS. However, in urban canyons the magnetic
disturbances are large such that the errors are greater than 6˚.
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APPENDIX B
North, East, and Up Velocity Error Dynamics

The North, East and up velocity error dynamics is dependent on the attitude errors and
the accelerometer sensor errors (El-sheimy, 2004). Their error dynamics equation is
given by Equation (B.1).
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(B.1)

where,

vi

is the velocity in ‘l-frame’,

fi

is the specific force in ‘l-frame’,

ξ

is the roll,

η

is the pitch,

ψ

is the heading, and

δf i

is the accelerometer sensor errors in ‘l-frame’,

It can be noted from Equation (B.1) that the errors in north and east velocities are related
to errors in pitch and roll, respectively, through specific force in up directions, which is
typically close to gravity (9.8 m/s2). Consequently, a strong coupling exists between the
tilt estimation and the horizontal velocities, and thus, any dynamical change in estimation
of one over time will show on the other. This means that accurate estimation of velocity
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error states by any suitable velocity updates measurements, not only improves the
accuracy of velocity estimation, but also the accuracy of computed roll and pitch angles.

It can also be noted from Equation (B.1) that errors in roll and pitch estimation, projects
the up acceleration in horizontal direction, which can potentially lead to large errors in
velocity estimation. This substantiates the necessity for accurate estimation of tilt angles.
Similarly, error in estimation of heading projects the forward velocity in lateral direction.
The second factor that affects the velocity estimation is the accelerometer sensor errors,
as it bears direct relation to velocities. So, any unresolved sensor errors leads to
inaccurate velocity solution, which ultimately introduces errors in position solution.

